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Abstract
Understanding the mechanisms by which any engineering structure resists load is an es-
sential requirement for its consistent and reliable design. The axial resistance which can
be mobilised by piled foundations in liquefiable soils when subjected to strong shaking
remains highly uncertain, and a number of piled foundations have failed in strong earth-
quakes as recently as 2011 . The lack of visible foundation distress in many such cases
indicates that failure can occur as a result of the loss of axial capacity during an earth-
quake, as opposed to the laterally-dominated failure modes which have been the focus of
the research community for the last 20 to 30 years.
In this thesis, a series of dynamic centrifuge experiments have been carried out to establish
how the distribution of axial loads along the length of a pile changes during a strong
earthquake. In each test, a 2 × 2 pile group was installed such that its tips were embedded
in a dense sand layer which was overlain by liquefiable soil. The tests examine the effects
arising from the hydraulic conductivity in the bearing layer, the influence of axial pile
cap support and finally whether there are any differences in the behaviour of nominally
jacked or bored piles under seismic loading.
The pile cap has been shown to play a substantial role in supporting axial loads during
strong shaking. In cases where the pile cap was unable to support axial load, the ma-
jority of the axial loading was carried as pile end bearing, with some shaft friction being
mobilised in both the liquefiable and bearing soil layers as a result of relative lateral dis-
placements between the soil and pile. However, where the pile cap is able to support axial
loads, the settlement of the pile cap into the soil led to a dramatic transfer of axial load
away from the piles and onto the pile cap. These results imply that where substantial
excess pore pressures may be generated at the depth of the pile tip, then the pile caps
must be able to support significant axial load. The increased effective stresses below the
pile cap were responsible for the mobilisation of shaft friction on the section of pile within
the liquefiable layer. However, these piles were unable to mobilise shaft friction in the
bearing layer due to the reduced lateral loading on the piles. The axial behaviour of the
piled foundations after the end of strong shaking is affected by the recovery of pile end
bearing capacity and is therefore strongly dependent on the hydraulic conductivity of the
bearing layer.
The axial behaviour of nominally bored and jacked pile groups in liquefiable soil deposits
are very different under seismic excitation, with the installation process of the latter sub-
stantially altering the soil conditions around the tips of the pile, such that in contrast to
the bored pile groups, the jacked pile groups did not accumulate settlements until signifi-
cantly after the strong shaking had commenced. These results imply that the method of
installation is an important factor in the seismic response of a foundation, and may be
more pronounced for real earthquakes where the number of strong shaking cycles may be
more limited than those simulated in the experiments.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem statement
Piled foundations are well established as a means for transferring axial loads applied by
a superstructure to stiff and competent soil layers in cases where the soil near the surface
is unable to provide sufficient axial resistance at a tolerable level of settlement. Piles
are particularly appropriate for supporting port structures and bridge piers, where soft or
loose soil deposits often occupy several metres of the near-surface soil profile. Additionally,
piles are useful for supporting structures on man-made fills, or on historical flood plains
or swamps, where again, relatively loose soil conditions exist near the ground surface. As
a result of the extensive use and wealth of research carried out on piled foundations, the
understanding of the axial response of piled foundations under typical working loads is
relatively well advanced. Additionally, when entering the construction phase of a new
project, piles can be load-tested to ensure that the behaviour of the piles will deliver
acceptable performance. However, a great deal of uncertainty surrounds the performance
of piled foundations during strong earthquakes, especially if liquefaction of some or all of
the soil profile occurs, due to the reduction of soil strength and stiffness.
During the 1995 Hyogoken-Nambu earthquake in Kobe, widespread liquefaction of the
man-made fills led to a series of piled foundation failures, many of which were subse-
quently carefully analysed and documented. Many of these case histories relate to the
performance of piled foundations which were subjected to significant lateral demands,
becoming the focus of a concerted research effort over the past 15 years. However, many
examples of other modes of piled foundation failure occurred (Tokimatsu et al., 1996),
which have received relatively little attention. The map shown in Figure 1.1(a) indicates
that the damage to piled foundations in the 1995 Hyogoken-Nambu earthquake was very
widespread and while concentrated damage occurred near to the shore due to lateral
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(a) Map showing location of many of the known foundation failures
during 1995 Hyogoken-Nambu earthquake
(b) Mechanisms of pile failure (modified) (c) Tilting of building in Fukaehama
Figure 1.1: Examples and mechanisms of foundation failure during 1995 Hyogoken-Nambu
earthquake, Tokimatsu et al. (1996)
spreading, several failures occurred further in shore where the permanent lateral ground
displacements were negligible. The observed modes of pile failure in level ground were
summarised by Tokimatsu et al. (1996) and are shown in Figure 1.1(b), with those per-
taining to the pure axial failure of the foundations highlighted. In these cases, no visible
distress was observed on the piled foundations, yet settlements in excess of 1 m were re-
ported for some buildings, while many others suffered excessive tilts which rendered them
unusable after the earthquake (i.e. Hamazake elementary school and the Uosaki junior
high school). In cases such as these, it was concluded that due to the lack of distress on
the piled foundations, the failure of these buildings was due to a loss of axial load carrying
capacity.
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(a) Mechanisms of gap formation (b) Horizontal gap beneath
building
Figure 1.2: Formation of large gaps beneath pile-supported buildings during 1995
Hyogoken-Nambu earthquake, Tokimatsu et al. (1996)
Figure 1.3: Building supported by friction piles showing no apparent differential settle-
ment, Japanese Geotechnical Society (1996)
While the previous examples highlight buildings which have failed by settling into the
ground, there were also numerous cases where the performance of piled foundations was
“good”, but due to the large post-earthquake subsidence of the liquefied soil, buildings
were left proud of the ground’s surface, as shown in Figure 1.2(b). In such cases, substan-
tial remedial work is required both to infill the gap beneath the building, and to restore
broken services (such as water pipes etc. ) which break as the soil settles away from the
building.
Finally, some buildings did not suffer foundation distress despite clear indications of liq-
uefaction damage in the immediate area (Tokimatsu et al., 1996). One such example is
the Ferry Terminal, shown in Figure 1.3, on the North-East section of Port Island, where
the building and its friction piles settled “equally with the ground surface, maintaining a
relative level between the two.”
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The extensive liquefaction related problem suffered by pile-supported structures are not
unique to the 1995 Hyogoken-Nambu earthquake, with similar occurrences being recorded
in other strong earthquakes, such as the 2001 Bhuj earthquake (Madabhushi et al., 2005)
and the 2010 Maule earthquake (Bray & Frost, 2010).
Despite numerous examples highlighting the importance of understanding the axial load
transfer mechanisms in liquefied soil both during, and after strong shaking, this topic
remains understudied and poorly understood. This lack of knowledge severely inhibits the
ability to make consistent and reliable design decisions for these foundations in situations
where liquefaction during a strong earthquake is an issue. This thesis therefore aims to
clarify the mechanisms by which axial load is carried by piled foundations in liquefied
soils during an earthquake.
1.2 Options for research methodologies
When carrying out research into geotechnical earthquake engineering, some consideration
must be given towards selecting an overriding approach to the research, since this influ-
ences many aspects of the design of the research programme. A number of complementary
techniques have been developed which include:
• Dynamic centrifuge modelling
• 1g modelling (small scale and large scale)
• Field testing
• Pseudo-static modelling
• Numerical modelling
Each of these techniques have particular strengths and weaknesses. For example, pseudo-
static and numerical methods require a large initial effort, but once set-up, allow many
thousands of scenarios to be considered, allowing the effect of small details to be consid-
ered. However, when using these methods, the response of the model is only as good as
the underlying constitutive model, leaving the question of whether there are additional
effects which have not been captured. In such cases, it is possible that the behaviour
of the structure predicted by the numerical model might not be a good representation
of reality. This is especially apparent when studying the complex interactions between
a structure and the soil, where the displacements can be large and the models may be
unable to correctly capture the dynamic changes in pore pressure occurring close to the
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structure. On the other hand, while carrying out large scale tests on a shake table such as
the E-Defense facility in Japan yields a response which is dependent on the behaviour of
a real soil, these techniques are hugely expensive, both in terms of cost and human effort,
meaning that research projects might only involve one or two experiments. However, it
must be acknowledged that exceptionally large amounts of data can be generated in each
test.
Full scale field testing allows the effects of soil stratification and non-homogeneity to be
captured in the response of the prototype of interest. However, it may be difficult to
generalise the results from such studies, since particular mechanisms governing behaviour
cannot be easily identified. Further, since ground motions cannot be applied, researchers
must either wait for a seismic event to occur, or attempt to investigate aspects of behaviour
not associated with shaking (i.e. behaviour which might be observed following the end
of strong shaking as excess pore pressures dissipate). Full-scale field testing therefore
remains of limited use in dynamic geotechnical research.
Small scale physical modelling offers an avenue for research which overcomes many of the
problems associated with other research methods. The use of small scale models with real
soil allows the complex behaviours of the model to be captured, but generally without
the large cost and time burdens of large scale testing. However, the non-linear stress-
strain characteristics of soil mean that in order to replicate the behaviour which might
be observed in the field, it is necessary to ensure that the stresses and strains are at the
same level within the model. This means that in order to obtain realistic results from a
small-scale model, it is necessary to use a centrifuge in order to elevate the gravity field
to ensure that the appropriate stresses are present within the model.
Similar to the research techniques just described, centrifuge modelling is not perfect.
When carrying out research on small scale models in a geotechnical centrifuge, it is not
normally possible to exactly model a specific field scenario. Instead, the researcher must
make a number of simplifications to create a ”prototype,” which although not an exact
representation of reality, still manages to capture the important physical characteristics
of the specific problem being considered. The researcher can then make a scaled version
of this prototype, and use a number of scaling laws (which will be descibed in Section 3.2)
to link the observed behaviours of the model to this simplified version of reality. However,
as described by Haskell et al. (2012), the response of the structure can be fundamentally
altered by the way in which the model is altered, such that careful consideration must be
given to what the results coming from a centrifuge experiment actually represent. Addi-
tionally, as will be discussed in Sections 2.3.2 & 3.2, there remain some issues regarding
the scaling of results between the centrifuge model and the prototype. However, if these
obstacles can be overcome, then centrifuge modelling allows a series of carefully controlled
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experiments to be carried out, allowing specific parameters to be altered in relative iso-
lation without the concerns relating to the constitutive behaviour of the soil itself. This
makes centrifuge modelling a useful tool for the study of a wide range of boundary value
problems and has therefore been selected for use in this research programme and will be
discussed further in Chapter 3.
1.3 Scope of the research
When considering the observed failures of piled foundations, a logical dividing line might
well be drawn between those where significant lateral displacements of the soil occurred
due to persisting shear forces (i.e. sloping ground or near quay walls) and those which
have occurred in level beds. While the occurrence of axial failures may occur in the former
case, it is often the lateral effects which dominate. Therefore, in this study, the research
will be restricted to the consideration of piled foundations within level beds.
As hinted in the description of full-scale field testing, real soil profiles can be far from the
uniform soil profiles which are typically prepared in a laboratory. However, it is normal
practice to simplify a real soil profile into a limited number of different soil layers for
modelling purposes. By following this approach, it becomes possible to produce more
consistent models whose results can be more readily linked to specific aspects of soil
behaviour and allow meaningful investigations into the effects of different parameters on
the overall response of the system. In the case of a piled foundation, the simplest idealised
profile may include a single layer. However, more common is the situation where the pile
passes through a loose layer, with its tips embedded in a relatively dense bearing layer.
As shown in Figure 1.4, it might be reasonable to model the soil profile at Kobe Port as
a layer of loose sand approximately 14 m thick underlain by a layer of dense sand. In this
research programme, the experiments which will be presented were designed specifically
to investigate the behaviour of pile groups embedded in these dual layer soil profiles.
Finally, piles are rarely found as isolated members. The layout of a piled foundation
often involves groups of between 2 and 4 piles, placed at strategic locations across a larger
building footprint. In the case of a bridge foundation, it is typical to include a more even
distribution of piles across the area of the foundation. While interaction between the
different elements of a larger foundation will undoubtedly occur, this research programme
does not intend to investigate this aspect. Rather, consideration will be given to the case
of a single 2 × 2 pile group, which, while greatly simplified, should capture many of the
important aspects of pile behaviour during an earthquake, which will be discussed further
in Section 2.4
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Figure 1.4: Soil profile from Kobe Port, (modified from Inagaki et al., 1996)
In working towards the aim of clarifying the axial behaviour of piled foundations, this
research will restrict itself to considering the situation of single 2 × 2 model pile groups
in saturated, level ground consisting of a simplified dual layer soil profile.
1.4 The axial behaviour of piled foundations during
earthquakes: a roadmap
Following a discussion of existing literature on the behaviour of soils subjected to cyclic
loading, and the behaviour of piles under normal and seismic conditions in Chapter 2, a
series of research questions are formulated which guide the ensuing investigations. Chapter
3 addresses some of the issues involved with dynamic centrifuge modelling, as well as
introducing the actuator used to apply the model earthquakes, and the techniques used
for preparing the sand profiles, including the implementation of an automatic saturation
system. Chapter 3 also includes details of the pile groups used in the experiments and a
discussion of the limitations of the instrumentation used in the models.
Following this background information, Chapters 4 to 6 consider the axial behaviour of
the model pile group while subjected to dynamic excitation. In the first two of these
chapters, the behaviour of bored piles is considered, and in Chapter 4, consideration is
given to the case where a pile group is embedded such that the pile cap is not in contact
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with the soil surface, allowing the load transfer mechanisms of the pile to be studied
without the complication of the role of the pile cap. While the axial load transfer remains
the focus of this chapter, additional work which considers the settlement response of these
pile groups is presented along with a proposed normalisation technique. In Chapter 5,
attention moves to the more common scenario where pile caps are in contact with the
ground surface and can therefore play a role in supporting the axial loads during the
earthquake. This chapter therefore focusses on how the pile cap affects the distribution
of axial loads during an earthquake.
Following the discussion in Chapter 2 which highlights the importance of the installa-
tion method on the observed axial response of pile groups under normal working loads,
Chapter 6 aims to investigate whether the axial behaviour of a pile group during an
earthquake is significantly affected by the method of installation. Pile groups which are
representative of bored piles and jacked piles are therefore tested and compared. Finally,
this chapter attempts to investigate the effect of pile surface roughness on both the pile
group settlement and the axial load carrying capacity of the piles during the earthquake.
Having established the behaviour of piled foundations during an earthquake, Chapter 7
considers the behaviour of the pile groups discussed in the preceding three chapters in the
moments after the earthquake, when excess pore pressures begin to dissipate. The inves-
tigation focusses on the differences in behaviour arising as a result of the different loading
conditions at the pile head, and the implications of differences in hydraulic conductivity
on the development of axial load and subsequent settlement after an earthquake.
Finally, in Chapter 8, results from the Chapters 4 to 7 are summarised and discussed in
the context of their implications for designing piled foundations in seismic areas. Based
on the results of this experimental programme, avenues for further research are described.
It should be noted that in this thesis, all of the numeric quantities presented have been
converted to prototype scale, using the scaling laws given by Schofield (1981) (which will
be described in Section 3.2).
Sketches of the model layouts used in the experiments described in Chapters 4 to 6 are
given at the beginning of the relevant chapter. In addition to these, more detailed model
layouts are provided in Appendix A.
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Review of Literature
2.1 Introduction
In order to understand the behaviour of a piled foundation during an earthquake, it
is necessary to understand some of the effects which may contribute to the observed
response of the piles. In this Chapter, some of the key concepts which are relevant to the
experimental programme discussed in this thesis are presented. The Chapter is broken
into three main sections, beginning with a summary of the expected response of soils to
both monotonic and cyclic shear loading. A brief overview of the axial resistance of a
piled foundation is then presented, including a discussion concerning the influence which
the mode of installation has on the axial stiffness of piled foundations. Finally, existing
research pertaining to the axial behaviour of piled foundations subjected to seismic loading
and subsequent dissipation of excess pore pressure is considered. Furthermore, concepts
are introduced in this section which may influence the axial capacities of the pile group
under seismic loading.
2.2 Behaviour of soil
In order to study a more complex geotechnical problem, it is necessary to have a basic
framework which describes the behaviour of a soil as it is subjected to different loading
scenarios. The Critical State model described by Schofield & Wroth (1968) provides an
accessible way of understanding the behaviour of soil, linking the parameters of deviatoric
stress (q), confining pressure (p′) and voids ratio (e). In the model, soils which are
subjected to shear stresses exceeding a yield surface will attempt to reach a unique line,
known as the critical state line (CSL), at which point, shearing can continue without
changes to the soil’s state. In e-p’ space, the critical state line plots at a lower voids ratio
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than a normally consolidated soil at the same confining pressure. When shearing takes
place slowly, soils which are at a greater voids ratio (“looser”) than the CSL at the same
p’ will contract (reduction in voids ratio) in order to reach the CSL, while those at lower
voids ratio (“denser”) will dilate (increase in voids ratio). If the soil is saturated, these
changes in voids ratio imply that pore fluid must be migrating within the soil skeleton
to accommodate the changes in void volume. If the shearing takes place rapidly, then
fluid flow cannot occur quickly enough, and instead, a change in pore pressure occurs;
contractile soils tending to increase their pore pressures, while dilative soils will experience
a reduction in pore pressures. This concept was discussed in the context of cyclic loading
by Martin et al. (1975), who argued that the volumetric strain potential of a saturated and
dry soil should be the same, and therefore the increase in excess pore pressure generated
by cyclic loading should equal the product of the total expected volumetric strain and
the bulk modulus of water. Since the grains become less loaded as a result of the pore
pressure increment, the total volumetric strain was assumed to be equal to the volumetric
strain occurring in a dry soil skeleton as a result of the cyclic loading minus the elastic
volume recovery of the soil grains.
It must be noted that while the framework of critical state soil mechanics is generally
referred to in this thesis, an alternative framework was proposed by Casagrande (1936),
who initially defined a critical void ratio (ec), which separated the contractile and dilative
soils and which was independent of confining pressure. While it is now generally accepted
that original definition of critical void ratio was incorrect, many US sources (e.g., Kramer,
1996) refer to Casagrande’s updated model which included the effect of confining pres-
sure on the critical voids ratio. The similarity between Casagrande’s steady state model
and the critical state model of Schofield & Wroth (1968) has led to the two frameworks
remaining in use concurrently.
In the critical state framework, the shear strength of a soil at the critical state is pro-
portional to the effective stresses in the soil according to a frictional strength model, as
shown in Equation 2.1. While the shear strength of the soil shown in the equation is
linked to the vertical effective stress, analogous forms of the equation exist for different
stress spaces (i.e. q-p’). The equation implies that the generation of positive excess pore
pressures leads to a reduction in the shear strength of the soil. In extremis, Equation 2.1
implies that if excess pore pressures rise sufficiently high to cause the effective stresses to
fall to zero, then the shear strength of the soil is likewise reduced to zero.
τcrit = tan(φcrit)σ
′
v (2.1)
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2.2.1 Loose sands subjected to undrained cyclic loading
Under earthquake loading, shear waves, propagating from the bedrock are the major
factor in the occurrence of ground movements (Kramer, 1996). As a result, soil behaviour
relevant to earthquakes is commonly studied by applying cyclical shear loads on a soil
body.
The behaviour of loose soils under cyclic loading was investigated by Seed & Lee (1966),
who applied cyclic axial loading (which generates cyclic shear on a 45 o plane) in an
undrained triaxial test. In these tests, the contractile nature of the soil under shear led
to the gradual generation of excess pore pressures until the effective stresses had reduced
close to zero (excess pore pressure ratio, ru = 1). At this point, which was termed initial
liquefaction, the stiffness of the soil was observed to reduce dramatically, leading to the
development of large cyclic strains as shown in Figure 2.1.
The behaviour of loose soils under cyclic loading is further discussed by Ishihara et al.
(1975), who introduces the concept of a phase transformation line (PTL), which demar-
cates the contractive and dilative responses of a soil under shear. A very similar concept
was also put forward by Luong & Sidaner (1981), who used the term characteristic state
line (equivalent to Ishihara’s PTL). Figure 2.2(a) shows the characteristic state line (or
PTL) at a constant stress ratio extending outwards from the origin, and below the fail-
ure line. As loose soils are sheared cyclically, the excess pore pressures increase gradually,
leading to a reduction in the confining pressure. The stress path therefore gradually moves
from right to left in Figure 2.2(a). Ishihara et al. (1975) explains that as long as the stress
path does not reach the PTL, then the increases in pore pressure during the unloading
of the sample is quite modest. However, if the cyclic loading continues, then there comes
Figure 2.1: Generation of excess pore pressure under cyclic loading, Seed & Lee (1966)
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(a) Characteristic state for saturated
sands, Luong & Sidaner (1981)
(b) Stress path for soil under cyclic shear,
Ishihara (1996)
(c) Soil strain under cyclic shear, Ishihara
(1996)
Figure 2.2: Behaviour of loose soils under cyclic shearing
a point where the stress path reaches the PTL, beyond which the soil’s behaviour be-
comes dilative. In addition, the soil is described to be unstable, and very large increases
in pore pressure are then observed in subsequent cycles when the soil is unloaded. This
behaviour can be observed in Figure 2.2(b), where it can be seen that the PTL is crossed
close to p’ = 30 kPa. The large increases in pore pressure during the unloading of the
soil lead to the stress path cycling very close to the origin, with the soil exhibiting both
contractile and dilative behaviours (in the subcharactersitic and surcharacteristic regions
of Figure 2.2(a)) each cycle, leading to experimental observations where the pore pressure
cycles at twice the shearing frequency (i.e. Carnevale & Elgamal, 1993; Farrell & Kutter,
1993; Seed & Lee, 1966). Additionally, Ishihara et al. (1975) found that the soil strains
increased dramaticaly once the PTL had been reached, which can be seen in the strains
of Figure 2.2(c), which accompany the data of Figure 2.2(b), as well as the data of Seed
& Lee (1966) shown in Figure 2.1.
The dramatic loss of stiffness and shear strength of these loose soils when the excess pore
pressures reduce the effective stresses close to zero is generally referred to as liquefaction.
In particular, Seed & Lee (1966) defines initial liquefaction to be the point at which
the vertical effective stresses are first reduced to zero, while Ishihara (1993) adopts this
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definition with the added constraint that double amplitude axial strain should be greater
than 5 % and occur within 20 cycles. Other definitions exist; for example Sladen et al.
(1985) discusses liquefaction in terms of an unstable reduction in the deviatoric stress
which can be observed on loose soils which are sheared in an undrained triaxial test
(termed the quasi-steady state by Ishihara (1993)). For the purposes of this thesis, the
definition of Seed & Lee (1966) has been adopted.
2.2.2 Dense sands subjected to undrained cyclic loading
While the generation of positive excess pore pressures in a loose soil is expected from
the critical state framework, the opposite is true for a soil lying below the critical state
line, which would be expected to dilate under shear loads. However, it was reported by
Castro (1975) that at small shear strains, dense soils also generate an increment of excess
pore pressure, leading to the gradual build up of significant excess pore pressures in cyclic
triaxial tests. These observations have been repeated by many researchers carrying out
cyclic triaxial tests, including Hyodo et al. (1998); Mitchell & Dubin (1986). As shown in
Figure 2.3, the stress paths of loose and dense sand both show the build up of excess pore
(a) Loose Dog’s Bay sand (b) Dense Shirasu sand
Figure 2.3: Cyclic loading of loose and dense sands, Hyodo et al. (1998)
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pressures due to the cyclic shear loading. However, while the loose sand shown in Figure
2.3(a) shows a rapid loss of stiffness once the characteristic state line (marked PTL in the
figure) has been reached, the dense sand accumulates strain much more slowly, and with
a very gradual softening taking place over many cycles. This key difference led Castro
(1975) to term the gradual softening of a dense sand as cyclic mobility. Since the softening
of dense sands takes place over many cycles, it is apparent that under typical earthquake
loading, a dense sand will maintain significant stiffness even in cases where the excess
pore pressures temporarily reduce the effective stresses to zero.
While the results of Castro (1975) indicate that excess pore pressures build up very slowly
in a dense sand, the build up of excess pore pressures within uniform dense deposits of
sand during a dynamic centrifuge test has been found to occur rapidly from the beginning
of the earthquake motion (Coelho et al., 2007; Elgamal et al., 2005). Similar to the
undrained tests, it was found that while the generation of excess pore pressures takes
place much more rapidly, these dense sands were highly dilative upon shear, resulting in
rapidly mobilised shear strength.
2.2.3 Non-uniform soil deposits
While the preceding sections have discussed the pore pressure generation in sands within
uniform soil deposits, this is rarely the case in the field, where many factors influence the
behaviour of soil as summarised by Ishihara (1996). However, of particular relevance to
this thesis is the effect of soil stratification as well as the effects of overconsolidation and
non-homogeneity within a soil layer.
Typically, soils which are most at risk of seismically-induced liquefaction, such as allu-
vial deposits or man-made fills, have been deposited relatively recently. Hence the large
overconsolidation ratios (OCR) which can be found in some soils are of little relevance to
liquefaction problems involving sand-dominated soil profiles. However in certain circum-
stances, it is possible that overconsolidated soils exist locally. One example of particular
relevance is the overconsolidation which can arise due to the installation of a piled foun-
dation, which will exist only in a relatively small region around and below the pile tips.
The effect of overconsolidation on the liquefaction resistance of sands was investigated by
Ishihara & Takatsu (1979), through a series of undrained cyclic triaxial tests on Fuji river
sand with an initial vertical effective stress of 100 kPa and overconsolidation ratios of up
to 4. The results of these tests indicated that in order to cause liquefaction in 20 cycles,
the cyclic stress ratio needed to be increased by the square root of the overconsolidation
ratio. This implies that generation of excess pore pressures in soils can be expected to
occur more slowly as the overconsolidation ratio increases. The effects of overconsolida-
tion ratio were further discussed by Dobry & Abdoun (2011). In stress-controlled cyclic
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triaxial tests, a threshold shear strain of approximately 0.01% exists for normally con-
solidated soils, below which excess pore pressures do not tend to be generated, perhaps
indicating the limit of purely elastic deformation of the soil skeleton. However, while the
threshold strain is relatively independent of the sand type and relative density, it is highly
dependent on the overconsolidation ratio. As a result, at higher overconsolidation ratios,
the build-up of excess pore pressures was similarly found to occur more gradually. Similar
conclusions concerning the effect of overconsolidation ratio on the build up of excess pore
pressures were reached by Sharp et al. (2003), based on the results of dynamic centrifuge
tests where overconsolidation was achieved at all points in the model by increasing the
g-level at the beginning of the test.
While uniform deposits of soil provide a good basis from which to study various as-
pects of soil behaviour, it is important to recognise the potential effects which local non-
homogeneity can introduce to the behaviour. An investigation into the inclusion of loose
pockets of sand (RD ≈ 35 %) within a matrix of saturated dense soil (RD ≈ 75 %) in
a dynamic centrifuge test was described by Chakrabortty et al. (2011). Under the influ-
ence of seismic loading, it was found that the loose soil pockets readily liquefied. As the
earthquake loading continued, the excess pore pressures in the loose sand migrated into
the dense sand and resulted in a higher level of excess pore pressure in the dense sand
near to the loose soil inclusion than in a similar test containing only dense sand. While
earthquakes are often considered to be undrained events, these results clearly indicate
that significant pore pressure migration can occur on the time scale of the earthquake
event, meaning that these events cannot be considered truly undrained. In addition, local
heterogeneity has affected the pore pressure response of the surrounding soil matrix. An
extension of the argument put forward in the investigation of Chakrabortty et al. (2011)
is that the converse might well be true such that regions of sand with more gradual excess
pore pressure generation, such as dense or overconsolidated soils, will act to reduce the
build-up of excess pore pressures in a surrounding soil matrix. It also remains to be seen
the distance to which local heterogeneities affects the generation of excess pore pressures
in a greater soil volume.
2.2.4 Sloping soil deposits
While the occurrence of liquefaction in level sand beds is the primary focus of this thesis,
the presence of sloping ground introduces additional engineering challenges. Following the
onset of seismically-induced liquefaction, lateral spreading may occur, where the liquefied
soil deposit tends to exhibit very large shear strains in the downslope direction as a result
of the soil’s shear resistance being exceeded by the persisting shear stresses (Ishihara,
1993; Kutter et al., 2004; Seed, 1967). If the soil profile contains a relatively impermeable
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layer, then void redistribution can occur at the interface, leading to the formation of a
water film and as a result of the decoupling between the two layers, large relative lateral
movements can occur (Fiegel & Kutter, 1994).
2.2.5 Behaviour of sands after cyclic loading
Following an earthquake, the excess pore pressures which have been generated during an
earthquake must dissipate. Florin & Ivanov (1961) viewed the phenomenon of liquefaction
as a breakdown of structure and subsequent suspension of particles within the pore fluid.
The soil grains fall under the action of gravity to the bottom to form a new structure,
implying the upwards drainage of fluid. The upwards flow of fluid following an earthquake
can also be inferred from the limiting condition of ru = 1, since this implies a hydraulic
gradient after the earthquake in the vertical direction. As a result of the dissipation of the
generated excess pore pressures, large soil settlements are often reported following major
earthquakes (i.e. Berrill et al., 2001; Fujii et al., 1998). Typically, earthquakes are con-
sidered undrained events, and as such, all of the settlements result from post earthquake
dissipation of excess pore pressures (Ishihara, 1993). The magnitude of these settlements
was researched by both Ishihara & Yoshimine (1992) and Tokimatsu & Seed (1987) on
the basis of undrained cyclic triaxial tests. While the former study finds that the final
post-earthquake volumetric strains are linked to increasing maximum shear strain, and
reducing relative density (shown in Figure 2.4), the latter finds the volumetric strain in-
creases with increasing cyclic stress ratio and reducing corrected SPT count of the soil.
While the two investigations provide techniques for estimating the post-earthquake volu-
metric strains based on different parameters, there is a strong link between the corrected
Figure 2.4: Volumetric strains occuring after an earthquake due to the dissipation of
excess pore pressures, Ishihara & Yoshimine (1992)
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Figure 2.5: Rate of soil settlement during and after earthquake loading, Coelho (2007)
SPT blow count and the relative density (Cubrinovski & Ishihara, 1999), as well as be-
tween the cyclic stress ratio and the maximum shear strain induced in a soil. Therefore
the trends reported by both investigations are in broad agreement.
While both of these investigations assumed that the actual earthquake loading of the soil
is undrained, the large excess pore pressures which are generated during an earthquake
inevitably lead to some drainage occurring during a real earthquake. Attempts were made
by Coelho (2007) to measure the soil surface during a series of dynamic centrifuge tests,
finding that the rate of settlement of the soil was approximately 20 times greater during
the earthquake loading than immediately after the event, as shown in Figure 2.5. Further
to the discussion in Section 2.2.3, these results indicate that earthquake events are not
truly undrained events, and that some settlement must occur during the earthquake itself.
2.3 Piled foundations
The use of piled foundations in the field is governed by a large number of factors including
cost, the role of the piled foundation, the loads being applied by the structure, the required
response of the foundation system as well as logistics. As a result, piled foundations found
in the field are of many different materials and cross-sections. Additionally, an increasing
number of installation methods are available. However, in essence, piled foundations might
be split into two groups: displacement and non-displacement piles. In the former, piles
are installed directly into the ground, with the generalised name indicating the significant
17
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1: Pile end bearing
2: Pile shaft friction
3: Pile cap bearing
(a) Axial loads on piled foundations
Kcap
Kshaft Kshaft
Kbase Kbase
(b) Modelling ax-
ial response with
springs
Figure 2.6: Conceptualised pile group
volume of soil which must be displaced to allow the progression of the pile into the ground
(Fleming et al., 2009). In the latter, a bore is created in the ground before the pile is
created in-situ (typically by pouring concrete into the bore containing a reinforcement
cage).
Regardless of the “class” of piled foundation selected, piled foundations can generate axial
capacity in three areas as shown in Figure 2.6(a).
While a number of factors were highlighted governing the choice of pile, foundation design
is still primarily concerned with the estimation of axial capacity (Randolph, 2003). In
order to model the mobilisation of loads at different levels of settlement, non-linear springs
are often used to represent the different components of axial load, as shown in Figure
2.6(b). While a single spring is shown for each of the different areas identified in Figure
2.6(a), models would tend to incorporate several springs to allow for differences such as
relative movements at different depths along a pile and soil stiffness (for example, Yetginer
et al., 2006)
2.3.1 Pile end-bearing capacity
At the ultimate limit state, the bearing capacity failure of a pile will involve plunging. At
this point, the large settlement implied in the plunging failure mechanism implies that
the bearing capacity of both displacement and non-displacement piles would be the same.
A variety of methods exist for estimating a pile’s end bearing capacity. While some
historical solutions are based on deformation mechanisms (Berezantzev et al., 1961; Vesic,
18
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1967), the analogy between a piled foundation and a CPT have led to modern methods
attempting to directly use the base resistance recorded by a CPT probe to establish the
base capacity. White & Bolton (2005) argued that a pile’s base resistance at the ultimate
limit state should be equal to the base resistance of a CPT. While differences exist between
the two in field cases, corrections which take account of the embedment within a layer of
different stiffness, and possible stresses as a result of the installation process led to the
normalised resistance of a pile being approximately 0.9 times that of a CPT, with the pile
diameter not making an observable difference to the correlation.
Although displacement and non-displacement piles might exhibit similar ultimate resis-
tance, examples in the literature show that the axial response of a piled foundation before
plunging failure is highly dependent on the installation method chosen. Implied in the in-
stallation of displacement piles is that the soil below the piles will undergo large straining
as the pile tip progresses.
An investigation into the behaviour of a jacked pile was carried out through 1-g testing by
White & Bolton (2004). The use of a clear perspex window allowed direct observations of
the soil deformations occurring as a pile tip advanced towards, and passed a soil horizon.
Below the pile tip, soil experiences vertical compression and horizontal extension within
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a well defined zone extending from the shoulders of the piles at 35 degrees from the pile’s
axis. Once the soil had passed outside of this zone, the strain rates reversed so that the soil
experiences vertical extension and horizontal compression. As a result of the large forces
required to install the pile, the soil beneath the jacked piles is left in an overconsolidated
state after installation. Directly beneath the pile tips, a “cone” of highly crushed sand
exists as a direct consequence of the extremely high stresses in the sand at this location
(Figure 2.7(b)). By contrast, the stresses during the installation of non-displacement piles
are typically very low. The differences in the stresses experienced by the soil give rise to
significant differences in the axial responses. Deeks et al. (2005) investigated the axial
responses of a bored, jacked and driven pile. As shown in Figure 2.8, the displacement
piles provide a much stiffer response. The serviceability limit state of a pile is often taken
to be a settlement of 10 % of the outer pile diameter ( 0.1 D0) (Randolph, 2003). At this
point, Figure 2.8 indicates that while a bored pile might only have mobilised 15 - 20 % of
its ultimate capacity, a displacement pile such as a jacked pile will have mobilised close
to its ultimate capacity. It is also clear from Figure 2.8 that the stiffness of jacked piles is
significantly larger than a bored pile. This result is consistent with the field investigation
of Gavin & Lehane (2003) who showed that the greater stiffness of the jacked piles was
linked to the greater residual stresses at the base of the jacked pile.
Figure 2.8: Relative stiffness of jacked, driven and bored piles, Deeks et al. (2005)
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Figure 2.9: Deformation of sand layers beneath a model pile, Yasufuku & Hyde (1995)
Again, based on the similarities between a CPT probe and a pile, many methods for
predicting the mobilisation of base resistance with settlement propose the use of the
cone resistance from a CPT investigation. As an example, Randolph (2003) introduced a
hyperbolic relationship proposed by Fleming (1992), intended for bored piles, but allowing
for the possibility of residual soil stresses beneath the pile tips. However, in situations
where no CPT data is available, alternative methods must be found for estimating the
mobilised pile resistance at different settlement levels.
The investigation of White & Bolton (2004) into the soil deformation beneath a piled
foundation highlighted some similarities between the deformations observed as a model
pile is jacked, to those which would be expected from a spherical cavity expansion (shown
in Figure 2.9). The observed similarities rationalises some of the methods for predicting
the base capacity of a pile using a spherical cavity expansion (e.g. Randolph, 2003;
Yasufuku et al., 2001). In the case of the solution proposed by Yasufuku et al. (2001),
the global properties of the soil layer are used (i.e. shear modulus, effective stress at the
level of the pile tips, soil friction angle ) in the solution to predict the plunging resistance
of the pile, from which it was recommended that 29 % of the base capacity provides
a reasonable estimate of the base resistance at the serviceability limit state. It must
be noted that while some similarities between the observed soil deformations and the
cavity expansion solution, there are some flaws. White & Bolton (2004) in particular
highlight that the cavity expansion assumes that the soil displacements depend only on
the radial co-ordinate. However, while this was found to be reasonable beneath the
pile, contours linking zones of equal displacement were found to converge near the pile
shoulders, violating the main assumption of the spherical cavity solution. However, the
solution of Yasufuku et al. (2001) was found to produce reasonable results when compared
with a series of field tests. This solution has therefore been adopted as a method for
obtaining a reasonable estimate of the end bearing capacity of bored piles in this research
programme.
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2.3.2 Shaft Friction
The axial resistance derived on the shaft of a pile in sand is typically associated with
the friction which can be mobilised at the soil-pile interface, according to Equation 2.2
(Lehane et al., 1993) and depends on three main items:
• Angle of friction at soil-pile interface
• Radial effective stress
• Mobilisation distance
τsf = σ
′
rtanδ (2.2)
It is however often impractical to measure the radial stresses acting on a pile and therefore,
the form of Equation 2.2 is often modified to approximate the radial stresses on the pile to
the horizontal effective earth pressures, which can in turn be represented by the product
of the lateral earth pressure coefficient and vertical effective stress, as shown in Equation
2.3.
τsf = Kσ
′
vtanδ (2.3)
The angle of friction, δ, which is mobilised at the soil-pile interface is typically related to
the normalised roughness (Schneider, 2007; Uesugi & Kishida, 1986). A series of interface
shearing tests carried out by Lehane & White (2005), as well as a numerical study by
Loukidis & Salgado (2008), indicated that the values of interface friction angle were not
affected by stress level (at moderate levels of normal stress) or by the relative density of
the sand. However, this may not remain true at very large normal stresses, or in the case
of a displacement pile, where grain crushing may occur, leading to a sand of significantly
smaller grain size at the pile interface. In these scenarios, the normalised roughness at
the pile-soil interface would be larger, and as a consequence, a larger interface friction
angle would be expected (Mortara et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2010).
The importance of installation effect on the ultimate level of shaft friction has been
recognised for many years (e.g. Meyerhof, 1976), with the shaft friction resistance of a
jacked pile typically showing greater resistance than that of a driven pile which in turn
exhibits greater resistance than that of bored pile. In these scenarios, the installation of
the piled foundation plays a key role in determining the radial stresses acting on the pile.
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In the case of bored piles, some studies have shown that the radial stresses acting on the
pile can be linked to the vertical effective stresses by a constant lateral stress coefficient
(Amira et al., 1995; Meyerhof, 1976). However, in the case of displacement piles, the
radial stresses are significantly altered from this simple distribution.
In the case of jacked piles, White & Bolton (2004) and Klotz & Coop (2001) found that
the intense shearing of the soil around the pile shoulder led to zones of high dilation near
the tips of the piles. The increases in radial stresses near the pile tips were found to be
strongly influenced by the lateral stiffness in the soil layer, and as suggested in an earlier
work by Lehane et al. (1993), this means that in very dense sand layers, the increase
in radial stress near the pile tips may be very large. However, White & Bolton (2004)
observed that the continued jacking of the piles led to stress relaxation, so that as the
distance from the pile tip increases, the radial stresses become much smaller as the soil
densifies away from the pile interface. This is roughly in line with the results of White
& Lehane (2004), where it was observed that the cycles of axial load associated with the
installation of a driven pile led to the gradual degradation of radial stress as the pile
was progressively driven past a particular soil horizon. However, while small amplitude
cycles of displacement lead to densification of the soil away from a pile, large amplitude
displacement cycles, lead to the opposite effect (Foray et al., 2011). This was similarly
found by White & Bolton (2004), where the sand in the interface zone next to the pile
was highly dilatant when the driven piles were monotonically loaded. Under earthquake
loading, significant cyclic shearing will take place, and therefore this result might suggest
that some densification of the soil will occur in the region of shearing. It is then possible
that if the shearing strains become large during the earthquake, significant dilation could
occur, leading to increased effective stresses near the pile interface and therefore a recovery
of shaft friction. It is also the case that after the earthquake, displacement of the soil
relative to the pile (either due to settlement of the soil as described in Section 2.2.5, or
settlement of the pile itself) could lead to a highly dilatant response of the soil, again
leading to increases in the shaft friction capacity of the pile after an earthquake.
The shaft resistance on a piled foundation is highly dependent on the relative movement
between the pile and the surrounding soil. In the field, studies have shown that shaft
friction is mobilised at relatively small displacements of approximately 1-10 mm (e.g.
Lehane & White, 2005; Lehane et al., 1993). However, studies attempting to investigate
shaft friction in a centrifuge have found that the shaft friction is mobilised at similar
levels of displacement at model scale (e.g. Amira et al., 1995; Fioravante, 2002; Foray
et al., 1998). It has been proposed that the issue of scaling arises as a result of the shaft
friction resistance being dominated by the behaviour of soil within a very narrow shear
band. The size of the shear band around a pile is often reported to be in the range of 5-15
particle diameters (e.g. Fioravante, 2002; Foray et al., 1998; Loukidis & Salgado, 2008),
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regardless of whether the tests are carried out in the centrifuge or the field. This presents
particular difficulties when assessing the shaft friction responses of piles in the centrifuge,
particularly if the loading is cyclical and the displacements are relatively small so that
the ultimate resistance might not be mobilised in any given cycle. In this respect, it must
be expected then that the shaft friction measured during dynamic centrifuge tests will be
lower than that which might be experienced in the field.
The shaft friction capacity of piles is known to be different in tension and compression,
Randolph (2003). The ratio of the strength in tension to than in compression is thought to
lie in the region of 0.7-0.8. In reality, this will be unimportant for most earthquake loading.
If the pile group experiences a rocking mode during shaking, tensile loads may be applied
to individual piles in the group as they attempt to pull out. However, superimposed on
any tensile loads arising from such action will be reduced by the overall foundation loading
which will continue to act in the compressive direction.
2.3.3 Pile cap bearing capacity
Typically, foundation design is carried out without considering resistance on the base of
the pile cap. Under typical working loads, this approach is logical since the axial load
stiffness of a pile is typically much greater than that of a pile cap and hence the pile cap
typically plays little or no part in the transfer of axial loads from the structure to the
soil. Poulos (2001) suggests that in the future, raft capacity of a foundation could be
incorporated into the ultimate limit state design of a building, while ignoring this aspect
at the serviceability limit state.
2.4 The effects of liquefaction on axial pile behaviour
Under earthquake loading, the most severe and catastrophic examples of damage to struc-
tures often occur as a result of laterally spreading soils. As soil layers spread past a piled
foundation, passive soil pressures can develop against the foundation, leading to very large
lateral loads, especially in cases where a relatively impermeable layer exists near the soil
surface (i.e. Berrill et al. (2001)). As a result, a great deal of research has focussed on
the effects of lateral spreading on piled foundations (e.g. Abdoun et al., 2003 examined
the bending moment distribution on piles in laterally spreading soils, finding that the
maximum bending moments occurred close to interfaces between soil layers of differing
stiffness; Brandenberg et al., 2007 investigated the development of lateral loads from a
laterally spreading clay crust, finding the response was softer than expected due to the
zone of influence of the pile group extending a large distance upslope). While the scenario
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of lateral spreading is of great interest to engineers, the study of Tokimatsu et al. (1996)
was discussed in Chapter 1 and highlighted that the axial behaviour of a piled foundation
remains an important, yet understudied topic.
2.4.1 Axial loading of piled foundations during an earthquake
The axial loading of piled foundations during an earthquake is complex, with the structure
having to carry the vertical loads which are applied under normal operating conditions, as
well as additional axial loads arising from the seismic excitations. In some earthquakes, the
recorded vertical ground motions can be quite large (i.e. vertical accelerations exceeded
2g in some locations during the 2011 Christchurch earthquake, Bradley, 2011), which
will consequently lead to vertical inertial loads on the structure. However, the effects of
the vertical ground shaking are beyond the scope of this thesis. Instead the emphasis is
placed on the effects of horizontal excitation of a soil-structure system, which experiences
time-varying lateral loads and therefore dynamic moments as a result of the horizontal
ground motions. In the case of a single pile, the dynamic moments must be resisted by
the distribution of lateral loads acting on the pile. However, in the case of a pile group,
moments can also be resisted by differences in the vertical load distribution, both on
the piles, and on the pile cap. The redistribution of axial loads as a result of a laterally
spreading layer was observed by Pamuk et al. (2003) and in dry level ground by Fukumura
et al. (2003), the variation in axial loading due to the lateral loading can be quite large,
(a) Lateral spreading, Pamuk et al. (2003) (b) Level beds (unsaturated), Fuku-
mura et al. (2003)
Figure 2.10: Variation in axial head load due to lateral loading
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as shown in Figure 2.10, hence in order to study the axial behaviour of piles during an
earthquake, consideration must be given to the horizontal loading of the structure.
2.4.2 Seismic axial capacity of piled foundations
While the axial loads are known to vary at the head of piles within a pile group during
an earthquake, this topic remains relatively understudied. In the Section 2.3, the three
different regions in which piled foundations sustain axial loads were introduced. A key
feature of the end bearing capacity and the shaft friction capacity was noted to be the
effective stress level in the soil profile. Relatively little work has been carried out to
establish the bearing capacity of piles under earthquake loading. Typically, analytical
solutions for bearing capacities are linked in some way to the effective vertical stress in the
ground. This approach has therefore been extended in some analyses when considering the
base capacity of a pile during a liquefaction event (i.e. Boulanger et al., 2003; Charlie et al.,
2009). These approaches however were not verified experimentally, leading Knappett &
Madabhushi (2009a) to carry out dynamic centrifuge experiments in which the axial loads
at the head and base of a pile within a 2 × 2 pile group were measured. In this study, it
was observed that following the generation of large excess pore pressures, the axial loads
at the base of the piles depended on the contact between the pile cap and the soil surface.
When the pile cap was in contact with the soil surface, a reasonable estimate of the pile
tip loads was obtained using the bearing capacity of Yasufuku et al. (2001) with the
reducing soil stiffness and effective vertical stress in the free field as shown in Figure 2.11.
However, by contrast, the axial loads at the pile tip within a second pile group (within
the same model) were found to remain much higher throughout the entire earthquake
Figure 2.11: Degradation of bearing capacity during an earthquake, Knappett & Madab-
hushi (2009a)
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Figure 2.12: Excess pore pressures below a pile cap in laterally spreading soil, Gonzalez
et al. (2009)
and it was suggested that this might be due to dilation-induced negative pore pressures
in the soil below the pile tips. However, in this study, the soil in the bearing layer was
relatively fine, meaning that large local variations in excess pore pressure were possible on
the time scale of the earthquakes. For a bearing layer with larger hydraulic conductivity,
fluid may be able to “flood” the region of soil below the pile tips during the earthquake,
meaning that the negative pore pressures required to sustain the axial resistance can
not be maintained, leading to a different response being observed. Alternatively, it may
be that if the hydraulic conductivity of the base layer is increased substantially, then
the generation of excess pore pressures may not occur to the same degree, leading to
much larger end bearing capacity throughout the earthquake. However, the effect of the
hydraulic conductivity within the bearing layer on the axial response of pile groups has
not been investigated to date.
The shaft friction capacity of a pile in Equation 2.2 was shown to depend on both the
effective radial stresses and the angle of friction at the interface between the pile and
the soil. Since the effective stresses during liquefaction fall to zero during a liquefaction
event, it is commonly perceived in practice that the shaft friction capacity of a pile falls to
zero during an earthquake in liquefiable soils. However, Knappett & Madabhushi (2008b)
reported that the shaft friction (in the same tests previously described) remained non-zero
throughout the earthquake and Knappett (2006) suggested that this shaft friction could
be being mobilised in the dense bearing layer, where, as discussed in Section 2.2.2, dense
sands are known to be highly dilatant upon shearing. While the shaft friction measured
on the piles remained positive throughout the earthquake, Knappett (2006) reported a
cycle on cycle degradation of the shaft friction magnitude, and suggested an analogy to
the reduction in radial stresses described by White & Lehane (2004).
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The loss of shaft friction and pile end bearing capacities described by Knappett & Mad-
abhushi (2008b) and Knappett & Madabhushi (2009a), leads to the natural conclusion
that the pile cap must begin to support significant loading during an earthquake if the
pile cap is in contact with the soil surface. Knappett & Madabhushi (2008b) observed a
significant reduction in excess pore pressures below the pile cap during an investigation
into the behaviour of pile groups in laterally spreading soil. It was suggested that the
settlement of the pile group into the soil led to dilation in the soil below the pile cap and
gave rise to this reduction in excess pore pressures. Such a scenario might then explain
the ability of the pile cap to support significant axial loads as the pile end bearing and
shaft friction loads reduce in level ground. However, an investigation into the effect of
permeability on the behaviour of pile groups founded on a rigid base and subjected to
laterally spreading soil was carried out by Gonzalez et al. (2009). In these experiments,
the permeability of the liquefied soil was altered by using pore fluids of different viscos-
ity. Where a pore fluid with a large viscosity was used in the model (a similar case to
that examined by Knappett & Madabhushi (2008b)), it was found that a similar zone of
reduced excess pore pressures existed below the pile cap, despite the pile groups being
unable to settle), as shown in 2.12. The results of Gonzalez et al. (2009) therefore suggest
that the reduced excess pore pressures observed by Knappett & Madabhushi (2008b) may
be a result of the lateral spreading process rather than the settlement of the pile group.
The question of the soil state beneath a pile cap in level ground during an earthquake
is therefore still uncertain. If the zone of dilation is found to exist beneath the pile cap,
then this has implications for the shaft friction capacity of the pile since the dilation will
lead to a strengthening of the soil near the surface and therefore a possible increase in
the shaft friction capacity.
2.4.3 Changes in effective stresses near piles
While the lateral loading of piles is important since it is responsible for generating the
dynamic moments which lead to additional axial loads during an earthquake, the lateral
loads may equally play a role in the shaft friction capacity of a pile during an earthquake
since, according to Equation 2.2, the capacity is highly dependent on the lateral effective
stress acting on the pile. Although at small displacements the response of a liquefied soil
is very soft, once a threshold strain is reached, the behaviour becomes dilative and large
lateral forces are applied as a result of the soil “locking up” and shearing at its critical
state strength. While the behaviour at large strain is typical of a laterally spreading soil,
where the soil’s displacement continually increases, it is possible that similar effects could
be observed in level sand beds.
Tokimatsu & Suzuki (2004) investigated the excess pore pressures close to a piled foun-
dation in a series of large scale physical model tests and found large differences in the
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(a) Tokimatsu & Suzuki (2004) (b) Uzuoka et al. (2008)
Figure 2.13: Pore pressure changes occurring close to laterally displacing pile
excess pore pressure distribution in the near and free fields. In these experiments it was
observed that as a pile advanced, a reduction in excess pore pressures occurred behind
the pile, while in front, the excess pore pressures were largely unchanged, as shown in
Figure 2.13(a). Near-field effects on the excess pore pressures were similarly observed by
Motamed et al. (2009) during a study of a large scale pile group behind a quay wall using
the E-Defense facility. However, in this study it was found that the excess pore pressures
on the front side of the piled foundation showed larger reductions than on the trailing side
near the soil surface. Additionally, Uzuoka et al. (2008) carried out a numerical investiga-
tion into the effect of shearing rate and hydraulic conductivity, finding that the pressure
distribution was highly dependent on both. At smaller hydraulic conductivities, it was
found that excess pore pressures could reduce both in front of, and behind an advancing
pile in liquefied soil, as shown in Figure 2.13(b).
A further consideration which affects the excess pore pressures around a pile is the mag-
nitude of relative lateral displacement between the pile and surrounding soil. A series of
tests were carried out by Dungca et al. (2006) where a pipe was pulled laterally through
a model as the soil was subject to horizontal accelerations. Dungca et al. (2006) observed
that at low relative displacement, the excess pore pressures reflected liquefaction, but once
a threshold strain had been reached, termed the “reference strain of resistance transfor-
mation point,” the excess pore pressures reduced. The magnitude of the reference strain
was found to be highly dependent on the rate of shearing (as shown in Figure 2.14(a))
as well as the hydraulic conductivity of the soil, which led to reducing reference strain as
the hydraulic conductivity reduced. The displacement of the pipe, as well as the excess
pore pressures measured on either side of the pipe are shown in Figure 2.14(b).
The results of Dungca et al. (2006) highlighted the importance of the magnitude of relative
movement between the soil and pile. Brandenberg et al. (2005) carried out a series of
dynamic centrifuge tests in which both pile groups and single piles with different bending
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Figure 2.14: Negative excess pore pressures past a threshold strain, Dungca et al. (2006)
stiffness were embedded within a sloping soil deposit, highlighting the importance of the
relative soil-pile stiffness. In cases where the pile was relatively stiff, as shown with line A
in Figure 2.15, the pile is able to resist the lateral loads applied by the liquefied soil and
clay crust, so that the soil displaces past the pile. However, when the piles are relatively
compliant, as shown with curve C, the displacement of the pile was much larger than that
of the soil, due to the large deflections imposed by the clay crust.
Similar results were found by Cubrinovski et al. (2006), where 30 cm diameter steel and
pre-stressed high strength concrete (PHC) piles were subjected to laterally spreading
soils. The steel piles being relatively stiff were found to attract the full passive pressure
from the non-liquefied crust, yet lateral deflections of the pile itself were small. The
relatively flexible PHC piles on the other hand experienced large lateral deflections without
mobilising full passive pressures due to the lower relative lateral displacements between
the soil and pile. In level ground scenarios without a laterally spreading crustal layer,
large lateral deflections of the pile are still possible due to the inertial loads being applied
by the superstructure. The relative displacements are however complicated since the
displacements of the bearing layers, liquefied soil layers, pile and pile cap are all cyclical,
with depth varying phase differences. The situation is therefore complex and the lateral
displacement of the pile relative to the soil depends significantly on the phasing of the
pile and soil at each depth. With stiffer piles, the pile cap displacements will remain more
closely in phase with those in the bearing layer, while larger phase differences between the
pile cap and the bearing layer are expected with a more compliant pile. This could lead to
different situations where the pile displacements could lead those in the liquefied layer (i.e.
stiff piles), where the pile displacements lag those of the liquefiable layer (i.e. compliant
piles), or where the direction of relative displacement between the pile and the soil changes
with depth, as observed by Tokimatsu & Suzuki (2004). Since the excess pore pressures
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Figure 2.15: Effect of pile stiffness on relative soil-pile displacement
near the piles are greatly affected by the magnitude of relative displacement, it can be
expected that the excess pore pressure distribution, and therefore radial stress distribution
around a pile will vary greatly both around the pile (as shown in Figure 2.13(b)) and with
depth (due to the differences in the magnitude of relative displacement).
2.4.4 Group effects
The response of individual piles within a pile group is known to be affected by the presence
of neighbouring piles. Brown et al. (1988) carried out full-scale tests on piles in a sandy
profile, finding that greater lateral loads were carried by leading rows, than those in
subsequent rows as the “leading rows push soil away from the area acting to provide soil
resistance.” The effect was considered further by McVay et al. (1998), who investigated
the effect of the number of rows within a pile group and finding that beyond the third
row, the reductions in lateral loading on the piles was insignificant. A similar effect was
observed by Rollins et al. (2006) in full scale tests in clay. In this study, the pile centre-
centre spacing was investigated, and it was found that the difference in loading carried by
the different piles reduced as the pile spacing increased until, at a pile spacing of 5.65 pile
diameters, very little group effect was observed. While the effects just mentioned were
observed in “static” tests, a similar effect was reported by Maheetharan (1990) based on
dynamic centrifuge tests on pile groups in dry sand, finding that the group effects were
minimal at a spacing of 6 pile diameters. The effect of pile spacing has similarly been
observed in saturated tests, including that of Tokimatsu & Suzuki (2004), where as shown
in Figure 2.13(a), the changes in excess pore pressure due to the relative displacement of
the pile is smaller inside the pile group than outside. While currently unknown, it is likely
that the lateral group effects just described will play a part in the axial resistance of a
piled foundation when subjected to earthquake loading. On trailing piles, the reduction
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in lateral loading implies lower lateral pressures, while smaller changes in excess pore
pressure within the group implies that within the group, smaller effective stresses might
occur. Both of these effects imply that the shaft friction capacity of the pile will be
reduced according to Equation 2.2, meaning that the combined shaft friction capacity of
piles within a pile group may be smaller than that which might be predicted for a single
pile.
2.4.5 Settlement of piled foundations during seismic loading
While a structure and its foundation must firstly be able to carry the extreme loads
which are applied during an earthquake, the settlements which occur concurrently are
also important. However, similar to the axial loading of a piled foundation during strong
shaking, the settlement of a structure during an earthquake remains poorly understood.
De Alba (1983) carried out a series of experiments in which a section of model pile was
tested with a constant head load at 1g on a shaking table with an applied surcharge to
elevate the effective stresses. During these experiments, a gradual rise in excess pore
pressure was observed as well as a steadily increasing pile settlement. The study showed
that the development of settlement against pore pressure was relatively consistent for
each level of pile group loading and soil relative density, and that when excess pore
pressure ratio was plotted against the initial factor of safety, FOS, (defined to be the
point where pile settlements exceeded 0.1 D0 and calculated according to Vesic, 1967), a
reasonably unique line was obtained showing the point where settlements exceeded the
failure criterion of 0.1 D0. However, in these tests, the pile head load was maintained at
a constant level. It has already been discussed that under seismic excitation, the axial
loads at the head of the pile will vary significantly.
Following the work of De Alba, centrifuge test data was fitted to the previously described
curves by Knappett & Madabhushi (2008b) and shown in Figure 2.16(a). While the data
shown appears to fit the trends very well, the centrifuge data used in this comparison
was taken from pile groups which were in contact with the soil surface. As shown by
Knappett & Madabhushi (2008b), the axial loads on the piles reduce immediately at
the beginning of the earthquake and therefore does not represent the same condition as
that tested by De Alba. Additionally, while these charts provide a convenient method of
determining the required initial factor of safety to prevent settlement failure at different
levels of liquefaction, they are possibly very unconservative. In these charts, the locus
denotes the excess pore pressure ratio at which settlement failure at the various initial
FOS first occurs. These curves do not indicate what the ultimate settlements would be.
This point is particularly important in the results of the later study, since the generation
of excess pore pressures occurs rapidly. It therefore remains to be seen how settlement
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Figure 2.16: Settlement of pile groups with increasing excess pore pressure in static and
dynamic tests, Knappett & Madabhushi (2008b)
would develop should the excess pore pressures not develop beyond a specified limit (for
example, in a dense sand, where excess pore pressure ratios might not rise above 60 %
as was the case in Coelho et al. (2007)). The importance of this point can be partially
observed in Figure 2.16(b), where it can be seen that once pore pressures begin to stabilise,
the settlement continues to increase.
As stated earlier, the comparison of centrifuge settlement data with De Alba’s presented
by Knappett & Madabhushi (2008b) do not reflect the same scenario since the centrifuge
data shown in Figure 2.16(b) represents the case where the pile cap is in contact with the
soil surface. The effect of contact between the pile cap and the soil surface was investigated
in level beds of dry sand by Horikoshi et al. (2003), who found that the settlements of
the pile group were reduced by more than 4 times when the pile cap was in contact with
the soil surface. For the case of saturated soils, a similar effect can be observed in Figure
2.16(b) which shows that at all levels of excess pore pressure generation, the settlements
of the pile groups with caps in contact with the soil surface was much smaller than those
where the pile cap was free of the soil. The curve of S3 in Figure 2.16(b) has been used
to provide an additional data point in Figure 2.16(a), and shows that the centrifuge data
now lies substantially above the curve of De Alba. This suggests, for the case where the
pile cap is not in contact with the ground, that while the average axial head load remains
fairly constant, the additional axial loads required to resist the dynamic moments leads
to greater pile group settlement.
It must also be considered that the settlements shown in Figure 2.16(b) are measured
relative to a fixed datum, and therefore do not provide an indication of the settlement of
the pile cap relative to the soil surface, which in practice is likely to be of greater interest
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from the point of view of load transfer mechanisms. It was postulated in Section 2.4.2
that the hydraulic conductivity of the bearing layer could affect the bearing capacity of
the piled foundations during the earthquake. If this turns out to be the case, then it can
be expected that differences in the hydraulic conductivity of the soil would impact the
settlement of the piled foundation. However, this aspect has yet to be investigated.
2.4.6 Buckling of piled foundations during an earthquake
The analogy of a piled foundation in liquefied soil to that of a long slender column has
led some researchers to suggest that buckling is a viable mechanism for the failure of a
pile. O’Rourke et al. (1994) carried out a series of analyses of a piled foundation passing
through a laterally spreading layer into a rigid bearing layer, proposing that the observed
failure mechanism depended on the relative stiffness of the laterally spreading soil and
the axial load, as shown in Figure 2.17. The minimum axial load required to buckle the
piles (point B) highlighted the dual role played by the soil in providing lateral restraint
to the pile which is attempting to buckle, but also in providing lateral loads which act
to increase the pile head deflection, and therefore reduce the critical buckling load in the
same manner as an initial imperfection in the case of a simple strut. The concept of pile
buckling was later examined by Bhattacharya et al. (2004), who carried out a series of
dynamic centrifuge experiments on piles in level soil beds, but rigidly fixed at the base of
the pile. By applying lateral restraint so that the piles heads were unable to deflect in the
direction of shaking, it was shown that with axial loads close to the critical Euler buckling
load, that unstable failure of the piles occurred following the onset of liquefaction.
This work was further investigated by Knappett & Madabhushi (2009b,c), who showed
through numeric and dynamic centrifuge modelling that it was possible for highly loaded
pile groups whose pile tips were embedded in a rigid layer (such as rock-socketed piles) to
Figure 2.17: Interaction diagram showing modes of failure, O’Rourke et al. (1994)
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suffer from an unstable collapse. An additional centrifuge test was described by Knappett
(2006) where long piles passed through a 21.6 m thick liquefiable layer and had their tips
embedded in dense sand. These piles were thought to be loaded close to their Euler
buckling load, assuming the critical length for buckling to be 21.6 m. However, despite
liquefaction throughout the liquefiable layer, the piles were not observed to buckle, but
the pile group did suffer very large settlements. However, it may be that the level of pile
loading was not sufficient to cause buckling of the piles since the nominal test acceleration
was used for the scaling of loads, and as will be described in Section 3.2.1 the actual g-
level acting at the level of the pile cap is lower and therefore would reduce the loads
applied to the piles below the critical buckling load. While the dynamic moments on
the pile group during an earthquake lead to cyclic variation in the pile head load which
might temporarily increase the axial load on a pile sufficiently to pass the buckling load,
the piles on the opposite side of the pile group experience loading sufficiently below the
buckling load and it is unknown to what extent this will effect the buckling mechanism
of the more heavily loaded piles. Therefore, buckling load for pile groups whose piles are
not rock-socketed remains an unresolved issue, but is outside the scope of this thesis.
2.5 The axial behaviour of piled foundations after an
earthquake
When a piled foundation is embedded in a soil profile undergoing consolidation settlement,
axial loads additional to those from the superstructure will be applied to the pile as
consolidating soil “drags” the pile downwards. Since the the mobilisation of shaft friction
capacity is thought to take place at relatively small strains (Alonso et al., 1984; Fellenius,
1972), the shaft friction acting along the lengths of the pile are often taken to be their
ultimate values, hence the location of the neutral plane is found by equilibrium Fellenius
(1972). The depth at which the shaft friction changes from negative (drag load) to positive
has become known as the neutral point or plane (Alonso et al., 1984; Fellenius, 1984),
as shown in Figure 2.18. The discussions of Fellenius (1984); Fellenius & Siegel (2008)
consider an unmoving neutral plane and hence the pile displacement is linked to the soil’s
displacement at this depth. However, as noted in the analysis of Wong & Teh (1995),
the shaft friction capacity changes with the dissipation of excess pore pressures, leading
to an evolving distribution of axial loads on the pile shafts. In order to model the pile
head settlement, Wong & Teh (1995) proposed the use of a simplified model incorporating
the springs shown in 2.6(b), whose stiffness’ change with the dissipation of excess pore
pressures.
Boulanger & Brandenberg (2004) discussed an alternative application of the neutral plane
concept, accounting for the increasing shaft friction capacity with time and assuming that
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Figure 2.18: Definition and construction of the neutral plane, Fellenius (1972)
the radial stress in Equation 2.2 is directly proportional to the vertical effective stress.
Under the approach of Boulanger & Brandenberg (2004), the position of the neutral plane
changes as the dissipation of excess pore pressures continues due to the increasing shaft
friction capacity with depth, leading to smaller estimated pile group settlements at the
end of the dissipation process.
Rollins & Strand (2006) attempted to capture the effects of down drag on a single pile
due to the dissipation of excess pore pressures in a liquefied soil layer through full-scale
field testing as shown in Figure 2.19(a). The figure indicates that axial loads were applied
through a loading frame and it was intended to keep the axial head load constant through-
out the experiment. Explosive charges were used to generate large excess pore pressures,
and led to liquefaction of the soil throughout the loose layer, while in the dense bearing
layer, excess pore pressure ratios remained relatively low. Increasing the axial head load
before the experiment resulted in the whole pile registering positive shaft friction, but
following the onset of liquefaction, the shaft friction across the liquefied zone reduced
close to zero. As excess pore pressures dissipated, the shaft friction in the previously
liquefied layer led to increasing down drag loads on the pile within the loose layer, and as
a result, increasing amounts of shaft friction in the dense layer but only a modest increase
in pile base resistance. However, while the shaft friction profiles follow expected trends at
depths greater than the top of the liquefied zones, some questions remain concerning the
reported data above the liquefied zone. As a result of the excess pore pressures remaining
very low in the bearing layer below the liquefied zone, the reported pile settlements were
very low in comparison to the soil settlements, being 7 mm and 270 mm respectively. This
would indicate that in the non-liquefied layer between 0 m and 5.5 m depth, large down
drag forces would be expected, following Boulanger & Brandenberg (2004). However, as
clearly shown in Figure 2.19(b), the shaft friction in this case remained positive. While
the experimental results of Rollins & Strand (2006) are interesting and demonstrate the
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Figure 2.19: Development of downdrag forces as a result of excess pore pressure dissipation
development of down drag forces after an earthquake, there remain many open questions
regarding the development of these forces. It must also be observed that in the case of
Rollins & Strand (2006), the axial head loads were kept largely constant after inducing
liquefaction. However, as described in Section 2.4.2, the axial pile head loads can reduce
significantly in cases where the pile cap is in contact with the soil surface and where
large excess pore pressures develop near the pile tips. In these scenarios, it is likely that
the axial load applied at the pile head will develop with the dissipation of excess pore
pressures, and potentially lead to the shaft friction forces developing differently to those
reported by Rollins & Strand (2006).
It was discussed in Section 2.2.2, that even in dense sands, significant excess pore pressures
can be generated, meaning that while the pile settlement following the earthquake was
very small in the test of Rollins & Strand (2006), if greater excess pore pressure generation
existed throughout the rest of the soil profile, larger pile settlements might occur. This
was observed by Knappett (2006), who reported large pile group settlements, in excess
of 0.6 D0, in the scenario where model piles were free of the soil surface and the excess
pore pressure ratio close to the pile tips was 1. Charlie et al. (2009) carried out a series of
1-g experiments, where explosive charges were used to generate different levels of excess
pore pressure ratio across a 2.7 m deep soil profile, reporting that the settlement of model
H-piles increased dramatically with excess pore pressure ratio.
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2.6 Summary
In this Chapter, the existing research concerning the axial behaviour of piled foundations
in liquefied soil has been presented. The experimental programme of Knappett (2006)
provided many insights regarding seismic bearing capacity and shaft friction, yet many
aspects remain to be investigated. In particular, in the case of the shaft friction which
persists during an earthquake, the existing research was able to demonstrate that shaft
friction existed in an average sense for the tests conducted. However, in order to under-
stand the shaft friction capacity of a pile in liquefied soil, knowledge of the distribution
of axial forces along a pile during an earthquake must be obtained, so that the observed
shaft friction can be linked to a particular mechanism, or effect. As highlighted in Section
2.4.5, the settlement experienced by a piled foundation is still not fully understood, and
as shown in Figure 2.16, settlement continues to develop during an earthquake beyond
those shown in the charts of De Alba. In addition, while large differential or absolute
settlements can give rise to structural failures (depending on the situation), it can also be
important to consider the vertical settlements of the piles relative to the soil as this can
impact services connected to the building, or the degree of remedial work which will be
required following an earthquake. Finally, when attempting to investigate the transfer of
axial load on a pile during an earthquake, it may be more useful to consider the settle-
ments of the pile group relative to the soil surface. In Section 2.3, it was discussed that
the axial behaviour of piled foundations under normal working conditions is greatly influ-
enced by the method of installation, with displacement piles typically enjoying a higher
axial stiffness compared with non-displacement piled foundations. However, the effect of
installation method on the axial behaviour of piled foundations in a liquefiable soil during
an earthquake has yet to be researched.
This thesis aims to clarify the load transfer mechanisms responsible for supporting the
axial loads on piles which are embedded in dense soils overlain by liquefiable deposits. In
particular this thesis will investigate:
• The distribution of axial loads along the piles in order to understand possible mech-
anisms which give rise to the existence of shaft friction in a liquefied soil deposit, as
well as the role played by the pile cap in the axial behaviour of a pile group.
• The effect of an increased bearing layer permeability and whether the differences in
localised pore pressure effects leads to significant changes in the load capacities of
the foundation.
• Whether the changes in soil state induced by the installation of displacement piles
leads to significant differences in the axial behaviour of these piles during an earth-
quake.
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Chapter 3
Modelling Techniques
3.1 Introduction
This Chapter describes the techniques and equipment used in order to investigate the axial
load distribution of piles in liquefied soils. Particular emphasis is placed on the model
pile groups which were used during the research programme, as well as discussion about
the implications and limitations of both the equipment and instrumentation which were
used. Finally, the development of a computer-controlled saturation system is described
at the end of the Chapter.
3.2 Centrifuge Modelling
When investigating the behaviour of a linear system (i.e. where f(A) + f(B) = f(A+B)),
the response of a small model would be expected to be an exact scaled version of a larger
version of the same model. However, this is not the case for geotechnical problems due
to the non-linear stress-strain characteristics of a real soil. This presents a challenge for
researchers interested in complex geotechnical problems, since it implies that in order to
obtain a realistic response for a given scenario, the stresses in the model must be similar
to those which would be observed in the intended prototype.
The use of centrifuge modelling has become an established method for investigating com-
plex geotechnical problems using small scale models. The enhanced g-field created in the
centrifuge leads to elevated stress levels in the model such that they are similar to those
encountered at homologous points in the prototype. In order to interpret the results from
a centrifuge experiment, a set of scaling factors must be applied. Schofield (1981, 1980)
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proposed a set of scaling laws based on dimensional analysis which are reproduced in
Table 3.1 for a model subjected to a centrifugal acceleration of N × g.
Table 3.1 indicates different scaling laws for time when considering dynamic events and
seepage events. The discrepancy in time scaling can be solved by altering the hydraulic
conductivity of the soil such that it is decreased by a factor N. For example, in a centrifuge
test carried out at 50 g, the hydraulic conductivity should be reduced by a factor of 50.
In order to decrease the hydraulic conductivity by such a large factor, two approaches
could be taken. The first is to scale the size of soil particles being used in the model
relative to the soil particles in the prototype. According to Hazen’s relationship, shown
in Equation 3.1, hydraulic conductivity can be reduced by altering the particle size. This
approach, however, has a major disadvantage that the particles in the model may have
to be reduced significantly in size. In order to change the hydraulic conductivity by a
factor of 50, the D10 size particles need to scale by a factor of 7 in the model. As a
result, in order to model fine sand particles in a prototype, silt particles may have to be
used in the centrifuge model to satisfactorily reduce the hydraulic conductivity. This may
result in a significant change to the soil’s constitutive behaviour. A second approach is to
decrease the hydraulic conductivity of the model soil by using a pore fluid with increased
viscosity. For example, in a 50g centrifuge test, the pore fluid will have a viscosity of 50
cSt compared to the prototype pore fluid which normally has a viscosity of 1 cSt (water).
Table 3.1: Scaling laws linking quantities in the model to the prototype
Parameter Scale Factor Units
G
en
er
al
Length N−1 m
Area N−2 m2
Volume N−3 m3
Mass N−3 Nm−1s2
Stress 1 Nm−2
Strain 1 -
Force N−2 N
Bending Moment N−3 Nm
Seepage velocity N−1 ms−1
Time (Consolidation) N−2 s
D
y
n
am
ic Time (Dynamic) N
−1 s
Frequency N1 s-1
Displacement N−1 m
Velocity 1 ms−1
Acceleration N1 ms−2
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K ≈ 0.01D210 ( K in m/s when D10 is in mm ) (3.1)
The procedure of using highly viscous pore fluid in dynamic centrifuge models has been
well established (e.g. Stewart et al. (1998) discusses a variety of pore fluids used by dif-
ferent researchers since 1981). Issues such as increased viscous damping due to the high
viscosity pore fluid have been investigated. Madabhushi (1994) has shown by conducting
conjugate sets of centrifuge tests with both water and high viscosity silicone oil as pore
fluids that the increased viscous damping due to use of silicone oil is insignificant. Ellis
et al. (2000) have shown by conducting resonant column tests that the viscous damping
effects are only significant at small strains. In large strain problems such as those cre-
ated during earthquake loading, the material damping in the soil overwhelms the viscous
damping effects. It is therefore acceptable to use high viscosity pore fluids in dynamic
centrifuge tests.
It may also be considered that the discrepancy in time scaling need not be corrected.
Wilson (1998) carried out a pair of dynamic centrifuge experiments where the soil pro-
files (consisting of relatively fine Nevada sand) were similar, but where the pore fluid had
different viscosities of 1cSt and 10cSt (test was carried out at an acceleration of 30g). Mea-
surements of pore pressure indicated only small differences in the magnitude of excess pore
pressures, leading to the suggestion that dynamic pore pressures were not significantly
affected by the fluid viscosity. However, as noted by Wilson (1998) this is not expected
to be the case in general, especially if coarser soils are used in the model. As described
in Section 2.4.3, excess pore pressures can vary considerably from those observed in the
free-field, resulting in large local hydraulic gradients. It is therefore likely that close to the
piles, where partial drainage may occur during the earthquake, the soil behaviour may be
strongly dependent on the choice of pore fluid viscosity. Additionally, it is expected that
even in the free-field, some aspects of soil behaviour, such as soil settlement during the
earthquake will be affected by the viscosity of the pore fluid. Excess pore pressures also
dissipate much more quickly after an earthquake when lower viscosity fluids are used, and
therefore the response observed in this phase of an experiment is significantly affected. In
all of the experiments described in this thesis, pore fluids with high viscosities were used.
It should be noted that by carrying out experiments with small scale models, many
simplifications to the intended prototype must be undertaken, and with this in mind,
centrifuge models often only aim to capture the important aspects of a problem. The
understanding which is obtained from the model can then be generalised and applied
to provide guidance in design, or used in complementary research methods to predict
the behaviour of a more complex system. The effect of the boundary conditions which
are applied must also be carefully considered, since they may induce a specific soil or
structural behaviour which have important implications for the wider applicability of the
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results. An example of this is the pile buckling mode of failure described by Bhattacharya
(2003) where the piles were rigidly fixed to the base of the container, implying a rock-
socketed end condition with no rotation at the base of the pile.
While centrifuge modelling is the method of choice in this thesis, there are many alter-
native and complementary techniques (e.g. numerical modelling, full-scale testing etc. )
which could be selected under different circumstances. Further details concerning cen-
trifuge modelling, as well as many of the other mainstream techniques for carrying out
geotechnical research are found in Muir Wood (2004).
3.2.1 Turner beam centrifuge
Experiments were carried out using the 10 m diameter Turner beam centrifuge, described
by Schofield (1980) and shown in Figure 3.1. In its present form, models (and a counter-
weight) are loaded on a swinging platform and can be tested with a combined package
weight (including swinging platform and any supplementary actuators or equipment) of
up to 920kg at accelerations of up to 150 g. A counterweight is loaded onto the oppo-
site arm of the centrifuge to the model, with a mass which, at the test acceleration, will
approximately balance the centrifugal forces from the model. This arrangement reduces
significantly the lateral loading applied to the central spindle.
The design of the platforms is such that at the test acceleration level, the top surface of
the swinging platform is at a radius of 4.125 m within the centrifuge. To prevent confusion
during the execution of tests, a series of standard centrifuge revolution speeds are used to
conduct tests at different “nominal” g-levels, which sets the desired g-level in the model
to be correct at a radius of 4 m (typically one third of the model’s height from the base).
However, in the case of dynamic centrifuge experiments, models sit at smaller radius (as
shown in Figure 3.2), resulting in the acceleration levels within the model being slightly
lower. For the experiments described in this thesis, the g-level at one-third height from
the base of the model is approximately 93 % of the “nominal” level, meaning that in
Figure 3.1: The Turner beam centrifuge. Photo: Steve Chandler
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Figure 3.2: Working radii in Turner beam centrifuge
Figure 3.3: Swinging Platform and torsion bars
a “50 g” test, the acceleration level is 46.3 g. The numeric quantities presented in this
thesis have been corrected so that they reflect the actual g-level. The fluid viscosity in
the first test (and in subsequent tests to maintain similarity) carried out was set to the
level assuming the standard nominal g-level. Hence fluid viscosities are approximately 8
% higher than water in the prototype.
Torsion bars (shown in Figure 3.3 are used to reduce the loading on the hinge mounting
points for the swinging platforms. As the g-level is increased, the model gradually rotates
so that its z-axis (defined in Figure 3.2 ) becomes aligned with the centrifuge. As the
g-level increases past approximately 8 g, the torsion bars rotate, so that shortly after the
package becomes aligned with the centrifuge, the bottom of the package comes into contact
with the end plate of the centrifuge, meaning that the hinges do not carry further loads.
However, since the swinging platform sits against a vertical end plate, the earth’s gravity
acts perpendicular to the model meaning that the model’s vertical axis is not completely
aligned with the g-field. In the tests carried out at 46.3 g, the error in alignment is ≈
1.24 o.
Services (electrical power, fluid, air lines etc. ) and data connections (between the control
room and the model package) are transmitted through a series of slip rings mounted
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on the centrifuge spindle. Generic in-flight visual monitoring of the test is carried out
using small web cameras which are mounted near the spindle while additional monitoring
of specific elements (e.g. driving pile groups in MS10) can be carried out by mounting
additional web-cams at advantageous locations on the model.
3.3 Model Containers
When carrying out dynamic centrifuge experiments, the choice of container becomes im-
portant since the modeller is aiming to capture the behaviour of a limited soil mass within
a semi-infinite soil layer. To eliminate boundary effects in the container being used, the
containers walls must be able to deform with the same stiffness as the surrounding soil.
Zeng & Schofield (1996) describes the use of “equivalent shear beam” (ESB) containers
where rings of aluminium are separated by a rubber layer. The shear stiffness of the box
can then be matched to the dynamic stiffness of a particular soil profile. However, these
containers have a fixed shear stiffness and the number of rings is typically small. If the soil
stiffness is not matched to the container, then some boundary effects can be expected and
p-waves will be generated in the model. Additionally, the low number of rings will lead to
strain discontinuity at the boundary wall, again introducing some boundary conditions.
Laminar containers overcome some of the issues of an ESB container. Laminar boxes
typically comprise a number of metal rings, separated by either a low-friction material
(e.g. Hushmand et al., 1988), or a series of roller bearings (e.g. Brennan et al., 2006).
Under this arrangement the container achieves very low horizontal shear stiffness, meaning
that the soil layer itself is able to determine the stiffness of the box. There are however
some boundary effects introduced with these containers due to the finite mass of the rings
themselves. The ability of the rings to slide through relatively large amounts means that
these containers are particularly well suited to lateral spreading problems.
When studying liquefaction problems, the soil’s shear stiffness rapidly reduces with the
onset of liquefaction, meaning that at the beginning of an earthquake, the soil’s shear
stiffness might be orders of magnitude higher than at the end of the earthquake. This
makes the use of a laminar box highly desirable for the experiments carried out. The
laminar box used in testing, shown in Figure 3.4 comprises of a stack of 25 rings fabricated
from Dural (sand blasted finish), which are separated by a series of roller bearings. The
container has an inner plan area of 500 mm × 250 mm, with a height of 300 mm. A
latex “bag” contains the sand and fluid within the rings of the box and fluid can be
introduced to the base of the model through 4 channels in the base of the container.
Further discussion concerning the performance of the container can be found in Brennan
et al. (2006).
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: Laminar box
3.3.1 Complementary Stresses
Zeng & Schofield (1996) discuss the issue of complementary shear during dynamic cen-
trifuge experiments. If the container is unable to provide the required complementary
shear stresses, then the dynamic moments which result must be countered by a varying
vertical effective stress distribution along the base of the model. In rigid-wall or ESB
containers, the complementary shear stresses can be dealt with by using “shear sheets”
(e.g. Madabhushi et al., 1994) or “shear rods” (e.g. Wilson, 1998). When using a laminar
container, the flexible boundaries make the use of shear sheets or shear rods challenging
and hence they are not typically used. This may mean that p-waves arise in the models
due to the lack of complementary shear, especially in the early stages of the earthquake
before liquefaction has been achieved.
It is assumed that due to the soft nature of the latex rubber, sand particles at the boundary
of the box will tend to ”bite” into the latex bag and therefore that the critical interface
for the generation of complementary shear stresses is between the latex rubber and the
metal rings. A series of tests were carried out using the CAM-Shear apparatus (described
by Kuo, 2011) where a 100 mm × 100 mm sample was subjected to a small pressure
(between 0.5 kPa and 4 kPa) and moved steadily across a Dural surface. These tests
indicated that the interface friction angle is 20 o and 24 o for untreated and sandblasted
Dural respectively. The interface friction angle is clearly lower than that of the sands
listed in Table 3.2. With the exception of MS02, the tests described in this thesis were
conducted in a saturated state. The total horizontal stress therefore acts at the interface
between the latex and metal rings, while the soil shear stresses in the soil are linked
to the effective stresses. It is therefore thought that the friction between the latex and
metal rings will be sufficient to ensure that the bag does not slip relative to the rings
during the experiments. This suggests that the effect of pounding due to unbalanced
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complementary shear stresses may not be a large issue in the laminar container when
investigating liquefaction problems.
3.3.2 Model Earthquakes
Model earthquakes were fired using the stored angular momentum (SAM) actuator de-
scribed by Madabhushi et al. (1998). The SAM actuator delivers simple quasi-sinusoidal
input motions at with a shaking frequency, amplitude and duration which is selected by
the user. Photographs which show the key components of the actuator along with an
example input acceleration are shown in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5(c) shows the reasonable uniformity of the input acceleration. It can also be
seen that the input accelerations do contain some harmonics of the fundamental frequency.
However, the amplitude of the harmonics are very much smaller than that of the input
motion, and reduce with increasing frequency.
At other research institutions, different actuators (e.g. servo-hydraulic shakers, electro-
magnetic shakers) are used. These actuators allow more complex input motions to be
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(c) Input acceleration in MS06, Earthquake 2
Figure 3.5: SAM Actuator
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delivered to the model, allowing input motions from past earthquakes to be applied to
the model. Typically, strong motion records from historic earthquakes will contain one
or two large cycles of acceleration, with the remaining cycles being of much smaller peak
acceleration. This suggests that the earthquake motions being applied by the SAM ac-
tuator subject the models to much harsher earthquakes than would be experienced in
the field with similar acceleration levels. However, the use of “real” input motions is
also questionable. Their use gives an indication how a structure might have performed
during that particular earthquake. The acceleration records from past earthquakes are
all completely different in terms of duration, magnitude and frequency content; even in
the same earthquake event, localised site conditions lead to structures being subjected to
very different motions. Therefore, although the use of real input motions may capture
some of the important characteristics of an earthquake motion which might occur in the
future, they do not necessarily give a better indication of structural performance than that
obtained from a simple input motion. In addition, use of complex input motions mean
that it is very difficult to distinguish the different mechanisms which are responsible for
the behaviour of the soil-structure system.
In each of the tests carried out, earthquakes were designed to have a fundamental fre-
quency of 1.1 Hz and a peak amplitude of 0.2 g. The duration of shaking was 23 s, with
the exception of the first earthquake in MS06, where a longer earthquake lasting 46 s was
used.
3.4 Soil Properties
Different sands were used in the course of this research and their properties are summarised
in Table 3.2. The maximum voids ratio of the sands were found according to the “quick-
tilt” test described by BS1377-4:1990. Minimum voids ratio of Fraction C sand was found
by pluviation, following Cresswell et al. (1999). The value of emin for Fraction E and
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Figure 3.6: Direct shear tests on Fraction C sand at σ′v ≈ 200 kPa
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Table 3.2: Properties of sands used in tests
Sand Fraction C Fraction E Hostun
D10 (mm) 0.442 0.11 0.286
D50 (mm) 0.59 0.175 0.424
emax 0.829 1.014 † 1.067
emin 0.491 0.614 † 0.555 ‡
φcrit (
o ) 31 33 † 33 ‡
Gs 2.65 2.65 2.65
Leighton Buzzard designation 25/52 72/100 N \A
†: Tan (1990) ‡: Mitrani (2006)
Hostun sand, quoted in other research, was obtained by vibratory methods. The critical
state friction angle of Fraction C was obtained from repeated direct shear tests at a
confining pressure of 200 kPa with samples prepared by raining sand from a fixed height
into a sample container of dimensions 100 mm × 100 mm. The results from the tests are
shown in Figure 3.6. The properties quoted for Fraction C were found to be in reasonable
agreement with those quoted by Sun (1990) and Stone (1988), the latter of which reports
a series of direct shear tests, suggesting a value of φcrit of 32
o.
The particle size distributions of the sands were found by single particle optical sizing
(SPOS). The technique is known to produce size distributions which suggest particle
sizes 20 - 30 % larger than those obtained by traditional sieving analysis (Abbireddy &
Clayton, 2009; White, 2003). The differences in the obtained size distributions is due to
the non-spherical nature of real soil particles. The particle size distributions of the sands
described in Table 3.2 is shown in Figure 3.7, superimposed on the curves of Tsuchida
(1970) which show the range of liquefiable soils. Fraction E sand, which was used in the
models to form the liquefiable layers falls within the range of the most liquefiable soils.
 
 
Hostun
Fraction C
Fraction E
Figure 3.7: Particle size distributions for the sands used, superimposed on curves of
liquefaction boundaries after Tsuchida (1970)
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3.5 Instrumentation
When carrying out experiments with small-scale models, the use of instrumentation needs
careful consideration. Whilst in an ideal scenario, the distributions of pressure, accelera-
tions, stresses etc. would be known at every point throughout the model, in practice this
is not possible. The addition of instrumentation can affect the model itself in a variety
of ways. The instruments have a definite size and mass and therefore when the model is
subjected to horizontal shear waves during an earthquake, the instruments could poten-
tially induce shearing in the soil local to the device. The cables between the instrument
and the acquisition equipment can potentially act both as local soil reinforcement and
also drainage paths. In addition, the existing data acquisition system allows a total of 32
instruments to be used in each acquisition.
In order to address these concerns, robust yet miniature devices were used in the experi-
ments described in this thesis. The different instruments which were used in the models
are shown in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. These instruments have been used by many researchers,
and individual descriptions of each instrument, with the exception of the strain gauges
and MEMS accelerometers can be found in Knappett (2006). Additional discussion con-
cerning the use of strain gauges on the heavily instrumented pile group can be found in
Section 3.7.2, while the MEMS accelerometers are discussed in Stringer et al. (2010).
With the exception of piezoelectric accelerometers, the instruments used in the exper-
iments were powered by a signal conditioning module. The modules are configured to
supply either 5 V or 10 V to each instrument, while the data signal can be amplified
by approximately 1, 10, 100 or 1000 times. The piezoelectric accelerometers used in
the experiments are charge-based devices, and are used with a non-configurable charge
amplifier.
3.5.1 Specific instrumentation limitations
It has been alluded to in Section 3.5 that the act of making a measurement can affect the
measurement itself. This must be considered along with the suitability of the instrument
to measure the desired quantity. In this section brief consideration will be given to some
specific limitations which should be kept in mind when interpreting the data.
3.5.1.1 Pore pressure transducers
The PDCR81 PPTs used in these tests measure pressure via strain gauges mounted on a
flexible diaphragm, as shown in Figure 3.8 and described by Konig et al. (1994). Although
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Table 3.3: Instrumentation details: Manufacturers
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Table 3.4: Instrumentation details: Typical settings and sensitivity (model scale)
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of Druck PDCR81, after Konig et al. (1994)
the deflection of the membrane is small, it implies that a small volume of water must pass
through the filter (placed in front of the diaphragm) which protects the device from direct
sand contact. Phillips & Sekiguchi (1991) found that the presence of filters made from
sintered bronze, similar to those used in this research, led to a reduction in the amplitude
of a time varying pressure wave at 100 Hz (model scale) by approximately 25 %. While
these tests were carried out in without the presence of soil, in the tests described within
this thesis, the PPTs are embedded within the model. This is likely to have a further
effect on the ability of the instrument to measure sudden spikes in pore pressure, since the
permeability of the soil will affect the flow of fluid into the device. It is therefore likely
that dynamic components of pressure recorded in the tests carried out will both lag the
actual pressure, and be of reduced magnitude.
3.5.1.2 Linear variable displacement transducers
LVDTs tend to suffer from high frequency noise (Kutter & Balakrishnan (1998), and
as a result, the output signal tends to be heavily filtered. The DC15 LVDTs used in
this research are internally filtered so that the -3dB frequency is 100 Hz (model scale).
This implies that the instruments are not suitable for obtaining dynamic components
of displacement. Therefore, only the low frequency components of frequency from these
devices are considered reliable. Kutter & Balakrishnan (1998) describes a method for
obtaining the dynamic displacement record of a particular object, where an LVDT is used
to obtain the low frequency component of displacement, while the dynamic component is
provided by double integration of an acceleration signal.
3.5.1.3 Piezoelectric accelerometers
The frequency response of the piezoelectric accelerometers is shown in Figure 3.9, where
it can be seen that over the range of interest in this research (defined at model scale
as the lowest fundamental frequency tested, 50 Hz, to 10 times the largest fundamental
frequency, 800 Hz) the accelerometers have a reasonably flat response. It is apparent
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that below 25 Hz (model scale) the frequency response becomes less satisfactory. The
accelerometers are therefore unsuitable for directly obtaining estimates of displacement.
Brennan et al. (2005) suggests a procedure for estimating dynamic displacements, where
the accelerations are double integrated, with the signal both high and low pass filtered
after each step. This method is however unsuitable for cases where significant residual
displacement accumulates (e.g. in cases where lateral spreading occurs). In these cases,
techniques such as those described by Kutter & Balakrishnan (1998) are required.
In order for an accelerometer to faithfully record the motions of the soil, it must move
with the soil, i.e. remain “coupled” with the soil. This issue was discussed briefly by
Morris (1979) who carried out an analysis which examined the behaviour of a mass in two
elastic half spaces. The analysis assumed that the coupling of the soil and accelerometer
would be good so long as the natural frequency of the mass in the soil system remained
well above the frequencies being measured. The natural frequency of the mass-soil system
is reproduced in Equation 3.2.
fn =
1
2pi
√
8Grfooting
(1− ν)maccelerometer (3.2)
Equation 3.2 indicates that the natural frequency is related to the square root of soil
stiffness. Following the onset of liquefaction, the dramatic loss of soil stiffness means
that this natural frequency will also reduce significantly. It is therefore likely that the
accelerometers are unable to faithfully provide the true accelerations in liquefied soil. This
was also suggested by Brennan et al. (2005).
Figure 3.9: Frequency response of A/23 piezoelectric accelerometers, modified from Mad-
abhushi (1992)
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3.5.1.4 MEMS accelerometers
Micro-Electrical-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) accelerometers form part of a new class of
instruments which have become available recently. The instruments obtained during this
research were packaged sufficiently small (5 mm × 5 mm × 2mm ) to allow their placement
in novel positions (e.g. within a model pile). The instruments are conceptually a mass-
on-spring and as such, these instruments allow measurement of the g-field acceleration as
well as dynamic accelerations.
The frequency response of these instruments is thought to be good over the range of fre-
quencies significant to this research out, as shown in Figure 3.10. Since these instruments
can measure the acceleration of the g-field, it presents the opportunity to measure incli-
nations or rotation of either the soil or an object (such as a pile) during an earthquake.
However, while the trend from the data may be reasonable, the dynamic data (high fre-
quency) must be considered with care. Figure 3.11 shows the components of acceleration
from the g-field and horizontal acceleration recorded by a rotated MEMS. If the MEMS
rotates cyclically during the earthquake, then the dynamic component of acceleration
recorded by the MEMS transducer will contain components of both the g-field and the
horizontal acceleration which cannot be separated.
Figure 3.10: Comparison of acceleration recorded by piezoelectric and MEMS accelerom-
eters in frequency domain (model scale)
Figure 3.11: Components of acceleration recorded by MEMS accelerometer
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3.5.1.5 Total stress cells
Similar to PPTs, total pressure cells measure pressure through the deflection of a flexible
diaphragm. This immediately raises concerns about soil arching which might prevent ac-
curate measurement of soil pressures. The issue was discussed by Dewoolkar et al. (1998),
who found that under dynamic conditions, the use of total stress cells was acceptable
with saturated sands. However, pressures recorded before an earthquake, as well as any
change in pressure after an earthquake will be questionable due to soil arching.
3.5.1.6 In-line axial load cells
In-line axial load cells provide very linear response when the loading is purely axial.
However, as shown in Table 3.4, these instruments are significantly affected by shear
loads and bending moments.
3.5.1.7 Strain gauges configured for axial loading
The strain gauges bridges on the model piles described in Section 3.7.2 were optimised
to measure axial loading. However, although strain gauge bridges can be optimised for
a particular type of loading, they tend to be affected by loads in other directions (e.g.
bending moment or shear). Larson (1977) developed a load cell consisting of multiple
strain gauge bridges to allow measurement of bending, axial and shear loads in isolation.
Calibration of each bridge for each type of loading was carried out (i.e. bridge for mea-
suring axial load was calibrated for axial load, shear and bending moment). This allowed
the individual loads to be isolated after the experiment. While technically possible to
use a similar stress cell in the experiments carried out, the limitation on the number of
channels which could be used in a dynamic centrifuge test (see Section 3.6) would have
severely limited the collection of other data in the centrifuge experiments. It was therefore
decided to accept the error in measurement for these experiments in favour of being able
to place a greater number of strain gauges on the piles, as well as other instrumentation
in the model. During the course of the experiments, some strain gauge failures were en-
countered. These were often due to broken wiring, or minute leak paths allowing fluid to
reach the electrical terminals under high fluid pressure. This highlights the need for load
measurement at multiple locations in the pile group.
The strain gauge bridges were calibrated for shear and moment loading, and the parame-
ters shown in Table 3.4 indicate the results when the loading was applied in the direction
expected during the tests due to the earthquake motions. The strain gauge bridges were
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found to be relatively insensitive to shear loads. However, the gauges are affected to some
degree by moment loading. As an example, maximum pile cap accelerations in the first
earthquake of MS05 and MS06 were of the order of 6 g at model scale. With a pile head
mass of approximately 1.5 kg, and assuming that the centroid of the lateral force from
the soil acts at a depth of approximately 0.15 m, then the pile head moment would be
approx 3.4 N, which would register a voltage of approximately 0.02 V.
3.6 Data Acquisition
During centrifuge experiments the purpose built CDAQS 2/32 CD 198 Acquisition module
was used to collect data. The module enables up to 32 channels of data to be collected
at a maximum sampling rate of 5 kHz (model scale). The module is controlled by a
computer in the centrifuge control room. Acquired data is temporarily held in temporary
memory by CDAQS until it is uploaded to the controlling computer. Two implications
arise from the temporary storage of data. Firstly, the module limits the total stored data
to 2 megabytes, equating to a maximum of 32,000 data points with 32 channels. In order
to achieve both a sufficiently high sample rate during the earthquakes and capture data
for a reasonable period after the earthquake (in excess of 2 minutes at model scale), data
during a test must be acquired in multiple phases, covering, as a minimum, the earthquake
and the subsequent dissipation of pore pressures. Secondly, the module is known to be
suffer from occasional crashes; since acquired data is only held in temporary memory any
system crash results in the total loss of any data which has not been uploaded. Therefore,
to address these two issues, data was acquired in three separate phases during centrifuge
tests, as shown in Table 3.5, with acquired data uploaded at the first opportunity (i.e.
swing up data is uploaded before the earthquakes are fired). On occasions where CDAQS
module crashes, the system can be restarted in-flight.
Alternative data acquisition systems were available for use at the time of testing, which
would have allowed both additional channels to be sampled and a higher sampling fre-
quency to be used. However the CDAQS acquisition system provides far higher quality
(lower noise) data due to the digitisation of the signals close to the model container.
Table 3.5: Sampling rates during different test phases (model scale)
Phase Duration Sample Rate
Swing-Up ≈ 25 min 4 Hz
Earthquake 1.5 s / 2 s 4 kHz
Dissipation 3 min 10 Hz
Swing-Down ≈ 5 min 4 Hz
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3.7 Model Pile Groups
In the course of this research programme, two different designs of pile group were used.
In a series of pilot tests (MS01 to MS04), the pile group described by Knappett (2006)
was used. During the execution of these tests, it was decided to create a more densely
instrumented pile group such that the load distribution along the pile shaft could be
determined. In the section which follows, the pile group used in the initial tests will
be referred to as the “simply-instrumented pile group,” and that used in the later tests
“heavily-instrumented pile group.”
3.7.1 Simply-instrumented pile group, JK-PG
When using the simply-instrumented pile group (shown in Figure 3.12(a), measurements
of axial load were made possible on one of the legs of the pile group, using an in-line axial
load cell at the head of the pile, while a total pressure cell was inserted into the base
of the pile. Wiring to the total pressure cell was protected from mechanical damage by
routing the wires within the pile, exiting near the head of the pile through a small hole
(above the soil surface in the tests carried out). Accelerometers were mounted onto the
pile cap to measure accelerations aligned with direction of applied shaking. Additionally,
measurements of pile cap settlement were made using draw-wire potentiometers attached
to the two sides of the pile cap normal to the direction of shaking (i.e. on the same face
as the accelerometers).
Key parameters of this pile group are reproduced in Table 3.6, while more detailed de-
scription of the design and manufacture of this pile group are found in Knappett (2006).
Table 3.6: Characteristics of the prototype pile groups and comparison with two possible
field piles
Field pile groups Model Pile Groups
RC Concrete Steel JKPG MSPG
Pile outer diameter, D0 (mm) 496 † 500 460 500
Pile length, Lp (mm) 14.1 9.25
EI (MNm2) 15 - 30 † 92.5 121 90
EA (GN) 6 3.1 9 4.6
Pile centre-centre spacing, s (m) 2.6 (5.6 D0) 2.9 (5.8 D0)
Pile cap dimensions (m) 4.1 × 4.1 4.75 × 4.75
†: Knappett (2006)
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(a) Simply-instrumented
pile group
(b) Heavily-instrumented pile
group
(c) Exploded view of new pile group
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(d) Pile leg dimensions at model scale (mm)
Figure 3.12: Pile groups used during research programme
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In the tests carried out with this pile group, the pile tips were embedded in a dense layer
of Fraction C. From Tables 3.2 and 3.6, this means that the pile diameter to particle
size (using the D50 size ) ratio is 14. Gui et al. (1998) suggests a minimum ratio of 20
when carrying out tests with a CPT. Where the ratio is lower than 20, particle freedom is
restricted, leading to an increase in resistance. The pile tips in the experiments with this
pile group were at approximately 30 pile diameters depth. The results of Gui et al. (1998)
suggest that at this depth and with a pile diameter to particle size ratio of 16, the base
resistance would be approximately 10 % greater. Taylor (1995) suggests that for circular
footings, the ratio of footing diameter to particle size should be a minimum of 15. It is
therefore recognized that the combination of the sand used in the dense layer and the
diameter of the piles will result in a slightly increased base resistance. However, it will
be shown in Section 4 that the settlement of the pile group does not appear to have been
greatly affected. Additionally, the initial tests were conducted to investigate whether a
coarser sand in the dense layer would lead to drastically reduced settlements which might
change the mechanism of pile group failure from settlement to buckling. The increased
base resistance would be expected to encourage the change of mechanism, and therefore
it is deemed that the small error arising from the particle size affects were acceptable.
3.7.2 Heavily-instrumented pile group, MS-PG
Strain gauges were selected for use in measuring the axial load distribution on the piles.
In order to easily attach the strain gauges to the pile, it was decided to increase the model
pile diameter. The MS-PG pile group was therefore designed for tests which would be
carried out at a g-level of approximately 50 g. The piles and pile cap were machined by
the central engineering workshops, using Dural for both the piles and the pile cap. Dural
tubing with an outer diameter of 12.8 mm, and wall thickness of 2.2 mm was used to
create the piles. The outer diameter was reduced to 10.8 mm (wall thickness = 1.2 mm)
for the main body of the piles. To increase the axial strains at the point of axial load
measurement, a 10 mm long notch was machined in the piles, reducing the wall thickness
at these points to 0.7 mm. The key dimensions of these piles are shown in 3.12(d).
The pile groups were designed to allow the pile groups to be tested with an air gap between
the pile cap and the soil surface (free-standing) and also with the pile cap in contact with
the soil surface (cap-supported). The piles were therefore designed so that the length
below the pile cap could be extended. The heavily-instrumented pile group is shown both
in its assembled form, and as an exploded sketch in Figure 3.12(b) & 3.12(c) respectively.
At the top of each pile, a threaded section screws into the top of the pile cap, while the
smooth and slightly larger diameter section immediately below slides within a similarly
sized hole in the bottom half of the pile cap. The diameter of the pile and the hole in the
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Figure 3.13: Strain gauge configuration
pile cap were machined to be nominally the same so that the pile cap would effectively
restrain the head of the piles. A nut is tightened on the threaded end of the pile against
the pile cap to secure the piles in place. To avoid reducing the wall thickness excessively
in the threaded section on the pile, an M12 x 1.25 mm thread was used.
Similar to the simply-instrumented pile group, accelerometers are mounted to the pile cap
in the direction of shaking. Draw-wire potentiometers are used to measure the settlement
of the pile cap relative to a fixed datum and are similarly mounted to the pile cap.
It was decided to measure the axial loading at 5 separate locations along the pile length.
The strain gauges, manufactured by Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo Co., which were used in the
bridges were temperature compensated for aluminium and had a resistance of 350Ω and
a gauge factor of 2.15. The bridge circuit and the orientation of the gauges which was
used is shown in 3.13(a) - (b) and is designed to maximise the sensitivity to axial strains,
while minimising that of bending and shear strain. Strain gauges were bonded to the pile
at the notch locations using cyanoacrylate as supplied by the strain gauge manufacturer.
The bonded strain gauges were coated in a thin layer of silicon dispersant to ensure that
the exposed surface of the gauge did not affect the strain measurement. A Ø1.5mm hole
was drilled through each slot, allowing the strain gauge wiring to be routed through the
pile. The remaining space in the slots was filled with Araldite, which provided both
waterproofing and physical protection to the strain gauges. The piles which were not
instrumented with strain gauges had similar slots machined so that the behaviour of the
piles would be consistent.
Two designs of end cap were used on the piles. The piles which had been strain gauged
were fitted with a solid end cap, as shown in 3.14(a). In later tests, an attempt was
made to measure the acceleration experienced by the pile tips and also the inclination of
the piles using MEMS accelerometers. A single MEMS was glued to the top of the solid
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(a) Simple end cap (b) PPT end cap
Figure 3.14: Pile end caps
end caps using cyanoacrylate (superglue), with one aligned with the direction of shaking
(MEMS model ADXL78) and one aligned with the pile axis (MEMS model ADXL193).
The two piles which were not strain gauged were fitted with pore pressure transducers
which measured pore pressures at the tip of the piles. The PPTs were installed in the end
cap shown in 3.14(b). Silicon dispersant was placed in the annular space between the pile
and the PPT as well as behind the instrument to prevent fluid passing the instrument.
The silicon barrier meant that the PPTs would be subject to water pressure on one side
only. Shear keys were therefore inserted behind the PPT to resist any movement during
the test. A porous bronze disc was placed in front of the PPT to act as a barrier to the
sand and was held in place using Araldite. In the first three tests where these PPTs were
used (MS05 to MS07), no attempt was made to saturate the air pocket between the PPT
and the bronze filter, leading to poor dynamic response. From tests MS08 to MS12, an
attempt was made to saturate the pile tips prior to installation in the model by placing
the pile group under vacuum with the tips submerged in the pore fluid. This improved
the dynamic response of the instrument. However, since the volume between the filter
and the PPT diaphragm in the pile tips is larger than normal, it is to be expected that
the dynamic response will be somewhat reduced, and there will be a greater phase lag
with respect to the actual pressures.
Calibration of the piles for axial loading was carried out before each test. In each case,
the piles were placed so that they were oriented vertically. Axial loads were applied using
a load “hanger,” placing the piles in compression as shown in Figure 3.15(a). Calibrations
for shear and bending moments were carried out by placing the pile group so that the
piles were horizontal as shown in Figure 3.15(b). Loads were then applied vertically to
the end of the pile group, and also (for bending moment calibration) at a distance 45 mm
beyond the tip of the pile using a rod extension which slotted over the end of the pile tip.
When carrying out the calibration for shear loading, the global value of bending stiffness
(EI) was obtained for the pile group by measuring the vertical tip deflection of the pile
using an LVDT. The vertical loads applied to cause the tip deflection also caused a small
rigid body rotation of the pile group (due to stiffness of the clamp holding the pile group
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(a) Axial load (b) Bending and shear
Figure 3.15: Set-up for calibration
to the work beam). The deflection of an unloaded pile was therefore also measured so
that this error could be removed.
3.7.2.1 Axial load offsets with MS-PG pile group
When interpreting data from the instruments in the model, it is necessary (with the
exception of accelerometers) to obtain a “zero” reading and reference the voltages obtained
during the test to this point. Scaling the difference in voltage between the reference point
and any subsequent or preceding time allows the variation in the quantity of interest to
be obtained. When carrying out centrifuge modelling, the values at 1g immediately prior
to the experiment (i.e. before the centrifuge begins to spin) are a convenient reference
point.
However, interpreting the voltage offset for the axial strain gauges proved challenging.
When carrying out the experiments, it was assumed that due to the low stresses in the
model at 1g, the shaft friction before the experiment would be negligible, and the values
immediately prior to swing up of the centrifuge therefore offer a convenient “zero” point.
Ideally the same argument would hold after the experiment once the model has returned
to 1g so that negligible shaft friction should also be observed and therefore the values
after stopping the centrifuge should also offer a reasonable “reference” for selecting the
offset voltages.
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However, over the course of the experiments, it was found that some differences would be
recorded between the pre-test and post-test strain gauge offsets. These can arise from a
variety of causes such as:
• Residual axial load on the pile from the experiment
• Effect of bending moments or shear on the output voltage
• Permanent deformation of the pile as a result of the axial loading
• Residual strains arising from imperfect bonding between the strain gauge and the
pile
• Thermal effects arising from external temperature differences or due to the current
through the gauges
When calibrating the piles for axial load towards the end of the experiment series, it was
observed that on some occasions, a voltage offset could develop if the pile was left unloaded
for a period of time. This suggests some thermal effects on the piles. Additionally, offsets
were sometimes encountered as a result of the loading of the pile, suggesting some residual
strains arising from imperfect bonding of the gauges could account for some of the voltage
offsets observed during the experiments. Both of these effects would suggest that using
the offsets taken at the end of the experiment might be preferable. In the case of the
former, it would be expected that any thermal effect would tend to stabilise, so that after
the period following the initial powering up of the instruments before the test and the
30-40 minutes taken to swing-up the centrifuge, it might be reasonable to assume the
thermal affects no longer influence the readings. Typically, the largest loads are seen at
the very start of the experiment. Therefore if any accumulated strains are occurring,
it may be that the greatest accumulation occurs near the beginning of the experiment,
during swing up, and potentially the first cycle of earthquake loading. The offset voltages
have therefore been taken from the post-test readings.
In the cap-supported experiments of MS07 - MS09, which will be discussed in Chapter
5, the axial loads were found to drop significantly following the start of the earthquake,
reaching a “plateau.” In some cases, it was found that after subtracting the voltage offsets
some strain gauges recorded voltages which suggested tension throughout several cycles,
despite the pile accumulating settlement. In these cases, an additional offset was applied
to the gauges so that the average of the axial load on these “plateaus” was zero. An
example from MS09 is shown in Figure 3.16, with units in model scale.
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Figure 3.16: Axial loads recorded by SG A during MS09
3.7.3 Interface angles of friction
In tests MS01 to MS11, the piles were installed into the model with no surface treatment
following the initial machining. The surface roughness of the piles was measured using a
Surfcom profilometer. It was found that the normalised surface roughness is 0.5 × 10−3
and 2 × 10−3 for Fraction C and Fraction E sand respectively. Following Uesugi & Kishida
(1986), this suggests an interface friction angle of approximately 17 o, as shown in Figure
3.17. The surface roughness was increased in MS12 by bonding grains of Fraction E sand
to the surface of the piles using the gel form of cyanoacrylate (superglue). Assuming that
the surface roughness is close to the particle size of the Fraction E, this implies normalised
roughness of 0.25 and 1 for Fraction C and Fraction E sands respectively. From Figure
3.17, it is assumed that the interface angle of friction becomes close to the critical state
angle of friction.
Figure 3.17: Interface angle of friction between Toyoura sand and mild steel
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3.7.4 Realistic field piles
The design of the JK-PG pile groups by Knappett (2006) was carried out with a realistic
steel pile of outer diameter 496 mm and wall thickness 19mm in mind. These pile sections
were thought to be representative of piles used in the field according to Fleming et al.
(2009). However, following the discussion of the actual g-level in the centrifuge in Section
3.2.1, the prototype quantities of the model piles do not reflect the original prototype.
Instead, the prototypes are now compared against a steel pile with outer diameter 500 mm
and wall thickness 9.5 mm in Table 3.6. This still appears to be within the normal range
of wall thicknesses for steel piles used in the field (Fleming et al., 2009). The prototype
reinforced concrete pile discussed in Knappett (2006) is also included for comparison.
While the example reinforced concrete piles are much less stiff axially than the model
piles used in the tests, in some cases, steel casings are inserted into boreholes to stabilise
the hole when concrete piles are cast (steel jacketed piles). In these cases, the bending
and axial stiffness of the pile would be increased substantially, to the point that they may
by represented by the model piles used in this research. It should also be noted that the
model piles were tested with closed-ends. This condition is seldom encountered in the
field. However, when tubular piles are jacked or driven into the ground, a soil plug tends
to form. This represents to some degree the closed-end nature of the model piles. In the
course of this research, it is assumed that soil plugs remain unaffected by the earthquake.
3.7.5 Installation of pile groups at 1g - “Bored piles”
In tests MS01 to MS09 the pile groups were manually installed at 1g. In the initial tests
(i.e. MS01 to MS04) the pile group’s position in plan view was set manually, using rulers
as a guide. In tests MS05 to MS09, a template was fabricated, which allowed consistent
placement of the pile group, as shown in Figure 3.18. In all cases, a small spirit level was
Figure 3.18: Installation of heavily instrumented pile group at 1g
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used to ensure that the pile group was installed vertically into the model. Since the pile
group was installed under low stress conditions, it is thought that the results obtained
from pile groups installed in this manner are most representative of bored piles in the field.
Throughout this thesis, piles which have been installed at 1g will therefore be referred to
as bored piles.
3.7.6 Installation of pile groups at 50g - Jacked piles
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Figure 3.19: Process followed to jack the heavily instrumented pile group
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Tests MS10 to MS12 were designed to investigate the effect of the installation method on
the observed response of the pile group to dynamic loading. In these tests, the piles were
installed in a two part process, using pistons to “jack” the piles into the model. Additional
height above the model is required to install the pile groups in this method which as a
bare minimum would equate to the total length of the pile group and the piston. It was
therefore decided that the process would be carried out in two stages to reduce the overall
height of the package. The procedure followed is shown in Figure 3.19.
In order to ensure the piston and pile group were aligned, a cylindrical adaptor was
attached to the top of the pile group, and an adaptor, which fitted over the top of this
cylinder, was attached to the piston. Under 1 g conditions, a piston with a 150 mm
stroke length was used. The piles were driven 150 mm (model scale) by slowly increasing
the pressure applied to the piston. After the initial drive was completed, the piston was
replaced with a 50 mm stroke piston. Back-pressure was applied to the piston to ensure
that loads were not applied to the pile group during the swing up of the centrifuge. Once
the test g-level of 50 g had been achieved, the back pressure was released from the piston,
and pressure increased slowly to drive the pile group. After the driving was complete,
the piston was retracted by applying back pressure to the piston to ensure that it did not
interfere with the pile group during the earthquake. During each phase where the pile
group was being driven, data was logged at 100 Hz. The data collected during the jacking
process will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 6. Gui & Bolton (1998) carried
out tests with a model CPT in the centrifuge which indicated that approximately 5 CPT
diameters were required for a probe to fully develop the resistance of a new sand layer.
Since the final phase of pile installation takes place at g over a distance of approximately
4.6 diameters, it is thought that this final installation phase is sufficient to fully mobilise
the soil’s resistance. As a result, it is believed that the piles in these tests behave in a
manner similar to jacked piles in the field and will therefore be referred to as such in this
thesis.
3.8 Model Preparation
3.8.1 Sand Pouring
The dense sand layers in all of the models were poured using the automatic sand pourer
described by Madabhushi et al. (2006); Zhao et al. (2006). The same work found that
while the relative density achieved was primarily a function of the mass flow rate of sand
being poured (relative density increases with reducing flow rate) and the sand being used,
but that the distance through which the sand falls also has an effect. Using the original
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configuration of the sand pourer, Fraction E sand could only be poured to relative densities
greater than 50 %. This was greater than the target relative density of approximately 35
%, meaning that a manual sand pourer (shown in Figure 3.20) had to be used to create
the loose sand layers in MS01 to MS04.
When using the manual sand hopper, the sand’s mass flow rate is controlled by a variable-
size orifice, whose position can be set using a extendible bolt. Sand falls through a fixed
tube to the model container. However, sand arching across the variable orifice is a common
problem when using the manual sand hopper, meaning that the flow rate tended to be
highly variable and often much lower than intended. The would be expected to cause
large variations in relative density in sand layers poured using the manual sand pourer,
in particular, creating pockets of sand which are much more dense than the majority of
the sand layer.
Figure 3.20: Manual sand hopper used in MS01 to MS04 to pour loose sand layers
Pneumatic 
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Oriface
Changeable 
Oriface Plate
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Sieves removed
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Figure 3.21: Alterations made to the delivery system of the automatic sand pourer
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Table 3.7: Sand pouring settings
Layer Loose Dense Dense
Sand Fraction E Fraction E Fraction C
Nozzle diameter (mm) 7 5 5
Number of sieves 0 2 2
Sieve mesh size (mm) N \A 0.85 1.7
Fall Height (mm) 500 750 500
Relative density (%) 35 90 100
Examination of the automatic sand pourer revealed that it was fitted with a fixed orifice
plate of 9 mm diameter, below which a replaceable orifice allowed the flow rate of sand
to be altered. Additionally, sieves held in a muzzle below the orifice plates spread out
the falling sand so that a more even sand surface is obtained. A schematic of the original
set-up is shown in Figure 3.21. As found by Zhao et al. (2006), the mass flux of a given
sand is the controlling factor in the achieved relative density. Further than this, it is
logical that it would actually the mass flux per unit area of model covered by the falling
sand which determines the relative density. Hence both the sieves below the orifice, and
the fixed orifice plate act to limit the smallest achievable relative density. By removing
both of these items, it was found that a relative density of 23 % could be achieved with
Fraction E sand, which was beyond the range anticipated in this research. It must be
noted however that when the sieves are removed from the muzzle, the sand tends to fall
as a concentrated jet. This means that as the sand is poured, the surface is no longer
uniform, but forms a series of ridges. Despite this, it was felt that the greater consistency
with which models could be poured using the automatic sand pourer remained preferable
to continued use of the manual sand hopper. Therefore, the automatic sand pourer was
used for both the loose and dense sand layers in models MS05 to MS12, using the settings
which are shown in Table 3.7. The relative densities quoted in the tables were found by
carrying out several calibration runs during the course of the test series, with the results
confirming that the relative density remained reasonably constant. Additional calibration
of the new layout was carried out and described by Chian et al. (2010).
The sand pouring process was periodically halted to allow both PPTs and accelerometers
to be placed within the models. Prior to placement, the intended location of the instru-
ment was lightly marked in the sand, and the actual “as-placed” location was measured
after the instrumentation had been placed. The wires from the instruments were taped
to the internal latex bag so that the instruments would remain in position as the sand
pouring continued. Once the sand level had passed above the required height, the surface
was levelled by running a flat edge along a pair of reference bars at the required height.
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3.8.2 Saturation
The development of the CAM-Sat saturation system will be described in the following
sections. Further details concerning the system and the range of testing carried out during
it’s development can be found in Stringer & Madabhushi (2009, 2010a).
In order to correct the discrepancy in time scaling highlighted in Section 3.2, models (with
the exception of that in MS02) were saturated with a viscous fluid. In the past, researchers
at the University of Cambridge have used silicone oil as a pore fluid (e.g. Haigh, 2002),
however more recently, solutions of Hydroxy-Propyl Methyl Cellulose (HPMC) have been
used both at Cambridge (e.g. Knappett, 2006) and elsewhere (e.g. Kulasingham, 2003).
Aside from cost and logistical advantages, HPMC has a unit weight very close to water,
while silicone oil’s unit weight is approximately 80 % of water’s.
Solutions of HPMC were prepared using deaired water and dry powdered HPMC following
Stewart et al. (1998), who found that the solution’s concentration, C (percent by mass),
could be calculated for a required viscosity using the following equation:
υ20 = 6.92C
2.54 (3.3)
3.8.2.1 Existing method of saturation
At the commencement of the research programme, models at the University of Cambridge
were saturated using a manually controlled system, recently upgraded by Knappett (2006).
In this system (shown schematically in Figure 3.22) both the model and the reservoir (large
motorised mixing tank) of pore fluid are placed under a vacuum of approximately -90 kPa.
The vacuum acting on the fluid reservoir is then reduced, creating a pressure difference
which drives the pore fluid into the base of the model. The research worker estimated the
rate of fluid flow from a crude mass measurement (scales with 0.5 kg resolution) over a
set period of time. This system had a few notable drawbacks:
• The researcher had to continually monitor the flow rate.
• The resolution of the mass flux was too low, meaning that the models were vulner-
able to excessive disturbance.
• Changes to the pressure were made manually, so could only occur when the re-
searcher was checking the flow rate.
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Figure 3.22: Existing saturation system, modified from Knappett (2006)
3.8.2.2 Model disturbance during saturation
Introducing fluid to the base of the model helps to improve saturation, since any air
remaining in the model can escape through the top of the model. However, care must be
taken to avoid excessive model disturbance. As a first order approximation, the rate at
which fluid flows through the model will be governed by Darcy’s law, and as shown by
Equation 3.4, increasing flow rates leads to increasing hydraulic gradients.
Q = KiA (3.4)
By introducing the fluid at the base of the model, the hydraulic gradients which drive the
flow also act to reduce the vertical effective stresses in the model. If the gradients become
too high, the model could fluidise, leading to excessive disturbance. The fluid pressure at
(a) Piping (after Knappett,
2006)
(b) Cracking and lifting of soil
plugs (Stringer et al., 2009)
Figure 3.23: Examples of model disturbance
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any point in the model must also be controlled since additional disturbance can occur if
the pressure relative to the atmosphere rises too high. Figure 3.23 (a) shows the scenario
where the fluid finds a preferential path to the surface, leading to “piping”. In Figure 3.23
(b), the fluid pressure has risen to a level which is high enough to balance the combined
weight of sand and fluid above (plus any friction on the sides of the container), leading
to plug-type failures.
3.8.2.3 Selecting an appropriate rate of saturation
In order to select an appropriate rate of saturation, the following process could be followed
to calculate the mass flux at which severe model disturbance will occur:
If effective stresses in the model are reduced to zero due to the upward hydraulic gradients,
then fluidisation will occur. The most critical point for this during saturation happens
as the fluid breaks through the surface. At this point, the effective stresses without
the hydraulic gradient are simply the buoyant unit weight of the soil, which is given in
Equation 3.5. Before this point, effective stresses in the saturated soil are higher due to
the dry unit weight of soil acting above the saturation front.
γ′ =
(
Gs + Sre
1 + e
− 1
)
γw (3.5)
At the most critical point, the pressure gradient due to the hydraulic gradient must be
less than or equal to the buoyant unit weight, as shown in Equation 3.6.
dp
dz
= γw
dh
dz
= γwi <
(
Gs + Sre
1 + e
− 1
)
γw (3.6)
The maximum allowable flow rate is obtained from Darcy’s law
Qmax = AKimax < AKw
(
υw
υf
)(
Gs + Sre
1 + e
− 1
)
(3.7)
The described approach assumes that one-dimensional flow upwards is occurring during
saturation, which is encouraged by placing a thin layer of coarse sand across the base of
the model. For a test where a fluid with a viscosity of 80 cSt is to be used Equation
3.7, shows that the maximum allowable mass flux for a fine sand such as Fraction E sand
is 0.6 kg/hr, whereas coarser sands such as Hostun sand could tolerate 2-3 kg/hr. It is
recognised that there will be a zone of capillary rise above the hydrostatic water table.
In this zone, there will be a pressure drop owing to capillary suction which contributes to
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drawing the pore fluid into the model. However, this pressure drop is beneficial in pre-
venting model disturbance because the pore pressures in this zone will be negative, and
therefore increase the effective stresses. The CAM-Sat system operates by controlling the
mass flux with time and therefore will automatically account for the initial tendency for
fluid to be drawn into the model due to the capillary suctions. It should also be noted that
where unsaturated void spaces become discontinuous, then the presence of a “trapped”
air bubble may locally alter the hydraulic conductivity. However, the final degree of sat-
uration measured during testing of the CAM-sat system, and the good dynamic response
of PPTs in dynamic centrifuge tests saturated with the system suggests that this is not
adversely affecting the model preparation.
3.8.2.4 Computer-controlled saturation: CAM-Sat
In order to improve the quality of saturation as well as reduce the monitoring burden on
the researcher, computer-control was implemented on the saturation system. A schematic
of the final saturation system is shown in Figure 3.24. The system was upgraded in two
phases (taking place after test MS07), which are indicated in Figure 3.24. While much of
the original system layout remains, three key differences were introduced.
• measuring scales have greater resolution
• a small fluid reservoir is used
• models flushed with CO2 prior to saturation
Soil Model
To Vacuum ( -95kPa)
PT1
Fluid 
flow
Holding tank
PT2
Mixing tank
Vacuum 
regulator
Digital Weighing 
Scales
Figure 3.24: CAM-Sat system configuration
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In the CAM-Sat software, the researcher sets upper and lower mass flux thresholds which
should be maintained during the saturation. During saturation, the mass flux is continu-
ally calculated and compared with the user-defined thresholds. If necessary, the vacuum
acting on the fluid reservoir is altered to keep the mass flux within the acceptable limits.
The mass flux was calculated as the difference in mass of the model over a period of
ten minutes ( mass of the mixing tank was significantly greater ). The time base of ten
minutes was selected to balance the need to obtain resolution in the calculated mass flux
(longer measuring period gives greater mass flux resolution) and the need to respond to
required changes relatively quickly. Since the mass of the model was still quite large, the
resolution of the measuring scales was limited to 50 g, meaning that mass flux resolution
was 0.3 kg/hr. During the saturation, the researcher is able to view the mass flux, while
additional details are also kept in a log file. The system was tested prior to use on mod-
els prepared for the centrifuge. While the details of the testing programme are found in
Stringer & Madabhushi (2009), Figure 3.25 shows the data from the saturation of a model
which comprised of a single layer of loose Hostun sand (RD ≈ 35 %) with a pore fluid
which had a viscosity of 10 cSt. During the saturation, the mass flux thresholds (shown
as black dashed lines) were altered twice to check the ability of the system to react to the
user altering the required mass-flux. Since the required hydraulic gradient for a given flow
rate increases proportionally with the viscosity of the fluid, the success of this test implied
that the CAM-Sat system would be able to maintain control of the saturation when the
fluid viscosity is a minimum of 50 cSt. The tests carried out in Stringer & Madabhushi
(2009) indicated that the CAM-Sat system achieved a saturation ratios, Sr of 98 to 99 %,
where saturation ratio is defined by Equation 3.8.
Sr =
Vfluid
Vpore
(3.8)
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Figure 3.26: Saturation log and the observed horizontal saturation front during testing of
the updated Cam-Sat system
The critical mass flux for saturating loose Fraction E sand with 80 cSt fluid calculated
in Section 3.8.2.3 is approximately 0.6 kg/hr. This implies that the mass flux resolution
in the initial implementation of the saturation system was only marginally sufficient for
this type of test. Adding a small reservoir greatly improved this aspect. The reservoir
was designed to have a capacity of approximately 30 l - sufficient for the model containers
currently in use at the centre. If greater capacity is required, the user can refill the reservoir
during saturation using the connection to the large mixing tank. By reducing the mass
being measured to that of the small reservoir and the fluid, scales with a smaller capacity
but greater resolution (5 g) could be used. This improved the mass-flux resolution to 0.03
kg/hr using the same time base for the calculation. The improved mass-flux resolution
enabled a ”soft-stop” feature to be incorporated to the updated system; at the beginning
of the saturation process, the researcher defines a target mass which indicates the model
is completely saturated. Once the mass of fluid reaches the target, the “soft-stop” is
initiated, and the system reduces the flow to a trickle. While this doesn’t achieve a
complete halt to the process, the flow rate is reduced sufficiently that the process can
continue to run until the researcher can conveniently stop the saturation. Since the
researcher no longer needs to physically check the saturation, it is desirable to have an
indication that the saturation is progressing normally. This is achieved by the software
sending basic monitoring parameters (system pressures, total mass and mass flux) to the
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researcher by email on an hourly basis if selected.
Takahashi et al. (2006) found that the saturation ratio achieved in a similar system to that
shown in Figure 3.22 was improved by flushing the model with CO2 prior to introducing
the pore fluid, due to the greater solubility of CO2 compared with air. Therefore, an
additional step was carried out on models MS08 to MS12 prior to saturation. These
models were firstly evacuated to a high degree of vacuum (≈ -90 kPa) and then brought
back to atmospheric pressure by the addition of CO2 at the top of the model. The model
was left under approximately 5 kPa for an hour before beginning the saturation process.
An example saturation log from the upgraded system is shown in Figure 3.26(a), which
shows the much tighter control over the mass flux which could be maintained with the
upgraded system. Figure 3.26(b) shows a near-horizontal saturation front during this test.
3.9 Effect of level sand surfaces
It was described in Section 3.8.1 that the dry sand models were finished using a flat edge
to level the models. However, the radial g-field in the centrifuges means that the model
doesn’t quite represent the level ground prototype which was intended. Rather, the actual
prototype is slightly curved, with maximum height at the centre. It was decided not to
attempt to correct for this error due to the current procedures of loading the model. Since
the Turner centrifuge is located below ground level, completed models must be lowered
onto the centrifuge using a crane. This induces some disturbance to the model and any
curved surface would therefore be destroyed as the model was loaded.
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Figure 3.27: Acceleration records at 1 m depth in MS06
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Accelerometer
Liquefied soil
deforms to curved
surface
Initial model 
surface 
Persistent shear stresses
from original soil surface
τ curve
(a) (b)
Figure 3.28: Effect of radial g-field on flat surfaces
Under test conditions, the flat (relative to a parallel g-field) surface of the model will
induce additional shear stresses in the model. During the earthquakes, the onset of
liquefaction leads the soil to redistribute in order to adopt a curved (relative to a parallel
g-field) surface. This effect was observed in the acceleration records near the beginning of
earthquakes. As an example, the accelerations for an accelerometer buried approximately
1 m below the soil surface in MS06 is shown in Figure 3.27. In this test, two earthquakes
were fired in a single flight. In the first earthquake, large dilation spikes are seen in
one direction only at the beginning of the earthquake. These spikes are then seen to
reduce in amplitude, and the accelerations then become more symmetrical. In the second
earthquake, these large dilation spikes were not observed. The shear stresses due to the
soil attempting to alter its surface profile, along with the shear stresses acting at the time
of the dilation spike are shown in Figure 3.28 (a), while (b) shows the concept in q - p’
space. It should be noted that as the soil adopts the curved profile, the value of τcurve
reduces.
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3.10 Summary
In this Chapter, the modelling techniques which have been used in the research programme
have been described. In the experiments carried out, models were constructed within a
laminar box container using Leighton Buzzard sands which was poured using either a
manual sand hopper, or a computer controlled sand pourer. The process of sand pouring
was periodically stopped to allow the placement of miniaturised instrumentation within
the models. In all but one test, models were subsequently saturated with a viscous fluid
using a computer-controlled saturation system.
In each test, a single model pile group was installed in the models. Initial tests were
carried out with a pile group which allowed axial load measurement at the head and
base of a single pile, while later tests utilised a pile group in which up to two piles were
instrumented to measure axial load at 5 locations using strain gauges. The pile groups
were installed either under 1 g conditions, where they are thought to best represent bored
piles, or in a two-phase jacking process which aimed to replicate the soil stress conditions
around jacked piles in the field.
Each test was carried out using the Turner beam centrifuge, and earthquakes were fired
using the SAM actuator.
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Chapter 4
Settlement and Load Transfer of
Free-Standing Pile Groups
4.1 Introduction
The tests of Knappett & Madabhushi (2008b), discussed in Section 2.4.2, indicated that
contrary to general perception, piles situated in liquefiable soils were able to generate
shaft friction during an earthquake. In these tests, the shaft friction was calculated as
the difference between the pile head and pile tip axial loads. It was therefore not possible
to distinguish the different sections of pile which were responsible for generating positive
shaft friction, and Knappett (2006) suggested that the shaft friction was generated in the
dense layer of the model. However, the actual distribution of axial load along a pile during
an earthquake remains unresolved. As discussed in Section 2.4.3, significantly different
excess pore pressures to those in the free field can exist near to a pile which is undergoing
lateral displacement. Therefore, while the soil in the free field may be fully liquefied, this
is not necessarily the case near the soil-pile boundary. This raises interesting questions
concerning the axial load distribution along a pile during the earthquake since it is possible
that some contribution to the shaft friction observed by Knappett & Madabhushi (2009a)
may come from the “liquefiable” sand.
The work of Knappett & Madabhushi (2008b) indicated that free standing pile groups
can suffer intolerably large co-seismic settlements even when their pile tips have been
embedded in relatively dense soils due to the existence of excess pore pressures within
the dense sand during the earthquake. The sand used in the bearing layer of these tests
was Fraction E silica sand, which as shown in Table 3.2 is relatively fine and therefore
fluid movement on the time scale of an earthquake is relatively limited. If a much coarser
soil exists in the bearing layer, then the excess pore pressures during an earthquake could
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be significantly altered. If large excess pore pressures can no longer be sustained in the
bearing layer as a result of the higher hydraulic conductivity, then the soil in the bearing
layer of the model would be expected to deliver a very stiff axial response to the pile
which may result in the pile behaviour being quite different to that observed in the tests
of Knappett & Madabhushi (2008b).
This chapter aims to investigate the behaviour of free standing pile groups in the context
of the two issues described above. An initial pilot test, MS01, was carried out using the
simply instrumented pile group described in Section 3.7. The tests aim to investigate
whether the use of a coarse sand in the bearing layer of the model leads to significantly
different settlement response of the foundation. By using the highly instrumented pile
group (also described in Section 3.7), additional tests were carried out to investigate the
axial loading at different points along the length of the pile and hence gain an under-
standing into the areas of the pile which contribute to the observed shaft friction during
an earthquake and the underlying mechanisms. The post-earthquake behaviour of the
piles, both in terms of the axial load distribution and also the settlements, will not be
discussed in this chapter. Rather, this aspect will be considered in Chapter 7.
4.2 Centrifuge models
A total of 4 tests were carried out with pile groups in a “free-standing” configuration.
Testing pile groups in this configuration allows the axial load distribution of the pile
groups to be studied without the complication of pile cap interaction. In cases where
an exceptionally weak clay layer is present at the surface, then it is possible that the
field scenario may reduce to that of a free standing pile group. Although the presence
of the clay layer will alter the top boundary condition slightly in terms of pore pressure
dissipation, if the clay is both very weak and thin, then even small pore pressure build
up below the clay layer could lead to channels or cracks in the clay. This would allow
excess pore pressures to dissipate rapidly, making it similar to the case where the clay is
non-existent. If piping channels are unable to form and the fluid is unable to escape, then
the excess pore pressures will be unable to dissipate beyond that equal to the vertical
stress applied by the clay layer. If the clay layer is of limited extent, then the excess pore
pressures will only be a few kPa larger than normal compared with when the clay layer is
not present. It is however of great importance that in these possible field scenarios that the
clay layer neither applies significant lateral loading to the pile cap or provides anything
other than minimal vertical resistance during the earthquake (i.e. very low undrained
strength). If either of these conditions are not met, then the behaviour of the pile group
will be heavily influenced by the presence of the clay layer and the results discussed in
this chapter will not apply.
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Figure 4.2: Excavated position of the disc attached to the LVDT in MS06
The instrumentation layout of the different models tested are shown in Figure 4.1. Ad-
ditionally, key parameters of the soil profiles are shown in Table 4.1, while parameters
pertinent to the pile group and the earthquake loading are given in Table 4.2. As shown
in Figure 4.1(d), an LVDT was placed in MS06 to measure settlement of the soil surface
during the earthquake. A small disc was attached to the central measuring rod of the
LVDT in order to reduce the bearing pressure applied to the soil by the LVDT. How-
ever, it was found during excavation that this disc had settled considerably once the soil
had liquefied, as shown in Figure 4.2. The data from this instrument is therefore only
considered valid in the initial swing-up of the centrifuge.
Table 4.2 indicates that two flights were carried out in tests MS01 and MS02, allowing
the pile cap mass to be altered. Where multiple earthquakes were carried out in the
same flight, a sufficiently long time gap between earthquakes was left to ensure that pore
pressures had fully dissipated before the next earthquake was fired.
The static factors of safety shown in Table 4.2 were calculated as the sum of estimated
shaft and end bearing capacities of the pile groups. The shaft friction capacity of the
piles is calculated according to Equation 2.3, with K ≈ 1 − sin(φcrit) and δ = 17o (as
described in Section 3.7.3). End bearing capacities of the piles have been estimated
following Yasufuku et al. (2001). It should be noted that the axial capacities of the piles
tend to increase after each earthquake due to the settlement of the pile group in the
preceding earthquake. The settlement results in a greater embedded length of the pile
and greater vertical effective stress at the pile tip level, leading to increased shaft friction
and pile end bearing capacities.
In addition to the 4 tests carried out in this research programme on free-standing pile
groups, two additional tests are discussed in relation to pile group settlement during an
earthquake. These tests were conducted in an earlier research programme, and full details
can be found in Knappett (2006). The model layouts for these two tests are shown in
Figure 4.1(e) & 4.1(f), while the test parameters are included in Table 4.2.
It is important to note that there are some differences in the prototype values which
will be discussed in this research programme and those in the original work of Knappett
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(2006). The differences are due to the operational g-level which has been used in the
interpretation of the data, as discussed in Section 3.2.1. In this Chapter, the data has
been scaled by the values shown in Table 4.2, whilst in the work of Knappett (2006), the
nominal g-level of 80g was used. The numeric quantities shown in the model layouts of
JK-06 and JK-12 have been altered to reflect the g-level used in this Chapter, while the
number in brackets indicates the dimension at model scale in mm.
4.3 Free field soil behaviour during the earthquakes
4.3.1 Pore pressures
As shown in Figure 4.1, a vertical array of PPTs was placed in the free field in each
test. Measurements of excess pore pressures in the first earthquake of MS01 and MS06
are shown in Figures 4.3 & 4.4. In each of the graphs, the dashed lines indicate the pore
pressure required to cause full liquefaction in the free field.
It can be seen that in both of the tests shown, the pore pressures rise rapidly at the
beginning of the earthquake, with full liquefaction being reached throughout the loose
layer within a few cycles. In the experiments carried out, the instruments in the loose layer
were found after the test to have settled significantly. This is particularly visible in the
measurements at P2 in Figure 4.4, where the pore pressures rose to the level required for
full liquefaction (determined from its initial position), and then steadily increased further
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Figure 4.3: Excess pore pressures in MS01
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Figure 4.4: Excess pore pressures in MS06
till as the instrument sunk. The pore pressures recorded immediately after the end of the
earthquake indicate that full liquefaction was maintained throughout the earthquake.
Figure 4.4 indicates that in the dense layer full liquefaction was reached in the free field
twice per cycle (at P5) in MS06. In each cycle, the pore pressures at P5 indicate two
downward suction spikes in excess pore pressure, with one spike much more dominant
than the other. The pore pressures recorded at P7 at the same level, but within the
group indicate that the pore pressures again reached values close to liquefaction twice per
cycle, and again recorded two spikes in pore pressure. However, the two spikes recorded
at P7 are much closer in magnitude to each other.
Pore pressure spikes are often observed to occur at points of maximum soil acceleration
(e.g. Kutter & Wilson, 1999), as the soil dilates to resist large shear stresses associated with
the high acceleration. Figure 4.5 shows the pore pressure at P5, as well as the accelerations
and displacement (following Brennan et al., 2005) at A6 and A7 (acceleration direction
shown with double arrows). The suction spikes occur later than the peak acceleration in
the soil (A6) as well as being quite broad in the time domain. Figure 4.5 (c) shows the
double-integrated accelerations at A6 and A7. The spikes at P5 occur in the half cycle
where the dense soil is moving from left to right (as defined in Figure 4.1). At the same
time, the pile cap is moving from right to left. This means that at the time of the suction
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spike, the pile group is applying additional shear forces to the dense soil on the side of
the model with the PPTs leading to the larger dilation spikes which were observed, as
shown in Figure 4.6(a). In the opposite half cycle, these shearing stresses from the pile
group act on the opposite half of the model, so a large spike is not observed at P5.
Within the pile group, the suction spikes are much smaller, indicating that smaller shear
stresses are placed on the soil within the pile group. Within the pile group, the shearing
stresses applied to the soil are applied equally in both directions, leading to the suction
(a) Soil Element 1 (b) Soil Element 2
1 2
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Figure 4.6: Interpretation of pore pressure spikes in the dense layer of MS06 at P5 and
P7
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spikes being of similar magnitude, as shown in Figure 4.6(b). Similar observations re-
garding the magnitude of pore pressures within pile groups were made by Tokimatsu &
Suzuki (2004). It is thought that these smaller shear stresses within the pile group arise
due to a confining, or shielding, effect of the piles.
The extra depth of the model in MS01 led to the pore pressures not rising high enough to
cause full liquefaction at the pile tip level during the earthquake, as shown in Figure 4.3.
Additionally, the pore pressures appear to indicate smaller dilation than that observed in
MS06. It is thought that this reflects the increased distance between the piles and the
free-field instruments in this test compared with that of MS06.
4.3.2 Accelerations
The accelerations observed at selected points in test MS05 are shown in Figure 4.7 (Note
that while MS06 is generally used as the “reference test”, accelerometers A4 and A5 in
MS06 failed. Therefore the accelerations from MS05 are displayed here). It can be seen in
Figure 4.7 (a) that the accelerations in the loose sand are highly attenuated, and reduce
to almost zero after only 1-2 cycles.
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As explained in Section 3.5.1.3, it is questionable whether the piezoelectric accelerometers
used in the models are able to faithfully reproduce the soil acceleration in the loose
layer. However, it is assumed that the results are indicative of a general trend that the
accelerations in this layer become relatively small due to a significant loss of shear stiffness
as the loose soil liquefies. Additionally, near the beginning of the first earthquakes in MS01
and MS06, large acceleration spikes in one direction developed in the loose soil, showing
increasing phase lags developing with vertical distance above the loose/dense interface
as shown in Figure 4.8. These acceleration spikes do however attenuate strongly as the
earthquake progresses, with the accelerations later becoming both more symmetrical and
of smaller amplitude. It is thought that the acceleration spikes are a result of the liquefied
soil attempting to adopt a curved surface as discussed in Section 3.9. It is assumed that
the phase lag information remains valid since the acceleration spikes reflect when the
cyclic shear stresses are applied to the soil, causing it to reach the failure line. These
large phase lags are further indicators of the low shear stiffness of the liquefied loose soil.
When the model was excavated, it was found that the accelerometers in the loose layer
had rotated and sunk significantly. It is therefore assumed that the accelerometers are in
their nominal positions only at the start of the tests.
By contrast to the very low accelerations in the loose sand, strong accelerations were
recorded in the dense layer throughout the earthquake. Figure 4.7 (b) and (d) indicate
the accelerations at the pile tip level and the base of the container respectively. It was
found that within the dense layer, the accelerations displayed some limited amplification,
and some small increases in phase lag with reducing depth to the soil surface. The large
differences in the stress-strain behaviour of the sands is typical of loose and dense sands
subjected to dynamic shear loading, as discussed in Section 2.2.
Detailed comparison of the accelerations at A5 and A8 revealed that the accelerations
recorded between the pile tips led the accelerations of those in the free field at the same
depth. The magnitude of the accelerations at A8 were quite similar to those recorded at
A7 (base of the container). This observation suggests that the shear stiffness below the
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pile group is larger than that in the free field. It is thought that this effect is realised as a
result of the higher confining stresses which must exist to resist the pile tip loading. The
observation that there is a disparity between the phase lag in the free field and between
the pile tips acts to reinforce the ideas explained in Figure 4.6. In MS01, the confining
stresses within the model are higher at the level of the pile tips (due to the pore pressures
not rising high enough to cause full liquefaction at the greater depth of the pile tips in
this model). Under the higher stress levels which exist in MS01 at the pile tips (both
as a result of the length of the piles and also as a result of lower excess pore pressures),
the phase lags in the free field and between the pile tips are operationally very similar in
terms of acceleration magnitude and phase.
4.4 Normalised settlements of free standing pile groups
During all of the tests with saturated soil, the pile groups suffered large settlements which
began to develop immediately. Pile group settlements during the tests were calculated as
the average of the two potentiometers, S1 and S2. The soil surface itself will also settle
during the tests, both during and after the actual earthquake. As a result, the “pile
group settlements” presented in this Chapter are relative to a fixed datum. Additionally,
since the soil in the dense layer is at 100% relative density, it is assumed that there is
no significant settlement in this layer as a result of the earthquake loading. Under this
assumption, the pile group settlement is also a measure of the settlement of the pile tips
relative to the dense layer. Figure 4.9(a) shows the settlements from the tests of MS01 and
MS05. From this figure, it can be observed that the settlements in MS05 are smaller than
those recorded in MS01, and also that in both tests, the settlements in the second of the
earthquakes developed at a lower rate than in the first earthquake. This is particularly
interesting in the case of MS01, where the pile cap mass was increased after the first
earthquake, and therefore would be expected to suffer a larger settlement. The latter was
similarly observed by Knappett (2006) in tests where the pile groups were embedded in
a bearing layer of dense Fraction E sand.
While the magnitudes of the settlements of the pile groups during the various earthquakes
appears quite disparate, there appears to be some similarity in the form of the settlement
curves during the earthquakes. Additionally, the mechanism of pile group settlement
proposed by Knappett & Madabhushi (2008a) suggests a very strong link between pile
group settlement and the number of cycles, due to the stomping which takes place once
per cycle on each leg. It was therefore decided to attempt an empirical normalisation
of the pile group settlements. By considering the results shown in Figure 4.9(a), it was
decided to attempt the normalisation of pile group settlements according to Equation 4.1.
The settlements normalised in this manner are shown in Figure 4.9(b), plotted against
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Figure 4.9: Settlement of the free standing pile groups
the total number of cycles which the pile group has been subjected to. In other words,
the portion of normalised earthquake settlement in the second earthquake is set to begin
at the end of the normalised settlement from the first earthquake.
ξsettlement =
∫ ( dρpilecap
dt
D0
)(
σ′v0(t)piD
2
0
4Ppile,av
)
dt (4.1)
As can be seen, when normalised in the manner described, the test data from the three
tests collapse very well onto a single curve. It is interesting to note that the chosen
normalisation parameter, ξsettlement, can be thought of comprising two independent groups
(shown in the two sets of brackets). The first group is the conventional normalisation
of settlement by pile diameter, differentiated with respect to time. The second group
expresses the ratio of vertical effective stress before the earthquake at the pile tip level (in
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the free field), to the stress applied by the pile tips for the case where all of the pile cap
axial load is carried in end bearing. It should be noted that the initial vertical effective
stress used in the parameter ξsettlement changes to reflect the current position of the pile
tips (i.e. it increases slightly through the earthquake as the piles settle).
The reasons why this normalisation appears to work are not clear. However, a potential
reason lies in the bearing capacity equation of Yasufuku et al. (2001), which directly
links the bearing capacity to the effective stress in the soil at the level of the pile tips.
During the experiments, it was observed that the pore pressures rose rapidly in the free
field, as shown in Figure 4.3 & 4.4. In the free field, this results in the effective stresses
dropping significantly. However as shown later in Figure 4.14, the tips of the piles in
these pile groups continue to apply large loads to the soil directly beneath the pile tips
and therefore the effective stresses below the pile tips cannot reduce in the same manner
as those in the free field. This may partially explain why the normalisation of settlements
appears to produce a unique curve.
In experiments which will be described later, pore pressure transducers were placed inside
the pile tips to measure the excess pore pressures directly below the pile tips. If this data
was available for these tests, then a modified version of ξsettlement could be used, where
the second normalised group directly linked the pile loads to the effective soil stresses in
the soil directly below it. This would allow the effects of transient pore pressures at the
pile tips to be captured and provide an improved approach to estimating the settlements
which could be useful for design. It should also be noted that the number of model
configurations represented by this chart remain small, and therefore additional tests may
be required to validate this result. However, with the data obtained, some interesting
implications can be drawn from Figure 4.9(b).
4.4.1 Effect of number of cycles
In Figure 4.9(b) the normalised settlements indicate that the settlement of the pile group
continues to increase under earthquake loading even after 75 cycles. Similar to the raw
settlements shown in Figure 4.9(a), the rate of pile group settlement reduces significantly,
implying that the pile group would eventually reach a limiting settlement. An interesting
feature of the normalised settlements is that in the second earthquake of each test, the
settlement continues to develop with the same trend as that in the first earthquake. This
effect is clearly visible in the data from the first earthquake of MS06 and the data from the
two earthquakes in MS05, where it can be seen that the settlement data in MS05 continues
to follow the same trend as MS06 whose initial earthquake had the same duration as the
combined duration of earthquakes in MS05. This observation is similarly visible in the
other tests, including MS01, where the centrifuge was stopped between earthquakes to
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allow the axial pile group loading to be increased. This implies that the amount of
settlement which has occurred up to a given point is important in determining the future
settlement which will occur. Since the settlements were still observed to be increasing
after 75 cycles, this means that in real earthquakes, buildings which manage to survive an
initial earthquake can be expected to suffer additional settlements if another earthquake
occurs in the same region. The results also indicate that for two identical buildings which
are built before and after a large earthquake, very different settlement responses can be
expected during a future strong earthquake.
The observation that pile group settlements were still increasing after 75 cycles has in-
teresting implications for the curves of De Alba (1983). These curves, which were found
to provide a good fit for the data of Knappett & Madabhushi (2008b), link excess pore
pressure ratios in the free field to the initial static factor of safety at the serviceability
limit state (settlement of 0.1 D0). However, in these tests, the pore pressures were in-
creasing throughout the experiment, until liquefaction was reached. The curves therefore
indicate the point at which the settlement first exceeds the settlement criterion. Although
full liquefaction was reached within a few cycles in the tests described in this thesis, the
observation that settlement continues to increase with number of cycles may also apply
to other values of pore pressure ratio. It is therefore likely that if the pore pressure ratio
was held at lower values for a sustained period of time, then additional settlements would
occur beyond those suggested in the curves of De Alba (1983).
4.4.2 Effect of increased axial pile cap loading
It was shown in Figure 4.9(a) that the settlements recorded in the second earthquake
of MS01 were smaller than those in the first earthquake. This was surprising since the
pile cap axial loading was increased between the first and second earthquakes of MS01.
However, the normalised settlements shown in Figure 4.9(b) indicate that the settlements
recorded in the second earthquake with the greater axial pile loading do follow the general
trend of the data, implying that the settlements are actually larger than those which
would have been obtained in the second earthquake had the pile cap axial load not been
increased. The normalisation which was shown in Equation 4.1 therefore suggests that
the settlements are proportional to axial load.
4.4.3 Implications for modelling
From Table 3.6 and the model layouts shown in Figure 4.1, it is found that the the piles
tested in MS01 and MS05/MS06 were initially 14.5 D0 and 6.9 D0 above the base of the
container. Throughout the course of shaking, these reduced to ≈ 12.5 D0 in the case of
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MS01 and ≈ 4.0 D0 in the case of MS06. Despite this, it can be seen in Figure 4.9(b) that
the normalised settlements follow very similar curves. This implies that the rigid base of
the container does not affect the settlement of pile groups in sands at low effective stress
(due to high pore pressures) while at least 4 pile diameters of soil remain between the
pile tips and the base of the container. Additionally, in Section 3.7.1, it was discussed
that the piles used in the JK-PG pile group had a pile diameter to soil grain size ratio
of 14 and that additional base resistance might have been mobilised in MS01. As can be
seen in Figure 4.9(b), the normalised settlements in MS01 lie slightly below the curves in
MS05 and MS06 (which had much larger values of pile diameter to soil grain size). While
this may be due to the particle size effect, it is clear that it has not significantly affected
the results.
4.4.4 Effect of bearing layer hydraulic conductivity
The model layout of MS01 is very similar to that of test “JK-12,” described by Knappett
(2006). Preparation techniques in both cases were very similar, and the pile groups used
in the two tests were identical. However, the experiment of JK-12 was carried out in
an equivalent shear beam container (briefly described in Section 3.3. Additionally, the
model layouts shown in Figure 4.1(e) & 4.1(f) indicate that two pile groups were tested in
the same experiment, resulting in the pile group’s centre being located at approximately
one quarter of the length of the container. The results of Teymur (2002) suggest that
the boundaries of the container are insignificant within the central third of the container.
While slightly outside this zone, it is thought that the settlement of the pile group will not
have been significantly affected by the container’s boundaries. It can be seen in Figures
4.1(a) & 4.1(f) that the loose layers in these tests were nominally identical, while different
sands and relative densities exist in the bearing layer. However, due to the differences
in the properties of the sand, the initial static factor of safety for axial loads are very
similar. Hence, the results from MS01 and JK-12 should be directly comparable, and the
uncorrected settlements are plotted against time in Figure 4.10(a).
Figure 4.10(a) indicates quite clearly that the reduced hydraulic conductivity of the Frac-
tion E sand in the bearing layer of JK-12 has led to a significant increase in pile group
settlement. The similarity of the test parameters also indicates that this test would plot
significantly above the normalised settlement curve shown in Figure 4.9(b). The cause of
the increase in pile group settlement is not fully understood, but the large difference in
the soil’s hydraulic conductivity in these tests provides a possible explanation. Whereas
the total axial load applied to the pile cap is not changing during these tests, there is
significant variation in axial load on the piles each cycle to counter the dynamic moments,
as will be explained in Section 4.5.3. As the loads increase on the pile, the pore pressure
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would be expected to show a localised, and temporary, increase in excess pore pressure.
This localised increase in pore pressure would then be expected to dissipate, leading to
some increase in effective stress and therefore soil stiffness beneath the piles. If the hy-
draulic conductivity is reduced significantly, as is the case in JK-12, then the time for the
excess pore pressure increase to dissipate would be longer, meaning that the soil is in its
weakened state for longer and therefore additional settlement is possible.
While the test data from JK-12 clearly did not fit the normalised settlement curve of
Figure 4.9(b), it was decided to attempt normalisation of the other free standing pile
group tests described by Knappett (2006) to see if these data sets would form another
curve which could then be used to predict the settlement of free standing pile groups with
their pile tips bearing in a layer of dense Fraction E sand. The results of this attempt
are shown in Figure 4.10(b). In the figure, the curves from Figure 4.9(b) and described
in Section 4.4 are shown in light grey.
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It is clear that the overall normalisation of the data is far less satisfactory with this
new data set, apart from the very initial portion of the curves, where the normalised
settlements up to 10 cycles seem to again collapse to a similar curve. Beyond this point,
the curves diverge, even in the case of JK-06, where the pile groups were tested in the
same container. However, some points must be borne in mind which may have affected
the data presented. Firstly, in JK-06 the pile groups started with approximately 6.5 D0
of soil between the pile tips and the base of the container. These pile groups were highly
loaded and suffered very large settlements as a result. This means that the gap between
the pile tips and the bottom of the box became very small after a limited number of
cycles; the settlements of pile group S6 were large enough that the pile tips would come
into contact with the base of the container towards the end of the period where the excess
pore pressures were dissipating. As shown in the figure, the gap became smaller than 4
pile diameters after ≈ 10 and 4 cycles for pile groups S5 and S6 respectively in JK-06.
It is thought that the small separation to the base of the box is responsible for reducing
the settlements significantly in these tests. It was discussed in Section 4.4.1 that in
earthquakes following the initial event, the curves continued smoothly from the end point
of the first. While this is exhibited to some degree in Figure 4.10(b) (curves JK-12 S1
and S2), there is a definite change in gradient between the two curves. However, as shown
in Figure 4.10(b), there was significant settlement of pile group S1 after the earthquake
in JK-12; this is a feature which was not present in any of the other tests plotted where
a second earthquake was conducted. It is suggested that this has led to the apparent
change in gradient between these two curves.
While the results in Figure 4.10(b) are by no means satisfactory, it is proposed that they
are sufficiently encouraging to warrant further investigation of the extent to which the
normalised settlement proposed is able to predict the pile group settlement in a wider
range of circumstances.
4.4.5 Effect of pore fluid
In all of the foregoing plots of settlement, the effect of pore pressures has not been included.
In each of the saturated tests carried out, the majority of the increase in excess pore
pressure (in the free field) takes place in the first few cycles of the earthquake. As a result
of this, the issue of pore pressures in the free field may become much less important since
almost all of the soil behaviour during the earthquake is reflecting the state where pore
pressures have fully developed. As shown in Table 4.2, the increased load in the second
flight of MS02 leads to an initial static safety factor which is close to that of those tested in
the first earthquake of MS01, MS05, MS06 and JK-12. Additionally, the final earthquake
in MS02 was set to be similar to that fired in MS01, and hence the results from this
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Table 4.3: Settlements during MS02
Flight Earthquake Total settlement (mm)
1
1 1
2 7
3 8
4 11
2
1 0
2 7
3 7
4 19
data set should give a reasonable comparison of the effect of pore pressure on the pile
group settlement. However, during all of the earthquakes in MS02, very little settlement
occurred, as summarized in Table 4.3. This indicates that although the normalised plots
of pile settlement shown in Figure 4.9(b) do not appear to show a large dependence on
the generation of excess pore pressures (lower excess pore pressures were observed at the
pile tip level in MS01 than in MS05/MS06), their presence does in fact affect the results
to a large degree. In situations where pore pressures develop more gradually than has
been observed in these experiments, it is likely that the settlement of the pile group will
similarly increase more slowly.
4.5 Pile load transfer
While interesting insights regarding pile group settlement was possible using the JK-PG
pile group, its use in determining the axial load distribution along the piles is limited by
only having measuring points at the head and tip of the pile. In this section, the axial load
distribution along a pile during an earthquake is examined using the results in MS05 and
MS06, where the heavily instrumented pile group was available. Further, similar results
were obtained in MS05 and MS06 ( for example, the initial pile loading will be shown in
Section 4.5.1 to be quite similar). Therefore, the results from MS06 will be used as the
basis for discussion due to the greater number of working strain gauges available in this
test.
Much of the work in the sections following is also found in Stringer & Madabhushi (2012).
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4.5.1 Initial Pile Loading
During the swing-up of the centrifuge, the axial loads were observed to increase with
increasing g-level and Figure 4.11 shows the initial axial loading along the pile length
prior to the earthquake, with a sketch showing the nominal locations of each of the strain
gauges. The figure shows negative shaft friction in the upper regions of the pile, while
towards the bottom of the piles, positive shaft friction is recorded. When the centrifuge
was swung up, some settlement of both the soil and the pile occurred. In MS06, the soil
settled 1.4 mm (model scale), while the pile cap’s settlement was 0.36 mm (model scale).
The elastic compression of the piles under the applied loads is approximately 0.01mm
(model scale), indicating that downward movement occurred along the entire length of
the pile. It is assumed that compression in the dense soil was limited in comparison with
the loose layer. Under this assumption, the initial load distributions observed are due
to the compression in the loose layer causing down drag on the piles. The downward
movement of the pile relative to the dense layer leads to positive shaft friction being
mobilised. It must be noted that this distribution of shaft friction would not normally
be expected for a bored pile, since the soil would not normally be expected to move
downward relative to the pile. Rather, as the working loads are applied to the pile, then
positive shaft friction would be expected to be mobilised along the pile. However, due
to the settlements which occur during the earthquake, it is not thought that this initial
distribution of shaft friction significantly affects the observed behaviour of the pile group
during the earthquake.
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Figure 4.12: Acceleration of pile cap (A7) and at A6 in MS06, EQ1
4.5.2 Pile cap acceleration
The pile cap acceleration (A7) during MS06 is shown in Figure 4.12 where it can be seen
that in the first cycle, the pile cap accelerations are nearly as strong as that in the dense
soil between the pile tips (A6). After this, the pile cap accelerations attenuate strongly
compared with those in the dense layer until near the end of the earthquake, when the
accelerations begin to increase again. The pile cap shows large phase lags compared with
the acceleration in the dense sand, with the pile cap becoming nearly 180 o out of phase
with the dense layer after a few cycles. The increase in pile cap acceleration in the second
half of the experiment, requires further investigation, but it is likely that a combination
of factors combine to alter the dynamics of the soil-pile system. These could include,
amongst others, some densification of the loose soil during the earthquake and changes
in the length of the pile within the dense layer as the pile settles, which counteract the
initial loss of stiffness in the model due to the rise in pore pressures.
4.5.3 Dynamic loading
Under the influence of shear waves, the soil is forced to oscillate, creating additional lateral
and vertical pile loads, which are shown in Figure 4.13. In the figure, the mass of the
pile cap has been omitted, as have the vertical loads which would be carried by all 4 piles
to support the static vertical loads. As the soil displaces horizontally, it applies depth
varying lateral loads to the pile group, which are combined to a single load, Feff . The
centroid of Feff acts at a depth Leff below the pile group’s centre of mass. The lateral
loads arising from the kinematic interaction between the piles and the soil must then act
on the pile group, whose mass is concentrated (in this case) in the pile cap. This leads
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to a horizontal pile cap acceleration, x¨cap. Equations 4.2 and 4.3 show the equations of
motion for the pile group, the second of which dictates that the vertical pile loads must
increase/decrease in order to resist the moments arising from the lateral loading applied
by the soil.
Feff = mpilecapx¨cap (4.2)
FeffLeff − P1s− P2s = Jθ¨cap (4.3)
The axial loading and shaft friction along the pile during MS06 are shown in Figure
4.14 along with the pile cap acceleration. In Figure 4.14(b), the shaft friction has been
calculated as the difference in the axial load divided by the pile shaft area between two
adjacent gauges. The labelling for these graphs is firstly ”SF” to denote shaft friction,
followed by two further letters which indicate the gauges used in the calculation (i.e. SF
EC means that shaft friction was calculated between gauges SG E and SG C). As expected
from Equation 4.3 it is seen in Figure 4.14(a) that the axial load at the head of the pile
(SG E) displays a strong cyclic component, which has a peak-peak range of 250-300 kN
for most of the earthquake. Towards the end of the earthquake, it is observed that the
range of peak-peak axial loading increases due to the increasing pile cap acceleration.
In MS06, the average pile head load immediately after the earthquake is slightly lower
than the initial load. Since the piles are free standing, the forces from the superstructure
must always be carried in their entirety by the piles. The pile cap settlement showed
a slight tilting of the pile group away from pile 1 both in the plane of shaking (from
the measurements made at S1 and S2), and that perpendicular to it (from post-test
observations). Therefore, the drop in load registered at the head of the pile indicates
some redistribution of load to other piles in the group.
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Feff
capx
pilecap
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Figure 4.13: Generalised Loading
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4.5.4 Initial behaviour
While Knappett & Madabhushi (2009a) showed that shaft friction could exist during an
earthquake, the perception in general practice remains that shaft friction reduces to zero
during an earthquake in liquefied soil. The data in Figure 4.14(b) shows clearly that
positive shaft friction was maintained in the loose layer for much of the earthquake, with
an unexpectedly high peak observed near the beginning. While gauges SGC to SGA in
Figure 4.14(a) show a temporary reduction in axial load averaged over a cycle at around
5 s, this was not observed in the applied head load (strain gauge E) which continues to
cycle close to its original value.
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Figure 4.14: Axial loads and shaft friction measured on Pile 1 in MS06 during the earth-
quake
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Figure 4.15: Excess pore pressure ratios at P2 and P8
The pore pressures recorded near the pile tips by P9 showed the pore pressure rising
rapidly at the start of the earthquake. The associated loss of stiffness leads to a reduction
in the base capacity and leads to the pile settling in order to mobilise additional capacity.
By contrast, in the loose layer the pore pressures near the pile are observed to rise more
slowly than those in the free field and show additional suctions due to shearing at the
soil-pile interface. This effect is shown more clearly in Figure 4.15, which shows the
excess pore pressure ratios for P2 and P8 near the start of the earthquake. Tokimatsu &
Suzuki (2004) found that the suctions generated by the soil-pile interactions were strongly
dependent on the lateral distance from the pile, meaning that close to the pile, the effects
observed at P8 would be greatly exaggerated. It is therefore proposed that the reduced
pore pressures near the pile in the loose layer coupled with the large pile group settlement
(so that the piles move downward relative to the soil) lead to significant shaft friction
being carried by the pile in the early phase of the earthquake, compensating for the loss
in base capacity.
4.5.5 Effect of load phasing
Close examination of the axial loads showed that each in half cycle there are two peaks
close to maximum load on each of the gauges. Figure 4.16 shows the detail of the axial
loading on the pile, with points of interest within the cycle defined on the trace of SG A.
It is expected that the maximum lateral loading on the pile group from the dense layer
would occur when the relative horizontal displacement between the two is greatest. How-
ever, integration of the acceleration records suggests that the greatest relative horizontal
displacement between the pile cap and the tips occurs close to point II, when the accel-
eration of the pile cap was not at its maximum. This suggests that lateral loading must
be applied by the loose layer in the opposite direction to the dense layer. The effect of
resistance in the loose layer will both reduce Feff and Leff in Equations 4.2 and 4.3,
leading to a reduction in the required moment effect from the axial loading in the piles
and therefore smaller values of P1 and P2.
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Figure 4.16: Zoomed view of axial loading along pile during a load cycle, with pile cap
and dense soil accelerations, displacements and pile group settlement
As shown in Figure 4.14, the shaft friction showed interesting response and exhibited clear
differences between the loose and dense layers. In the loose layer, shaft friction remained
positive throughout the entire earthquake, with the shaft friction displaying two peaks
per cycle. The first of the two peaks occurred very slightly after point II marked in Figure
4.16 and the second peak occurred at the point marked VI. Although point V would be
expected to be a point of minimum shaft friction, it was found that this was not the case
and that the minimums occurred at points IV and VII. When reporting the free field
accelerations, the large phase lag compared with the dense layer was noted. Assuming no
slip between the soil layers, the difference in shear stiffness between the soil and the pile
will lead to complex interactions, with differing amounts of relative horizontal soil pile
movement and direction.
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Figure 4.17: Lateral loading due to soil-pile displacement at “Point II”
An example of this is sketched in Figure 4.17, which shows the different lateral loading
which acts on the pile at point II from Figure 4.16. The sine wave sketches indicates
possible displacements of the pile cap, and each of the soil layers. It was observed in
Section 4.3.2 that while accelerations, and therefore displacement in the base layer was
largely in phase, a large variation in phase angle was observed across the loose layer. In
this example, the displacements in the loose layer therefore are similarly imagined to vary
significantly. As a result, the soil in the dense layer and a small zone near the interface in
the loose layer apply lateral loads towards the left. In the remainder of the loose layer it
is imagined that the piles are advancing into the loose soil, and therefore the lateral loads
act in the opposite sense to those in the dense layer, and therefore reduce the unbalanced
force acting on the pile cap.
The pore pressures at P8 seem to support this idea, with reductions being observed in
the half of the cycle where loads on SG E were lowest (corresponding to greatest axial
load on the pile nearest the PPT). Figure 4.18 shows a zoomed view of the shaft friction
in the loose layer along with the anticipated excess pore pressures at the same level as
P8, but next to the pile with the strain gauges. The “anticipated” pore pressures were
calculated using the model’s symmetry by maintaining the monotonic component of the
pore pressures and reversing the cyclic component (obtained by passing the data through
a high pass filter). It can now be seen that the peaks in shaft friction approximately align
themselves with a reduction in the anticipated pore pressure. It is proposed that the
increased lateral load (and therefore horizontal effective stress), and temporary reduction
in excess pore pressure (as a result of the soil-pile shearing) is responsible for the observed
shaft friction in the loose layer. Since the pile settles throughout the period of enhanced
axial loading, high values of shaft friction are mobilised at point II. It is proposed that the
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reason why high shaft friction is not mobilised in the loose layer at the points of highest
axial load (points I and III) is that the relative horizontal soil-pile displacement is low.
Three further points should be noted relating to the mobilisation of shaft friction in the
loose sand layer. The first point to note is that in cases where the loose layer is relatively
thin (see Figure 4.19 (a)), it is possible that the relative horizontal soil-pile movements
will not be large enough to generate the suctions and increased earth pressures which
gave rise to the shaft friction in these tests. Secondly, the flexibility of the pile has a large
effect, since it affects the lateral displacement. Hence, stiffer piles will undergo smaller
lateral displacements, leading to large relative horizontal displacements and therefore
shaft friction can be mobilised. However, similar to the previous point, if the piles are
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Figure 4.19: Factors affecting shaft friction in loose layer
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less stiff, then the relative horizontal displacement between the soil and pile may not be
large enough to enable shaft friction to be mobilised. Finally, if the pile head’s motion
is significantly restrained (for example by a bridge deck, or as part of a large foundation
system) as shown in Figure 4.19 (b), then it is possible that the relative horizontal soil-pile
shearing in the loose layer will be greater, leading to additional shaft friction capacity.
However, further testing will be required to investigate these aspects.
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4.6 Summary
In this chapter, the results from a series of tests involving a “free-standing” pile group
have been considered. The tests included both the simply instrumented and heavily in-
strumented pile groups which were discussed in Section 3.7. It was shown that in each of
the experiments, full liquefaction was achieved in the loose soil layer within the first few
cycles. In the dense sand layer, full liquefaction was observed at a depth of ≈ 10 m and
although excess pore pressures did rise further with increasing depth, full liquefaction was
not observed at the deepest instruments within the model.
The discussion within this chapter focussed on two particular areas. Firstly the settle-
ment which free-standing pile groups undergo during an earthquake, and secondly, the
axial loads carried at different points along the pile. While positive shaft friction, consid-
ered over the entire length of a pile, was observed during an earthquake by Knappett &
Madabhushi (2009a), the tests in this chapter have allowed distribution of shaft friction
acting on different sections of the pile to be assessed. Specific points made regarding these
two areas are summarised below:
• Settlements from the experiments of MS01, MS05 and MS06, totalling 6 sets of
earthquake data ( 2 earthquakes per test) were found to plot on a unique curve
of total number of earthquake cycles against accumulated normalised settlement.
The accumulated normalised settlement is found by integrating the product of two
groups with respect to time: firstly the rate of settlement normalised by the pile
diameter, and secondly the ratio of initial vertical effective stress in the free field at
the current depth of the pile tips to the average stress applied by the pile tips.
• The settlements were found to continue accumulating over a very large number of
cycles. However, the reduction in the rate of settlement with time, apparent in the
settlement curves indicates that the piles may eventually reach a limiting settlement.
• It was found that the settlement data of Knappett (2006) did not collapse onto the
same curve of normalised settlement. It is suggested that the difference in settlement
response is due to the large differences in hydraulic conductivity in the bearing layer,
with reduced hydraulic conductivity leading to increased pile group settlements.
• The similarity in the normalised settlements of MS01 and MS06 suggests that a
particle size ratio (number of soil grains per pile diameter) of 14 is acceptable for
dynamic centrifuge modelling of piles in liquefied soils. Additionally, it appeared
that 4 pile diameters depth below the tips of the piles was sufficient to prevent the
results being adversely affected by the rigid base of the container.
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• The load carrying characteristics of piled foundations without pile cap support is
complex, and is argued to be strongly dependent on the interaction between soil
and pile arising from their lateral motion.
• Positive shaft friction was recorded in the loose sand layer despite full liquefaction
being observed in the loose soil layer away from the pile group. Pore pressure data
near the pile suggests reductions in pore pressure at the moments when a peak in
shaft friction was recorded. The apparent shaft friction capacity in the loose sand
during the earthquake was proposed to be due to reductions in pore pressure near
the pile arising from the shearing taking place between the pile and soil.
• The maximum positive shaft friction occurred near the beginning of the earthquake.
As the earthquake progressed, the magnitude of the shaft friction in the loose layer
reduced substantially due to increasing pore pressures near the pile.
• It was found that despite the piles being driven 7 D0 into the dense layer, the dense
layer did not restrain rotation of the pile group. This led to additional axial loading
being applied at the pile base as a component of the pile tip’s area became aligned
with the direction of shaking.
• Shaft friction was measured in the dense layer throughout the earthquake; the ca-
pacity remained sufficiently high to resist the additional axial loads which were
applied to the pile tip as the pile group rotated slightly.
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Chapter 5
Settlement and Load Transfer of
Cap-Supported Pile Groups
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the behaviour of pile groups with the pile cap clear of the soil
surface was investigated. However, it is more often the case that pile caps are embedded
within the ground. Therefore, in this chapter, an investigation into the behaviour of piled
foundations with their pile caps in contact with the ground surface is carried out.
In the field, it is expected that site conditions will vary dramatically from location to
location, with differences in soil type, layer thickness, and hydraulic conductivity to name
a few. All of these factors potentially lead to differences in the behaviour of the pile
group being considered; in Chapter 4, it was observed that the difference in hydraulic
conductivity of the soil influenced the observed settlement of the pile group.
In this chapter, a series of 3 additional centrifuge tests are described in which changes
are made to the hydraulic conductivity of the bearing layer, and also to the thickness
of the liquefiable layer. Through the analysis of these results, and comparison with the
results of MS06, this chapter aims to investigate the settlement response of cap-supported
pile groups, and also the manner in which axial loads are carried during the earthquake
as a combination of pile end bearing pressure, shaft friction and finally pile cap bearing
pressure.
Similar to Chapter 4, this Chapter considers only the behaviour of the pile groups during
the earthquake. The behaviour after the earthquake, while excess pore pressures are
dissipating is discussed in Chapter 7. Much of the work presented in this chapter also
appears in Stringer & Madabhushi (2011b).
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Figure 5.1: Tests carried out to investigate the behaviour of cap-supported piles
5.2 Centrifuge Models
In order to investigate the behaviour of cap-supported pile groups, a series of three cen-
trifuge experiments were carried out. These tests will be discussed in this section, along
with that of MS06 ( which provides a comparison with free-standing piles). The models
which will be described in this section were designed to test a number of different pro-
totype scenarios and are summarised in Figure 5.1. The experiments in this series were
all carried out at an acceleration level of 46.3 g and the heavily instrumented pile group
(described in Section 3.7.2) was used in all tests. While the model layout from MS06
was shown in Figure 4.1(d), the instrumentation layouts for the tests MS07, MS08 and
MS09 are shown in Figure 5.2. In addition, the key test parameters and soil profiles are
displayed in Table 5.1 and 5.2 respectively.
Table 5.1: Test parameters for cap-supported piles
Flight Lp P / Pile Static FOS Earthquake
Loose Dense 0.1D0 Ult Freq. Duration Pk. acc
(m) (m) (kN) (Hz) (s) (g)
MS06
1 EQ1 5.8 3.5 337 1.8 5.4 1.08 46.4 0.22
1 EQ2 5.8 4.5 337 2.1 5.9 1.08 23.2 0.22
MS07 1 EQ1 5.8 3.5 339 1.8 5.4 1.08 23.4 0.22
MS08
1 EQ1 5.8 3.5 339 1.8 5.2 1.08 23.7 0.22
2 EQ1 5.3 4.0 466 1.3 3.8 1.08 23.8 0.21
MS09
1 EQ1 6.9 2.3 339 1.8 5.2 1.08 22.7 0.19
2 EQ1 6.5 2.7 466 1.3 3.8 1.08 22.3 0.19
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Table 5.2: Soil profiles used in the cap-supported pile tests
MS06 MS07 MS08 MS09
L
o
os
e Sand Fraction E Fraction E Fraction E Fraction E
Relative Density ( % ) 35 35 35 35
Thickness ( m ) 5.8 5.8 5.8 6.9
D
en
se Sand Fraction C Fraction C Fraction E Fraction C
Relative Density ( % ) 100 100 90 100
Thickness ( m ) 6.7 6.7 6.7 5.6
During the test of MS07, some problems were encountered with a new latex bag which
had been installed in the laminar box container. This new bag was found to be responsible
for a small leak which began during the swing up phase of the experiment. However, the
pore pressures appear to stabilise before the earthquake was fired. In addition, photos of
the soil surface taken before and after the earthquake (using web cameras mounted near
the centre of the centrifuge) are shown in Figure 5.3. The photos indicate that in the
central portions of the model, the fluid level dropped below the soil surface. However,
fluid can be observed towards the sides of the model before the earthquake; after the
earthquake, consolidation of the soil leads to a greater amount of the soil surface being
covered. Considering that fluid will form a curved surface in the centrifuge, the pre-
earthquake observation of fluid above the soil surface suggests that in the central portion
of the model, the free water table will not be greater than≈ 230 mm (5 mm at model scale)
below the soil surface. The behaviour of the soil above the free water table during the
experiments is unknown since no instruments were placed shallow enough in the model.
However, it is thought that since the soil remains within the zone of capillary rise in this
region, it is still likely to liquefy rapidly as the soil is sheared.
(a) Before EQ (b) After EQ
Figure 5.3: Fluid surface before and after the earthquake (plan view)
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5.2.1 Soil surface settlement
The attempt to measure soil surface settlements in MS06 was discussed in Section 4.2. In
tests MS07 to MS09, a larger disc of outer diameter 62.5 mm (model scale) was attached
to the spindle of the LVDT and then placed on the soil surface. At the test acceleration
level (46.3 g), the new disc arrangement applied a bearing pressure of 1.9 kPa. In the
post-test excavations, it was nonetheless noticed that the disc attached to the LVDT still
suffered some settlement. However, unlike the smaller disc which was used in MS06, the
larger disc remained above the soil surface. It is thought that the settlements of the
disc during the earthquake are therefore likely to be larger than the actual settlements,
but that the measured change in soil surface elevation after the earthquake is reasonable.
Measurements of the soil surface before and after the tests were therefore used to gain an
estimate of the overall soil settlement that occurred, while subtraction of the settlements
recorded post-earthquake by the LVDT enables an estimate of the total co-seismic soil
settlements to be obtained.
5.3 Accelerations applied to the models
Similar model earthquakes were programmed into the SAM actuator for each earthquake
performed in the tests described within this chapter. However, while the earthquakes
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were similar within the same test (i.e. EQ 1 and EQ 2 in MS08), some differences in the
earthquakes delivered by the SAM actuator are visible in the motion records between
tests. The acceleration recorded by the accelerometer mounted onto the rigid baseplate
of the laminar box container are shown in Figure 5.4. It is possible to see that the
input motions in MS06 and MS07 are quite similar and share similar magnitudes in both
directions. However, in MS08 it can be seen that the peak acceleration in the direction
towards the left is much larger than that towards the right. In MS09, it can be observed
that although the main input motion is quite similar to that in MS07, the earthquake
motion does not end cleanly, resulting in a few cycles of decaying acceleration amplitude
rather than the “clean” cut-off at the end of the other earthquakes. This issue was caused
by a poor release of the “fast-acting” clutch of the SAM actuator.
5.4 Free field soil behaviour during the earthquakes
5.4.1 Pore pressures
As shown in Figure 5.2, a vertical array of PPTs was placed at the same lateral location in
the models as those described in Chapter 4. The pore pressures during the first earthquake
recorded by the PPTs at the deepest point in the loose layer and those at the same initial
depth as the pile tips are shown in Figure 5.5. The grey dashed lines in the figure indicate
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Figure 5.5: Excess pore pressures in the free field during the first earthquake of each test
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the pore pressure required for full liquefaction in the free field (σ′v ≈ 0). Similar to the
models in the previous chapter, the pore pressures rose rapidly in the first 2-3 cycles of
shaking, and full liquefaction was reached each cycle thereafter. With the exception of
MS08, large negative spikes were observed in the dense layer and are thought to be due to
the same effect discussed in Section 4.3.1. It was described in Section 5.2 that the latex
bag of the laminar box suffered from a small leak in MS07. This led to the water table
falling slightly below the soil surface. As a result, the excess pore pressures required to
cause full liquefaction are slightly larger in MS07.
As shown in Table 5.1, additional flights were undertaken in MS08 and MS09. The pore
pressures recorded during this test are shown in Figure 5.6 and indicate that the pore
pressure response in the second earthquake was similar to that recorded in the first.
5.5 Pile group behaviour
5.5.1 Initial pile loading
The load distribution on the piles before the earthquakes is shown in Figure 5.7, with
the loads from the two legs shown in the different subplots. At the head of the pile, the
loads are quite close to those expected from Table 5.1, indicating that the pile cap is not
supporting significant axial load in the period before the earthquake. The loads indicate
some negative shaft friction in the loose layer due to compression of the sand during the
swing up of the centrifuge and before the earthquake. Figure 5.7 also shows some positive
shaft friction being mobilised in the dense layer, though the majority of the axial pile load
is supported in end-bearing by the pile tips.
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Figure 5.7: Initial axial loads on piles before first earthquake
5.5.2 Pile cap accelerations
Figure 5.8 shows the accelerations recorded on the pile cap (A7) and in the dense layer
between the pile tips (A6). In each test, the pile cap accelerations lagged those in the
soil near the pile tips; the phase lag increasing greatly over the first few cycles so that
the accelerations became 180 o out of phase. Despite similar input motions at the con-
tainer base (A8), the pile cap accelerations (A7) of the free-standing and cap-supported
pile groups were very different. Figure 5.8 (a) shows that the free-standing pile group
maintains large pile cap acceleration, while accelerations between the pile tips remains
fairly constant. Figure 5.8 (b) shows the contrasting case of a cap-supported pile group,
where pile cap accelerations attenuate progressively at the start of the earthquake as the
excess pore pressures are generated. Similar pile cap acceleration responses were observed
in the other experiments having cap-supported pile groups, as shown in Figure 5.8 (c-f).
It was noted in Section 5.2 that a small leak in MS07 resulted in the free water table
being slightly lower than the soil surface. The similarity of the pile cap accelerations in
each of the cap-supported experiments suggests that this fault in the experiment has not
significantly affected the behaviour of the pile group in MS07.
Comparing the accelerations between the first and second earthquake in a test (i.e. MS08,
shown in Figure 5.8 (c) & (e)), it was found that the pile cap accelerations in both earth-
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Figure 5.8: Accelerations of the pile cap and soil at the pile tips
quakes displayed the attenuation of peak amplitude following the onset of liquefaction.
However, in the second earthquake, the pile cap accelerations were slightly higher than
those in the in the first earthquake.
5.5.3 Pore pressures beneath the pile cap
Figure 5.9 (a) shows the pore pressure recorded below the pile cap in MS07. On the same
graph, the dashed black line indicates the full liquefaction pressure at the same level in
the free field. At this location, excess pore pressures initially rise to the level required
for liquefaction in the free field. However, the pressures then continue to rise initially,
before the trend reverses for the remainder of the earthquake. Similar observations were
made in the other cap-supported pile group experiments. In MS08, the pore pressures rise
was more limited, instead reducing slightly after about 5.5 s. In MS09, the pore pressure
rise and subsequent fall took place at similar times to that in MS07, but the rise in pore
pressures was greater, rising to approximately 18 kPa above the free field liquefaction
value. In each of the three tests, the pore pressures rose for a period after the earthquake
had ended, before dissipating along with those in the free field, indicating a migration of
pore fluid towards the zone of dilation in the moments after the end of the strong shaking.
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Figure 5.9: Pore pressures beneath the pile cap and absolute pile cap settlement in cap-
supported tests
5.5.4 Pile group settlement
When subjected to earthquake loading, the pile groups experienced large downward settle-
ments, as shown in Figure 5.9 (g & h), where pile cap settlement (calculated as the average
of the two potentiometer readings and smoothed for clarity) is plotted. In this figure it
can be seen that settlement accumulates throughout the entire earthquake motion. It is
clear that cap-supported pile groups suffered much smaller settlements compared with
those of free-standing pile groups. Similarly, Knappett & Madabhushi (2008a) found that
the presence of the pile cap reduced settlements by a factor of approximately 2.
It must be noted that the settlements plotted in Figure 5.9 (g & h) are relative to a fixed
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datum. While in some situations, these absolute settlements are of high importance (i.e.
a pile group supporting a bridge pier, where large absolute settlements of a pier relative
to the embankements or other piers may render the bridge unusable), it is often of greater
interest to consider the pile cap settlements relative to the soil surface. If for example
a building was supported on piled foundations and large absolute pile cap settlements
of 1 m were recorded, it would be of little practical importance if the soil surrounding
the building were to settle by a similar amount. Relative settlements of the pile cap
during the earthquake were therefore estimated using the soil surface measurements as
described in Section 5.2.1. Since the soil profiles were similar in MS06 and MS07, the
same amount of settlement in the dissipation phase of the test was assumed to occur
in MS06. These estimated relative settlements, along with the absolute pile and soil
settlements are summarised in Table 5.3. When relative settlements are considered, it is
clear that the effect of the pile cap is even greater than noted by Knappett (2006); during
the earthquake, when the pile group is settling rapidly, the effect of contact between the
pile cap and soil surface was to reduce the settlements by a factor of 3.
The relative settlements in Table 5.3 reveal some interesting points concerning the set-
tlement of cap-supported pile groups. It can be seen that the absolute settlements of the
pile caps during experiments MS07, MS08 and MS09 are quite disparate, reflecting the
differences in the soil profiles. However, once the soil surface settlements are taken into
account, it can be seen that the settlements of the pile cap relative to the soil surface are
quite similar. This observation will be discussed further in Section 5.7.
5.5.5 Axial load transfer
The pile loading during the earthquakes for the free-standing and cap-supported pile
groups was dramatically different. The differences in behaviour can be seen in Figure
5.10, which shows the axial load distributions with depth at various time instants. In the
case of the free-standing pile group, the head load remains fairly similar throughout the
earthquake, with any changes indicating load transferring to other piles within the group.
Lower down the pile, the loads initially drop (minimum was found to be at t = 4.7 s), but
then recover for the remainder of the earthquake. It is apparent from the strain gauge
measurements that shaft friction was mobilised during the earthquake on sections of the
pile located in the loose layer, as well as those in the dense layer. This behaviour was
discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Following the end of the earthquake, the axial forces in
the piles below the soil surface increase due to downdrag arising from consolidation of the
surrounding soil.
In the case of cap-supported pile groups and specifically MS07, the ability to shed load
to the pile cap has led to significantly different behaviour. It is shown in Figure 5.10 (b)
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Figure 5.10: Axial loads at different time instants during the first earthquake of each test
that the axial load drops rapidly as the earthquake begins. After only 5 s of shaking,
the pile head load has reduced to approximately half its initial value, whereas at the pile
tips, the load is nearly a quarter of the initial value. As the shaking continues, the loads
continue to reduce, until they have reached values close to zero along most of the pile
after approximately 10 s of shaking. The loads remain very low for the remainder of
the earthquake, but as soon as the shaking ends, the loads immediately begin increasing
strongly, eventually returning to values close to those before the earthquake.
5.5.6 Shaft friction during the earthquake
The shaft friction which was recorded in the loose layer near the head of the piles, and
in the dense layer near the pile tips at various time instants are shown in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Range in measured shaft friction
The bars show the range in shaft friction recorded one full cycle either side of the time
of interest, while the white diamonds plotted on the first time interval of each test show
the shaft friction before the earthquake. As shown in Figure 5.2, two piles were strain
gauged in each test. However, strain gauge failures meant that in some cases, shaft friction
could not be calculated between the bottom pair of gauges. The gauges used to calculate
the shaft friction in each case are indicated at the bottom of the figure and the bars
are coloured either black to indicate that the bottom pair of gauges were used in the
calculation, or light grey if different gauges were used.
5.5.6.1 Shaft friction at pile tips
In each test, the cyclic nature of the axial loading led to the shaft friction constantly
changing throughout the earthquake. It can be seen in Figure 5.11(b) that for the free
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standing pile group, the peak positive shaft friction remained around 20 kPa throughout
the earthquake. The negative shaft friction is much lower, but became progressively more
negative with time, ultimately reaching a peak value of -20 kPa in the latter stages of
MS06 ( shown previously in Figure 4.14 ).
This behaviour strongly contrasts with that observed in the cap supported tests, also
shown in Figure 5.11(b). In these cases, both the average value and cyclic range of shaft
friction near the pile tips decrease strongly as the earthquake progresses. It is recognised
that there is a large variation in the initial shaft friction which was recorded on the piles
across the tests, but the observed settlements shown in Figure 5.9 (d) would be expected
to be sufficient to mobilise full shaft friction by the end of the earthquake. Of greater
importance is that the axial loads in the dense layer were observed to reduce to zero (as
shown in Figure 5.10) in each of the cap-supported tests after which they showed almost
no cyclic variation, indicating that no load is carried at the base of the piles in these tests.
5.5.6.2 Shaft friction at pile head
The shaft friction in the loose layer at the head of the instrumented piles is shown in
Figure 5.11(a), plotted in the same fashion as that in the dense layer, though in this
figure, black indicates that the two shallowest gauges (ie. SG E and SG D or SG 5 and
SG 4) were used to calculate the shaft friction.
In each test, the shaft friction at the head of the pile initially acts downward, however
the average shaft friction becomes positive soon after the start of the earthquake. Figure
5.11(a) shows that this peak level is not sustained, and as the earthquake continues, the
average shaft friction reduces. It should be noted that in the case of cap-supported pile
groups, the shaft friction near the head of the pile is generally larger than that around
the pile tips after the initial phase of the earthquake has passed.
5.6 Soil behaviour around pile group during the earth-
quakes
5.6.1 Cap-induced dilation
In Section 5.5.5, the role of the piles and the pile cap in carrying loads during an earth-
quake was highlighted. In Chapter 4, it was discussed that for the case of free-standing
piles, there was no opportunity for the piles to transfer their loads anywhere except
amongst the other piles within the group following liquefaction. This meant that the
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Figure 5.12: Calculated total and effective stresses beneath the pile cap in MS07
piles remained highly loaded throughout the earthquake. In addition, the kinematic lat-
eral loads applied at the base of the piles as a result of the earthquake loading set up
large dynamic moments which must be countered by the additional axial loading on the
piles. Therefore, the piles within free-standing pile groups remain important as axial load
carriers as well as playing a role in resisting the lateral loads and dynamic moments during
the earthquake.
For cap-supported pile groups, it was shown in Figure 5.10 that immediately following the
onset of liquefaction, the vertical loads (which were initially carried by the piles) transfer
rapidly to the pile cap in the form of bearing pressure on the underside of the pile cap.
This suggests dramatic changes to the vertical stiffness of the soil below the pile tips,
and around the pile cap. In these tests, the pore pressures below the pile cap increased
above the level of the free field in the early phases of the earthquake. Comparing the
increase in pore pressures with the axial load carried at the head of the pile reveals that
in both MS07 and MS09, the increase in pore pressure takes place while the pile head
load is reducing. The pore pressures then begin reducing at the same time that the axial
loads reach the plateau described in Section 5.5.5. This pore pressure response after the
pile loads have stopped decreasing clearly indicates that significant drainage away from
the soil beneath the pile cap is occurring during the earthquake. This is likely to be the
reason why the same increase and subsequent reduction of pore pressures below the pile
cap was not observed in MS08 (Figure 5.9 c), where the pile loads dropped slightly more
slowly than in MS07; in this case, the additional pore pressures arising from the load
transfer were able to dissipate quickly enough to keep the pore pressures beneath the pile
cap low.
Before the earthquake, almost all of the vertical load is carried by the piles and therefore
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the vertical total stresses below the pile cap are similar to those in the free field. However,
as the load transfers away from the pile following the onset of liquefaction, the vertical
total stress in the soil below the pile cap must rise to maintain vertical equilibrium. This
is captured in Figure 5.12 (a), which shows the vertical total stresses in MS07, calculated
according to Equation 5.1.
σv = σv0 − 2(∆P1 + ∆P2)
Apilecap
−∆ρpilecapγw (5.1)
The pore pressures shown in Figure 5.9 indicate that this rise in vertical total stress is
partly reflected by a rise in pore pressure. However the magnitude of pore pressure increase
is too small to account for all of the change in total stress, hence the vertical effective
stress beneath the foundation must also increase, as shown in the sketch of Figure 5.13.
Figure 5.12 (b) shows this development of vertical effective stress beneath the pile cap in
MS07. Below the pile cap, effective stresses briefly reduce to zero at the beginning of the
earthquake when the piles still carry all the vertical loading, but as the axial loads on the
piles reduce, the effective stresses increase strongly. The effective stresses underneath the
pile cap continue to increase late in the earthquake as a result of drainage, which causes
the excess pore pressures below the pile cap to reduce.
The dramatic transfer of axial load away from the piles during the earthquake suggests
that in earthquake-prone regions, the design should take into account the possibility that
the pile caps and ground beams will attract significant pressures if the structure begins
to settle.
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5.6.2 Excess pore pressures at the pile tip
It was described that in the design of the MS-PG pile group, PPTs were placed in the tips
of the pile in an attempt to capture the pore pressure response directly beneath the piles.
As described in Section 3.7.2, an attempt was made in MS08 and MS09 to saturate the
cavity between the porous filter and PPT with pore fluid in order to improve the dynamic
response of the instrument. The pore pressures recorded by PB1 during these two tests
are shown in Figure 5.14 (c) and (d), where it can be seen that some dynamic response
is evident. While the dynamic response may still be somewhat damped, the data is
thought to give reasonable information concerning the average level of the pore pressures
below the pile tips, and also an indication of when pore pressure spikes are occurring. In
addition to the recorded pore pressure at the pile tips, the free field liquefaction pressure
is shown with the dashed grey lines, taking into account the increasing depth of the pile
tips during the earthquake. The pile end bearing pressure is shown the upper half of the
figure, calculated as the load recorded at SG A divided by the pile tip area.
In Figure 5.14, it is observed that the pore pressures initially rise rapidly, but fall short of
that required for full liquefaction in the free field for full liquefaction. The cyclic variation
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Figure 5.14: Bearing pressure at tip of Leg 1 and excess pore pressure recorded at PB1
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in pore pressure which is evident is found to be in phase with that of the pile end bearing
pressure. In the same way that increasing the overburden on a clay will result in a rise in
pore pressure, the increasing axial loads on the pile are initially resisted by an increase in
excess pore water pressure. If the axial loads were sustained for a period of time, then the
excess pore water pressures below the pile tip would be expected to dissipate. However,
in this case, the axial loads are continually increasing and decreasing, so that the pore
pressure below the pile tip follows the changing end bearing pressure.
Following the rise in excess pore pressures below the pile tips near the beginning of the
earthquake, the average pore pressure (over the current cycle) either reduces slightly (in
the case of MS08), or remains fairly constant (MS09) until the axial loads on the piles
have reduced close to zero. After this point, a distinct increase in the cycle averaged
excess pore pressures occurs, particularly in MS09. The clear difference in the average
excess pore pressures beneath the pile tips and the free field at the start of the strong
shaking indicates that in this phase of the earthquake, the soil beneath the piles dilates
in order to generate the required bearing capacity. Once the axial loads have transferred
to the pile cap, the deviatoric stresses being applied to the soil reduce significantly and
as a result, fluid from the region away from the piles flows towards the tips of the piles,
enabling the excess pore pressures to increase. The rate at which the pore pressures can
rise in the soil beneath the pile tips is controlled by the hydraulic conductivity of the soil.
This effect is evident in Figure 5.14, where the increase in cycle-averaged pore pressure
occurs rapidly in the case of MS09, whereas in MS08, the increase in cycle-averaged pore
pressure is more gradual. The flow of pore fluid into the region of soil below the pile tips
has interesting implications for the behaviour of the soil, which will be discussed further
in Chapter 7
5.6.3 Conceptualised load transfer behaviour
The axial stiffness of the pile group is dependent of the load-settlement curves of the
mechanisms which control the settlement at different points on the pile group. While
many different mechanisms have been proposed for the settlement of foundations, two
possible mechanisms which control the settlement of the pile group are shown in Figure
5.15. In the absence of the piles, the pile cap will behave like a shallow foundation,
hence a Prandtl-type mechanism might be assumed. At the tips of the piles however,
the confinement of the surrounding soil restricts the mechanism and cavity expansion
solutions (i.e. Yasufuku et al. (2001)) may be more appropriate.
Before the earthquake, the confining pressures below the pile tips are very large and as
a result, the axial response of the piles is very stiff. By contrast, the soil below the pile
cap is at very low confining pressure, and hence is very soft by comparison. This leads to
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Figure 5.15: Interplay between settlement mechanisms
the loads initially being carried almost exclusively by the piles. However, pore pressures
rapidly develop throughout the model following the beginning of the earthquake, and the
pile group begins to settle. As a result of the soil deformation as the pile cap settles
downward into the soil, some shear induced dilation occurs, leading to some resistance
to the pile cap being mobilised. The mobilisation of resistance on the base of the pile
cap leads to a reduction in the load carried by the piles. The ratio of the pile cap area
to the pile tip area is approximately 28:1 for the MS-PG pile group. This means that
a small mobilisation in resistance below the pile cap leads to a disproportionally large
reduction in the load carried by the piles. Since the load being carried by the piles has
reduced, the confining pressure below the pile tips must also reduce. As a result of the
change in effective stresses below the pile cap and pile tips, the stiffness of the mechanisms
governing the load-displacement response also change; that governing the pile cap’s load
displacement becomes more stiff, while that governing the pile tip’s becomes less stiff.
This induces further changes in where the load is carried, until it reaches its ultimate
conclusion where almost all of the axial loads are carried by the pile cap.
The transfer of axial loads away from the piles and on to the pile cap has important
repercussions for the moment capacity of concrete piles in seismic regions. Under normal
working conditions, the axial loading on the concrete piles means that significant bend-
ing moments can be applied to the piles before any of the pile’s cross-section becomes
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subject to tensile longitudinal stresses. However, if the axial loads transfer away from
the pile, then it follows that the bending stresses which can be tolerated by the section
reduce substantially. Therefore in seismically active regions, the moment capacity of piles
passing through liquefiable deposits should be calculated without the beneficial effect of
superstructural loads.
5.7 Importance of the pile cap in controlling settle-
ment and pile cap acceleration
The pile cap position not only affects the axial loading of the piles, but as shown in
Figures 5.8 & 5.9, it affects the settlement and acceleration of the pile cap itself. In
Section 5.5.4, it was observed that the pile cap settlement relative to the soil surface was
similar in each test when the pile groups were cap-supported. This observation is made
clearer in light of the transfer of axial load to the pile cap. Since the pile caps carry all
of the axial loads, it implies that the settlement response must be controlled by the soil
beneath the pile cap, and not the soil below the pile tips. While the soil profiles in each
of the tests were different, the same sand was used in all of the loose layers, and began
with the same nominal relative density. It therefore follows that if the settlement of pile
group relative to the soil surface is being controlled by the soil below the pile cap, then
similar settlements would be expected in the first earthquake of each test, where the pile
caps shared the same axial loading. The similarity in the relative settlements between
the first and second earthquakes of MS08 and MS09 (column 8 in Table 5.3) is however
unexpected. This aspect requires further testing to be carried out, to quantify whether
the axial loading affects the relative settlement in a similar way to that found in Chapter
4.
The dramatic improvement in the settlement response of the pile groups which are in
contact with the soil surface again has implications for design. Whereas in normal situ-
ations, piles act as effective settlement reducers, in cases where significant pore pressure
might occur at the pile tips during an earthquake, it is likely to be the pile cap which
becomes the major settlement reducer. In these scenarios, large and robust pile caps (or
ground beams) might help improve the settlement performance of the building during an
earthquake.
It was shown in Figure 5.8 that pile cap accelerations of the cap-supported pile groups were
very similar, whereas those of the free-standing pile group were much higher. This effect is
again due to the zone of dilation beneath the pile cap and the subsequent transfer of load
to the pile cap in the case of cap-supported pile groups. In the case of the free standing
pile group, the lateral loads arising in the dense layer are transferred almost completely to
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the pile cap, since only a limited amount of lateral resistance can be generated by the soil
acting on the pile frontal area in the loose layer. However, in the case of the cap-supported
pile group, the enhanced coupling with the soil in the loose layer as a result of the load
transfer to the pile cap means that the pile cap’s acceleration is now resisted by the large
body of loose soil which, as a result of being liquefied at deeper elevations, is isolated from
the large accelerations in the dense layers of the model, and therefore acts to reduce the
pile cap acceleration. This in turn may be inferred to affect the lateral loads applied to
the pile group when it is cap-supported. Since the pile cap accelerations are out of phase
with those in the dense layer, their displacements will similarly be out of phase, meaning
that the relative displacement between the cap and the dense layer is increased if the pile
cap accelerations are large assuming that the base accelerations remain equal. Hence the
reduction in the pile cap accelerations observed on cap-supported pile groups leads to a
reduction in the relative displacement between the pile cap and the dense layer compared
with a free-standing pile group. Assuming that the pile tips are forced to move with the
dense layer, then the lateral loads applied to the piles will also be lower.
5.8 Shaft friction on cap-supported piles
The results shown in Figures 5.11(b) and 5.11(a) indicate the existence of shaft friction
during the earthquake loading, which agrees with the experimental study described by
Knappett & Madabhushi (2009a). While the expectation that any shaft friction would be
mainly mobilised in the dense layer appears valid for free-standing piles, it appears that
when the pile cap is in contact with the soil surface, this no longer holds.
A characteristic of all of the tests was the development of peak shaft friction in the
upper regions of the pile shortly after the beginning of the earthquake and its reduction
thereafter with continued shaking. Discussion of this behaviour within the context of
free-standing pile groups is given in Chapter 4, and was proposed to be due to reduction
in pore pressures very near to the piles as they are driven laterally by the surrounding
soil. In the case of the free-standing pile groups, the pile cap accelerations remained high
throughout the earthquake, and therefore the relative displacement between the soil in
the loose layer and the piles remained of similar order throughout the earthquake. It was
proposed that this was responsible for the continued, albeit diminished, shaft friction in
the loose layer.
In the case of the cap-supported pile groups however, the accelerations of the pile cap
reduce dramatically as the axial loads transfer from the piles to the pile cap. This leads to
smaller pile cap displacements and therefore it becomes unlikely that the same mechanism
operates in both scenarios. Rather, the dramatic transfer of axial load away from the pile
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group becomes important in the mobilisation of pile shaft friction. It was shown in Figure
5.12 that the pore pressure increases below the pile cap were not sufficient to match
the increasing load being supported by the pile cap, and therefore the effective stresses
in the soil must be increasing strongly below the pile cap. Once axial load transfer
is complete, the effective stresses directly beneath the pile cap would be close to 60
kPa. Haigh & Madabhushi (2011) found that the horizontal stresses in the soil close to
piles in laterally spreading soils varied between the active and passive conditions during
earthquake loading. Assuming that this result applies equally to level ground and that
the effective stresses do not diminish greatly in the region of the first two strain gauges,
then the shaft friction capacity calculated according to Equation 2.2 would lie between 6
kPa and 54 kPa, depending whether the horizontal stresses reflect an active or a passive
condition. As shown in Figure 5.11(a), the values of shaft friction recorded near to the
end of the earthquake tend to be slightly above the limit for active conditions.
The lack of shaft friction in the dense layer for cap-supported pile groups shown in Figure
5.11(b) remains quite surprising since it was shown that in these tests, the pile cap settles
a great deal relative to a fixed datum throughout the earthquake. Since the dense layer of
each test is not expected to suffer any significant volumetric strain during the earthquake,
the raw cap settlements indicate large downward movements of the pile relative to the
soil in the dense layer. It was proposed in Chapter 4 that for free-standing pile groups,
the shaft friction in the dense layer was mobilised as a result of large lateral forces which
led to the strong pile cap accelerations. It has been discussed that, in the cap-supported
pile group tests, the kinematic lateral loads applied to the region of pile within the dense
layer were much lower. It is proposed that this leads to low horizontal effective stresses
around the piles in the dense layer and therefore shaft friction could not be mobilised in
these “cap-supported tests”.
It should be noted that in these tests, the pore pressures in the dense layer rose high
enough to match the initial vertical effective stresses at the pile tip level, and as such, in
the case of cap-supported piles, the axial loads were able to reduce very close to zero. In
scenarios where the pore pressures close to the pile tips do not rise so high, the results
of Knappett & Madabhushi (2009a) suggest that slightly smaller load transfer would be
observed. As a result of the slightly higher effective stresses in the dense layer, it may
then be possible that shaft friction is mobilised in parts of the dense layer. Typically, piled
foundations are designed considering only the shaft and end bearing capacity of the piles.
While the loading of the piled foundations under normal circumstances certainly does lend
itself to this albeit conservative approach, the dramatic transfer of load away from the
piles following liquefaction demonstrates that much greater consideration must be given
to the performance of the pile caps, since these will become the major load carriers and
the elements which determine the ultimate settlement suffered by the structure.
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5.9 Summary
In this chapter, the response of pile groups which are “cap-supported” has been considered
with reference to a “free-standing” pile group (which was discussed in Chapter 4). The
discussion of the results focusses on both the settlement of these pile groups, in particular
attempting to determine settlements of the pile group relative to the soil surface, as well
as the transfer of axial load during the earthquake.
• The initial pile head loads indicate that despite placing the pile cap in contact with
the soil surface, the piles in cap-supported pile groups carry almost all of the axial
loads before the earthquake, due to the very stiff load-displacement response of the
piles.
• Following the application of strong shaking and consequent onset of liquefaction,
the pile cap accelerations were visibly reduced by the contact between the pile cap
and the soil. Despite the differences in the bearing layer in which the pile tips were
embedded, the pile cap acceleration of the cap-supported pile groups remained quite
similar. Both effects arise as a result of the very soft nature of loose, liquefied soil.
• The absolute settlements of the pile groups were found to be quite disparate in
the different configurations of cap-supported pile groups. However, estimates of
the soil settlement during the earthquake indicates that the settlements of the cap-
supported pile groups were quite similar, since the settlement of these pile groups
is largely being controlled by the loose layer.
• The relative settlement of the pile group did not appear to be increased when the
pile cap axial loading was increased. However, it is unknown if this is a similar effect
to the reduction of settlement with cumulative numbers of cycles seen in Chapter
4.
• As a result of the pile group settlement, pile cap bearing pressure was mobilised,
resulting in the axial loads transferring from the piles and on to the pile cap. It was
found that the pile cap bearing pressure was mobilised as the result of increasing
effective stresses in the soil below the pile cap.
• Pore pressures at the pile tips were observed to cycle in phase with the axial load,
reflecting the sudden increase in pore pressures which are expected when the loading
on a soil is suddenly changed. The average of pore pressures over an individual cycle
however indicates that the soil beneath the pile tips dilates strongly while the piles
remain loaded during the earthquake. Once the piles became unloaded, fluid from
the soil away from the piles begins to flow into the zone below the pile tip causing
the cycle-averaged pore pressure to rise.
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• The dramatic transfer of axial load during the earthquake from the piles to the pile
cap indicates that the performance of a building during an earthquake is highly
dependent on the ability of the pile caps to support large bearing pressures. Strong
and large pile caps as well as ground beams are therefore likely to improve building
settlement performance during an earthquake.
• Similar to Chapter 4, it was found that the shaft friction during the earthquake did
not reduce to zero during the earthquakes. Contrary to the suggestion by Knappett
(2006), it was found that shaft friction in the dense layer was low for cap-supported
pile groups, due to lower lateral kinematic loading being applied to the pile caps.
• Shaft friction on cap-supported pile groups was found to be largest near the pile
head during an earthquake. This result is thought to be a result of the zone of
increased effective stress which develops as a result of the transfer of axial load from
the piles to the pile cap and the recorded peak values of shaft friction correspond
to the capacity which might be expected under active soil pressures.
• In the tests carried out with cap-supported pile groups, the pore pressures were
observed to reduce the effective stresses in the free field of the bearing layer to
near-zero values each cycle. In the case of longer piles, the effective stresses at the
pile tip level may not reduce to the same extent, meaning that the transfer of axial
load to the pile cap might not be so complete. In this case, the effective stresses
near the pile cap will not be so large, hence lower shaft friction may be expected.
Additionally, if the load is not transferring completely, the kinematic loading of
the pile group may change dramatically. If this is associated with larger effective
stresses in the bearing layer, then it becomes possible that this layer may have a
larger contribution to the observed shaft friction.
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Chapter 6
Effect of installation method
6.1 Introduction
In Chapters 4 & 5, the behaviour of model piles which had been installed into a model
under 1g conditions was investigated. As a result of the low stresses within a model at
1g, it was explained that the results from these tests relate best to the behaviour of bored
piles. However, as discussed in the literature review, piles in the field are installed using a
variety of methods, each with its own load-settlement characteristics. In particular, it was
found by Deeks et al. (2005), that piles which have been installed using a jacking process
have a very stiff axial response as long as the loads remain below the bearing capacity for
the particular soil.
A relatively large number of dynamic centrifuge experiments on piled foundations have
been carried out by various institutions around the world. In the literature, there appears
to be a variety of techniques by which the model piles were installed into the soil models.
These techniques can however be divided into three main categories, which are shown
below, with some example studies given in Table 6.1 which show the class of experiment
these installation techniques have been used for.
1. Piles are attached directly to the base of the container before sand is poured (with
or without rotational constraint)
2. Piles are embedded in a ”cemented” sand layer and sand poured around the piles
3. Piles are installed in a completed sand profile, either at 1g or in flight
Of the different installation methods, implicit in the first two is that the installation is
carried out under 1 g conditions. While possible to install piled foundations in a completed
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Table 6.1: Installation methods used in dynamic centrifuge tests
Reference Installation method Investigation type
Abdoun et al. (2003) 2,3 Lateral spreading
Bhattacharya et al. (2004) 1 Pile buckling
Brandenberg et al. (2005) 3 Lateral spreading
Gonzalez et al. (2009) 2 Permeability, lateral spreading
Imamura et al. (2004) 1 Lateral spreading
Knappett & Madabhushi (2009b) 1 Pile buckling
Knappett & Madabhushi (2008b) 3 Axial response
Li (2010) 3 Cyclic lateral loading
Stringer & Madabhushi (2010b) 3 Axial response
soil profile during a test (i.e. method 3), it is thought that only in the tests described
by Li (2010) on the lateral response of pile groups in dry sand, was this actually carried
out. While it might be considered that due to the large changes in effective stress and soil
stiffness which occur during liquefaction that the installation method would have only a
secondary effect on the pile’s response, this remains completely unknown.
In this Chapter, a further two centrifuge tests, MS10 and MS12 are introduced, which were
designed to investigate the behaviour of a jacked pile group. Throughout this Chapter,
the axial behaviour of these pile groups will be compared with the results from MS09,
which represented a bored pile group and was discussed in Chapter 5.
An earlier and shortened form of this chapter appears in Stringer & Madabhushi (2011a).
6.2 Centrifuge modelling
The experiments to investigate the response of jacked piles were carried out with a similar
nominal layout to MS09 (shown previously in Figure 5.2(b)), as shown in Figure 6.1. The
test parameters, including those of MS09 for reference, are shown in Table 6.2. All of these
experiments were carried out at a centrifugal acceleration of 46.3 g, using the heavily
instrumented pile group, MS-PG. As shown in Table 6.2, the pile loading was slightly
larger in MS10 and MS12 than that used in the first earthquake of MS09. The extra
loading arises from the additional adaptor (described in Section 3.7.6 which is attached
to the pile cap in order to drive the pile group into the sand under g. In order to test
the effect of the pile-soil interface friction angle, Fraction E silica sand was bonded to the
piles for the test of MS12, as described in Section 3.7.3. It was confirmed after the test
that the sand had remained fully bonded to the piles during the experiments.
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Figure 6.1: Section view through the centreline of the model layout in MS10 and MS12
The factors of safety shown in Table 6.2 were calculated in a similar manner to the previous
chapters, using Equation 2.2 for the shaft friction capacity, and following Yasufuku et al.
(2001) to estimate base capacity. It should be noted that the solution of Yasufuku et al.
(2001) was developed for bored piles. At the ultimate limit state, it is assumed that the
bearing capacity for bored and jacked piles would be the same. However, the proportion
of base capacity mobilised at the serviceability limit state (0.1 D0 settlement) will be
significantly different. The investigation of Deeks et al. (2005) suggests that at this
settlement limit, the full end bearing capacity of a jacked pile will have been mobilised.
Hence the serviceability and ultimate limit state safety factors of MS10 and MS12 are the
same in Table 6.2.
6.3 Jacking of pilegroup
The pile groups in MS10 and MS12 were “jacked” in two phases as described in Section
3.7.6. In both phases of the driving process, it was intended to “jack” the piles into the
model slowly and steadily in order to achieve a “drained” installation of the pile group.
However, the crude manual control on the pressure driving the piston which installed the
pile group meant that this was difficult to achieve in practice.
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Table 6.2: Test parameters for tests investigating installation effects
Flight Lp P / Pile Static FOS Earthquake
Loose Dense 0.1D0 Ult Freq. Duration Pk. acc
(m) (m) (kN) (Hz) (s) (g)
MS09
1 EQ1 6.9 2.3 339 1.8 5.2 1.08 22.7 0.19
2 EQ1 6.5 2.7 466 1.3 3.8 1.08 22.3 0.19
MS10
1 EQ1 6.9 2.3 367 4.8 4.8 1.08 23.4 0.21
1 EQ2 6.6 2.6 367 5.0 5.0 1.08 24.4 0.19
MS12
1 EQ1 6.9 2.3 367 5.2 5.2 1.08 21.4 0.26
1 EQ2 6.6 2.6 367 5.3 5.3 1.08 23.3 0.23
6.3.1 Initial jacking phase at 1g
As described in 3.7.6, the initial 150 mm (model scale) of jacking was carried out at
1g. In MS10, the initial jacking was completed at approximately 20 mms−1 (model scale),
leading to maximum suctions at P6 and P7 of -17 kPa and -12 kPa. As would be expected,
the suction at P6 occurred early in the jacking process, and that at P7 occurred late in
the process, reflecting the times when the pile tips were approaching the instrument. In
the free field, excess pore pressures of approximately 1 kPa were observed throughout the
model for the majority of the drive, with temporary suctions of -2 kPa being recorded
in the dense layer at the same time that they occurred at P7. In MS12, the process was
carried out more slowly, at an average rate of 4.4 mms−1 (model scale), leading to lower
excess pore pressures.
6.3.2 Final jacking phase at 50g in MS10
Figure 6.2(a) shows the distance through which the pile group was jacked (in the second
phase), along with measurements of pore pressure in the near and free fields, at depths
near the soil surface and also at the intended final pile tip level. It can be seen in Figure
6.2(a) that the jacking takes place in a series of steps as a result of the manual control of
the piston pressure. Typically, during these “steps” in jacking distance, the pile moved
downwards at a rate of 3 - 6 mms−1, with one temporary spike where the speed reached
9 mms−1. It can be seen in the pore pressure data that the initial jacking step (t = 7 s
to t = 10 s) creates an increase in the excess pore pressures both in the free field and in
the near field. However, as the jacking step continues, the excess pore pressures near the
pile group reduce due to the soil shearing and ensuing monotonic dilation taking place.
It can then be seen that in the remainder of the jacking process, the free-field excess
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pore pressures remain relatively low. Near the pile group, a temporary reduction in pore
pressure occurs at each additional jacking step, which was greater in magnitude in the
dense soil layer, and increased slightly to a maximum magnitude of -5 kPa as the pile
tips reached increasing depths. However, at the end of each jacking step, the excess pore
pressures dissipate before the next jacking step begins. At the very end of the jacking
process, at approximately t = 70 minutes, the excess pore pressure at P6 is observed
to record a spike of +4 kPa, indicating that the pile cap makes contact with the soil.
Although the installation of the jacked pile group has clearly generated some excess pore
pressures, the magnitudes are relatively small. At the fully jacked depth of the piles,
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Figure 6.2: Jacking of pile group during MS10
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the increase in effective stresses as a result of a reduction in excess pore pressure of -5
kPa would lead to an increase in the pile end bearing capacity calculated according to
Yasufuku et al. (2001) of approximately 3.5 %.
In Figure 6.2(b), the loads recorded at the head and tip of leg 1 in MS10 is plotted against
the jacking distance. It can be seen that once the tip load reaches approximately 1.65 MN,
the load settlement curve at the pile tip becomes quite linear with further jacking distance,
with the end bearing resistance reaching a maximum of approximately 3.4 MN at the end
of the jacking process. At the point, the pile tips were located approximately 5 D0 below
the loose-dense soil layer interface. According to Robertson & Campanella (1983), a CPT
will need to penetrate a stiff layer by 5 - 10 D0 before the full resistance of the layer is
mobilised, while Gui & Bolton (1998) suggests that in centrifuge tests, the resistance was
fully mobilised after only 5 diameters. White & Bolton (2005) use linear interpolation
to obtain an estimate of the base resistance in a transition zone which extends 2 pile
diameters before the interface layer, and 8 diameters ahead of it. These studies imply
that some or all of the increase in end resistance observed with jacking distance in MS10
could be due to the piles gradually developing the resistance of the much stiffer bearing
layer of the model. Since the piles have only penetrated approximately 5 diameters, it
would be expected that the end bearing capacity calculated using the solution of Yasufuku
et al. (2001) would be an overestimate of the pile capacity as this solution does not take
into account the effect of the softer layer lying above the bearing layer. However, the
estimate of bearing capacities estimated using this solution were found to be lower than
those recorded at the pile tips during jacking by a factor of 2.1. In the study of Klotz &
Coop (2001), values of unit base resistance for a displacement pile in Leighton Buzzard
sand was found to increase approximately linearly with penetration depth. Assuming that
at similar levels of effective vertical stress, the same relations hold, the increase in unit
base resistance is approximately 125 × σ′v. This suggests that at the final depth of the
jacked piles, the base resistance would be approximately 2.2 MN, which is again much
lower than those recorded in these tests. The trends of end bearing resistance were found
to be strongly dependent on the relative density of the soil, and therefore some of the
discrepancy will be due to the greater density of the bearing layer in MS10.
It is observed in Figure 6.2(b), that significant shaft friction was mobilised during the
jacking process, reaching a maximum of 0.7 MN at the end of the drive, of which 358 kN
was mobilised between gauges A and B in the dense layer, while 342 kN was mobilised
between gauges B and E in the loose layer. From Equation 2.3, this provides back-
calculated values of K of 5.0 and 2.8 in the dense and loose layers respectively. The
magnitude of the mobilised shaft friction was checked against the average values reported
by Klotz & Coop (2001). Assuming that the shaft friction is mainly dependent on the
effective vertical stress, the shaft friction in a loose-medium density soil layer increases
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Figure 6.3: Definition of symbols in Equation 6.1
from 10 kPa to 25 kPa over the range in vertical effective stress of 0 to 150 kPa. In a
dense soil (DR ≈ 90%), the average shaft friction increased from 40 kPa to 80 kPa over
the same range in vertical effective stress. These distributions gave average shaft frictions
of 16.5 kPa in the loose layer, while in the dense layer, the shaft friction is 57 kPa and
64 kPa at embedded depths of 6.95 m and 9.25 m respectively. The estimated total shaft
friction load in the dense layer was estimated using Equation 6.1, with the definitions
from Figure 6.3. The shaft friction load calculated in this manner was 180 kN and 305
kN in the loose and dense layers respectively. Additionally, Li (2010) recorded the head
and base loads on a pile which was monotonically jacked during a centrifuge experiment.
While the distribution of shaft friction along the pile’s length was unavailable, the quoted
values of shaft friction recorded over the total length of the pile agree reasonably with
those recorded in this study after being corrected for stress level.
Qs,dense = piD0((Lp,loose + Lp,dense)τ¯d,b − Llooseτ¯d,t) (6.1)
In MS12, the data acquisition system crashed during the in-flight jacking phase, resulting
in no data being available for this test phase, however, the jacking was carried out with a
process similar to that in MS10, and efforts were made to make the pressure increase on
the piston both more continuous and gradual.
Following the retraction of the piston, the pile loads dropped dramatically; before the
earthquake on the same pile (leg 1), the tip load had dropped to 320 kN while the
head load was 410 kN, implying shaft friction of 90 kN across the pile. The axial load
distribution, shown later in Figure 6.9, shows that in MS10, the shaft friction is negative
near the surface, but becomes positive in the dense layer, as might be expected from the
piles “rebounding” after the pile jacking. However, it can be seen that in MS12, that
the axial loads recorded on leg 1 are much larger than expected from Table 6.2 and that
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the distribution of axial loads suggests that the shaft friction is positive near the head of
the pile, but is negative deep in the liquefiable layer. The reasons for this are unclear,
however it is possible that bending moments are significantly affecting the axial loads
being recorded by the strain gauges in these experiments.
The stress distribution in the soil around the jacked piles is highly complex, as discussed by
White & Bolton (2004). As a result of the jacking process, the soil beneath the pile tips is
highly overconsolidated, with an OCR ratio of approximately 10.6 immediately below the
piles. Additionally, the shaft friction distribution recorded during jacking suggests that
near the pile tips, very large radial stresses are in existence, which reduce with increasing
distance from the pile tips.
6.4 Free field soil behaviour during the earthquakes
6.4.1 Accelerations
The accelerations of the soil in the free field in the loose layer (at A1) and in the dense
layer at the pile tip level (at A3), are plotted in Figure 6.4. It can be seen in Figure
6.4(a) that in the loose soil, the accelerations become dramatically attenuated after only
1 - 2 cycles of shaking. However, the accelerations do not attenuate with time in the
dense soil. In the first earthquake of MS12, it can be seen that in the dense layer, the
peak acceleration increases slightly after 5 s of shaking. In the second earthquake of both
tests, it can be seen that the accelerations are of similar magnitude to those in the first
earthquake. These traces of acceleration in the “free field” of the models show that the soil
accelerations in the loose and dense soil layers are similar to those which were observed
in the tests with the bored piles.
6.4.2 Pore pressures
The pore pressures recorded deep in the loose layer (P3) and the dense layer (P4) from
each earthquake of MS10 and MS12 are shown in Figure 6.5 along with the pressure for
full liquefaction (shown with dashed grey line). The pore pressures from test MS09 were
shown in Figure 5.5 & 5.6.
It can be seen in Figure 6.5(a) that similar to MS09, in each of the earthquakes of MS10
and MS12, full liquefaction was achieved in the loose layer within the first 1 - 2 cycles
of the earthquake. However, the pore pressure response in the dense layer is noticeably
different. In MS09, the pore pressures in the dense layer rapidly rose such that after
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Figure 6.4: Accelerations recorded in the free field during MS10 and MS12
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Figure 6.5: Excess pore pressures recorded during earthquakes in MS10 and MS12
a couple of cycles, the excess pore pressures reduced the effective stresses to zero twice
per cycle. However, as shown in Figure 6.5(b), the pore pressures in MS10 and MS12
rise much more slowly, particularly in the first earthquake of both tests, where the pore
pressures did not reach full liquefaction until approximately 8 - 9 cycles of shaking had
occurred. This result is particularly interesting since it is not only different to the pore
pressure build up in the dense layer of MS09, but indeed to that observed in all of the tests
with bored piles at this depth. It is also interesting to note that in the first earthquake of
these tests the dilation spikes in both MS09 and MS10 reduce the excess pore pressures
to a minimum of approximately 50 kPa once per cycle, indicating that in these tests, the
shear demands on the soil are similar. In MS12, the excess pore pressures are reduced to
approximately 40 kPa each cycle, indicating that greater shear demands are being placed
on the soil in the dense layer of the model, reflecting the larger input accelerations in this
test (shown in Table 6.2). It was shown in Figure 5.6 that the pore pressure response
in both earthquakes of MS09 were quite similar in the dense soil layer. However, it can
be seen that in the case of MS10 and MS12, the excess pore pressures in the second
earthquake are significantly lower than that of the first earthquake.
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6.5 Behaviour of pile groups
6.5.1 Pile cap acceleration
The pile cap amplification factors at the different harmonics are shown in Figure 6.6,
considered over the first six cycles of shaking and over the remainder of the earthquake.
The amplification factors for the pile group are calculated as the ratio of the acceleration
amplitude at the pile’s base (measured at A6) and that at the pile cap (measured at A7)
for each frequency, obtained using FFT. The acceleration signals used in the FFTs were of
equal length and for the early part of shaking, were considered over the same time period.
For the amplification factors in the later part of the earthquake, the signals were cross-
correlated before taking the FFT. It should be noted that although the amplification
factors are shown over a range up to 6 Hz, the FFT of the signals are dominated by
the component at the nominal input frequency, with FFT peaks generally decreasing
in magnitude as the frequency increases. As an example, the FFT of the acceleration
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Figure 6.6: Pile cap amplification factors
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recorded between the pile tips in the first earthquake of MS09 is plotted in Figure 6.6 (e).
The figure shows that the input motions were dominated by the fundamental frequency,
with the peak at the second harmonic typically only 20-25% of that at the fundamental
frequency.
The pile cap accelerations in the first earthquake of each test showed the same general
trend: large accelerations in the first cycle which rapidly attenuated while moving out of
phase to the input acceleration. The results show that the attenuation of the pile cap
accelerations described is most significant at the fundamental driving frequency, which
due to the relative magnitudes of frequency components tends to dominate the observed
response. It is further observed that the amplification factors during the first earthquake
are greater for MS10 and MS12 than MS09, especially after the initial attenuation of
accelerations has occurred. There also appears in the first earthquake to be a small effect
due to the surface roughness of the piles during the initial few cycles of the earthquake,
where the pile group in MS12 has slightly larger pile cap acceleration relative to that in
MS10.
The pile cap response during the second earthquake shows some interesting features. In
MS09, the pile cap again shows significantly stronger acceleration at the beginning of
the earthquake, which attenuates quickly as the earthquake progresses. This feature is
however not repeated in the cases of MS10 and MS12, whose pile cap response does not
appear to change significantly over the course of the earthquake. In each of the three tests,
the pile cap amplification factors from the steady response (after cycle 6) are observed to
be larger in the second earthquake.
6.5.2 Pile group settlement
The average absolute settlement of the pile cap during the each of the earthquakes has
been plotted in Figure 6.7, after being passed through a smoothing function for clarity. It
is clear from Figure 6.7(a) that the jacking process has had a significant influence on the
settlement behaviour in the first earthquake. The input accelerations in the first earth-
quake were noted to be larger for MS10 and MS12 in Table 6.2, and this also translated
into slightly higher pile cap accelerations. Despite the larger pile cap accelerations, the
pile groups in MS10 or MS12 did not settle more than that in MS09. Instead, Figure
6.7(a) shows that the settlements are smaller when the pile groups were jacked in flight.
The jacking process appears not only to have affected the overall settlements experienced
by the pile group, but the development of settlement is fundamentally different. As soon
as the first earthquake begins in MS09 (and indeed all of the tests with bored piles), the
pile group immediately settles rapidly. The pile group continues to settle throughout the
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Figure 6.7: Absolute settlement of pile cap during the earthquakes
earthquake, though the rate of settlement decreases with time. By contrast, in both MS10
and MS12, an initial heave is followed by several cycles of shaking where the pile group
hardly settles. The rate of settlement then increases so that it is similar to that seen at
the start of MS09. Similar to MS09, the pile group’s rate of settlement decreases towards
the end of the earthquake. The increased surface roughness of the piles in MS12 does not
appear to have had a large effect on the pile group’s settlement response.
The settlement response during the second earthquake is shown in Figure 6.7(b). The
development of settlement for the pile group in MS09 has retained a similar form to that
which occurred in the first earthquake, but, as noted in Chapter 5, despite the increased
axial load on the pile group, the overall settlement is much lower in the second earthquake.
It can be seen that the settlement in the second earthquake of MS10 and MS12 develops in
a completely different manner to that which occurs in the first; in the second earthquake,
the settlements develop simultaneously with the onset of shaking and take a form which
is similar to that in MS09. However, the pile cap settlements in both MS10 and MS12
remain significantly lower than those recorded in MS09. If it were assumed that the
absolute settlements of the pile cap are proportional to the axial pile load (as they were
for the free-standing pile groups discussed in Chapter 4), then the absolute settlement
of the pile cap at the end of the earthquake of MS09 might be corrected to 169 mm to
give the estimated absolute settlement using the same loads as those applied in MS10 and
MS12. However, this still remains much higher than those of the jacked pile groups.
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6.5.3 Axial pile loading
The axial loads carried at the tips of the piles during the earthquake are shown in Figure
6.8, while the distribution of the axial loads (averaged over a cycle) over the length of the
pile, captured at various time points is shown in Figure 6.9. It should be noted that due to
the rigours of jacking the piles in flight, many strain gauges failed during the earthquakes,
meaning that in Figure 6.8, a different pile tip gauge is shown in MS12 than for MS09
and MS10.
It can be seen in both figures that there were large differences between the axial loading
pattern in MS09 and those in MS10 and MS12. At the pile tips (and indeed all of the
other strain gauges), each test shows strong cyclical load variation, but in MS09, the
axial loads undergo a large and immediate reduction in axial load when the earthquake
begins. The loads continue to reduce for approximately half of the earthquake duration,
after which the loads reach a near-zero “plateau” after which almost no variation in axial
load was observed (on pile leg 1) for the remainder of the earthquake, as well as a period
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Figure 6.9: Axial loads on Leg 1 of jacked pile groups during earthquakes
of time afterwards. By contrast, the axial loads on the jacked piles in the tests of MS10
and MS12 initially cycle about a mean value which is close to that at the start of the
earthquake. Following this initial period, the loads at the pile tips then reduce for the
remainder of the strong shaking. In each test, the axial loads are observed to increase
strongly following the end of the earthquake as the pore pressures dissipated.
The pile loads during the second earthquake again showed differences in the behaviour
of the bored and jacked piles. In MS09 similar to the first earthquake, the loads began
to reduce immediately, but this time the reduction in load was much more gradual, and
continued until the end of the earthquake, after which the loads began to increase im-
mediately. However, a completely different response was observed in MS10 and MS12,
where the loads cycled about the same load for the duration of the earthquake. Similar
to the first earthquake, the loads on the jacked piles increased following the end of the
earthquake as the pore pressures dissipated.
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6.6 Effect of jacking on excess pore pressure buildup
It was shown in Section 6.4.2 that the excess pore pressures rose much more slowly in
the “free-field” of tests where the pile group had been jacked in-flight (MS10 and MS12).
The differences in the excess pore pressure generation at the start of the earthquakes are
compared directly in Figure 6.10, where the pore pressures in the dense layer of MS09
(bored pile) are plotted with those from MS10 (jacked pile) both in the nominal free-field
and between the pile tips. While referred to as the “free-field,” the apparent differences in
excess pore pressure generation at P4 indicates that the pile group’s influence extends past
this point and as such the vertical arrays of pore pressure transducers and accelerometers
(on the opposite side of the model) must therefore not truly in the free-field, where similar
measurements would be expected in both tests. It should be noted that at both locations,
the excess pore pressure generation in MS12 was very similar to that in MS10, both in
terms of the rate of generation and the magnitude at any given time; for this reason the
data from MS12 has been omitted from Figure 6.10 for clarity. It is thought that a possible
explanation for this behaviour is found in the stress changes occurring in the soil which
were induced by the jacking process. It was discussed in Section 2.3 that the process of
jacking piles led to very large stress and strain changes in the soil near to the pile. It
is expected that since the soil in the bearing layer of tests MS10 and MS12 was of very
high relative density, that the zone of dilation around the pile shaft, which arises from
the large shearing as the soil passes the pile shoulder, will be exaggerated. It is therefore
anticipated that similar to the observation of White & Bolton (2004), the jacking process
will have created a zone of looser soil around the pile shaft. White & Bolton (2004) further
discuss highly stressed bulbs of soil which are created beneath the pile tips during the
jacking process. It was shown in Figure 6.2(b) that very large axial loads were recorded
during the driving process of MS10 and MS12, indicating that similar stress bulbs will
be present in these tests. As shown in Figure 6.8, the pile tip loads reduced dramatically
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of excess pore pressure generation in dense layer with jacked
and bored piles
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when the jacking process was ended. This means that these bulbs of soil will have become
highly overconsolidated and as described in Section 2.3.1, these soils have been found to
exhibit an increased resistance to liquefaction. The various ”zones” of soil around the pile
during the jacking process are summarised in Figure 6.11(a), based on the discussion of
White & Bolton (2004).
When the earthquake begins it is proposed that the pore pressure generation in the bulbs
of overconsolidated soil takes place much more slowly than in the free field. As a result,
when the free field pore pressures are generated, a hydraulic gradient is set up between
the free field and the bulbs of overconsolidated soil, resulting in fluid migrating towards
the bulbs as shown in Figure 6.11(b). The situation is then the reverse of that described
by Chakrabortty et al. (2011) where the pore pressures in dense sand were elevated by the
presence of pockets of much looser soil. In the scenario of the jacked piles, the presence
of the overconsolidated soil is acting as a sink for excess pore pressures in the dense sand.
A similar situation also exists in the soil between the piles at P7. However, comparison
of the pore pressures at the two locations reveals that the pore pressures at P7 (between
the piles) are actually larger than those at P4 (in the “free-field”) which on the basis of
the two instruments would suggest the flow of fluid away from the pile group. However,
it is not thought that this is the case. Rather, as a result of the looser zones of soil
around the pile shafts, it is possible that greater excess pore pressure generation takes
place at this location and that as a result, the pore pressures are slightly higher than the
free field, despite being closer to the bulbs of overconsolidated soil. The fluid between
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dense, crushed soil
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(a) Development of highly overcon-
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Figure 6.11: Effect of jacking on excess pore pressure generation in dense layer
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the piles then also migrates towards the bulbs of overconsolidated soil. As a result of
this fluid migration, the excess pore pressures in the tests where the piles were jacked in
flight are initially lower than those where the piles were installed entirely at 1g. However,
it can be seen that after the approximately 6 to 8 seconds of shaking, the excess pore
pressures in the dense layers of MS09 and MS10 become quite similar. This suggests that
the pore pressures in the overconsolidated zones are no longer significantly lower than
those elsewhere in the dense layer.
6.7 Development of pile group settlement
6.7.0.1 First Earthquake
The results which were presented in Figure 6.7 indicate clear differences between the
behaviour of pile groups which are supported with bored piles and those which have
been jacked in flight. The settlement response of the pile groups at the start of the first
earthquake indicates that jacking the piles in flight led to much greater axial load capacity
being available at the beginning of the earthquake, due to the much slower build up of
pore pressures in the dense layer of the model. Figure 6.12 shows the settlements on both
sides of the pile cap at the very beginning of the earthquake.
The immediate and large settlement of the pile group in the tests with bored piles indicates
that the bearing and shaft friction capacities of the pile group are exceeded as the pile
group rocks from side to side, shown in Figure 6.12(a) & 6.12(c). In this mechanism,
described by Knappett & Madabhushi (2008a), the pile rotates about its trailing pile,
while the leading pile punches downwards.
When the pile group was jacked in flight, the settlements seem to indicate that a differ-
ent mechanism was in operation at the beginning of the earthquake, as shown in Figure
6.12(b) & 6.12(d). In these tests, the pile end bearing and shaft friction capacities remain
high enough at the start of the earthquake that the leading pile does not punch down-
wards. Instead, the pile group rotates about the leading pile, meaning that the trailing
pile lifts upwards slightly, leading to an average heave of the pile cap. In the next half
cycle however, the settlement shows that the now leading pile settles close to its origi-
nal position, and the new trailing leg lifts slightly, maintaining the average heave. This
mechanism is not sustained for the whole earthquake; the settlements show that later in
the earthquake, the mechanism described by Knappett & Madabhushi (2008a) begins to
operate, and rates of settlement similar to those initially experienced by the pre-jacked
pile group are reached. This suggests that as the earthquake proceeds, the settlement
reducing effect of the initial stress bulb is lost.
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(a) Rocking with bored piles (b) Rocking with jacked piles
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Figure 6.12: Rocking mechanisms and settlement at start of earthquakes for bored and
jacked piles
6.7.0.2 Second Earthquake
It was observed in Section 6.5.2 that the settlement response of the jacked pile groups was
markedly different in the second earthquake. While settlement develops with a similar
profile to that observed in MS09, the magnitude of settlement is very much lower. It will
be discussed in Section 6.8, that in the second earthquake of each test with jacked piles,
it is possible that the pile cap never makes strong contact with the soil surface. In this
scenario, the settlements might be expected to show a similar pattern to that discussed in
Section 4.4, where settlements in a second earthquake continue to develop along the same
curve that is observed at the end of the previous earthquake. However, it is found that
this is not the case in MS10 or MS12, where the settlements develop much more slowly
in the second earthquake to that observed at the end of the first. It is likely however that
this is a result of the much lower pore pressures and therefore higher effective stresses
which are observed throughout the dense layer in the second earthquake of both MS10
and MS12.
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6.7.0.3 Changes in pile group settlement profile
The implication of the observed settlement responses is firstly that the jacking process
has a definite effect. However, as the earthquake develops, the beneficial effects are lost
and the pile group begins to exhibit a settlement response which is closer to that of a
bored pile. The reasons for this are not fully understood. However, it is proposed that
the settlement of the pile group late in the first earthquake begins to resemble that of the
installation of a bored pile as follows.
In the tests of “bored” piles, the model pile groups were inserted into the model under
1 g conditions. While the stresses directly beneath the pile tips during the installation
might become moderate during the 1 g installation, the stresses in sand away from the
immediate zone around the pile tips will be at low stress. When the pile group was jacked
into the model, the stresses involved are much higher, which was thought to have been
responsible for the differences in settlement behaviour.
However, as the pore pressures gradually rise in the bearing layer during the earthquake,
the stresses in the bearing layer (except in the region below the piles) reduces significantly.
At the point where the pore pressures have fully developed, the pore pressures reduce the
effective stresses in the bearing layer to zero each cycle.
While different effective stresses may be operating in the zone beneath the piles, outside
of this zone, the remainder of the soil is perhaps behaving in a similar manner to dense soil
at low stress; i.e. similar to the stresses observed at 1g. In this phase of the earthquake,
the pile group is developing large absolute settlements.
As discussed in Chapter 5, absolute pile settlements can be interpreted as the downwards
movement of the pile tips relative to the dense soil. Therefore, it might be considered that
the large absolute settlement of the pile group is creating a situation which is similar to
the installation of the model piles under 1 g conditions. Therefore, the very high excess
pore pressures recorded in the dense layer at the pile tip level may be responsible for the
pile group acting similar to a bored pile in subsequent earthquakes.
The similarities between the development of settlement of the jacked pile groups in the
second earthquake compared to that of a bored pile suggests that installation effects
which so affected the settlement response in the first earthquake have been destroyed by
the migration of pore pressures to the region of overconsolidated soil beneath the pile tips.
This was apparent in the first earthquake when, after the initially very stiff response, the
jacked pile groups began to develop settlements at a rate which matched the bored pile
group.
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6.8 Axial load transfer of jacked piles
It has already been seen that significant differences have been observed in the response of
pile groups which are supported by jacked piles. These differences, particularly the delay
before the pile group begins to accumulate settlement, have significant implications for
the axial load transfer of jacked piles. It was observed in Chapter 5 that cap-supported
bored piles immediately began to transfer loads to the pile cap when the earthquake
began and the pile cap settled more quickly than the soil surface. However, in the case of
jacked piles, the pile group does not settle initially, and therefore the piles must continue
to support the full vertical loads from the structure, as was shown in Figure 6.9. As a
result of the initial period where the pile group does not settle, a gap opens up between
the pile cap and the soil surface, such that in MS10, load does not begin to transfer away
from the piles and onto the pile cap until the absolute settlement of the pile group had
reached 70 mm.
In Section 5.6.1, the excess pore pressures below the pile cap of cap-supported bored pile
groups were observed to be significantly affected by the advance of the pile cap into the
liquefied soil. The excess pore pressures recorded below the pile cap at P6, are shown in
Figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.13: Excess pore pressures below the pile cap at P6, in MS10 and MS12
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It can be seen that in the first earthquake of MS10, the pore pressures initially achieve full
liquefaction. However, a distinct change in the behaviour of the excess pore pressures can
be observed to start approximately 10 s after the start of the earthquake. After this point,
the excess pore pressures can be seen to reduce substantially, and show large spikes each
cycle, indicating large shear stresses in the soil. This behaviour suggests that the pile cap
in MS10 begins to advance into the liquefied soil after 10 s of shaking and is consistent
with the point at which the axial loads were found to begin reducing significantly. At
this point, the soil beneath the pile cap begins to mobilise resistance and the axial loads
transfer to the pile cap in a manner similar to that observed with the cap-supported bored
pile group in MS09.
The axial loads in MS12 shown in Figure 6.9 indicate that before the earthquake, pile
leg 1 carries a greater proportion of the load than expected per pile and therefore the
remaining piles in the group must be carrying smaller loads. While the axial loads were
observed to reduce in MS12, it can be seen in Figure 6.13 that the continued settlement
of the pile cap did not induce significant changes in the excess pore pressures recorded
below the pile cap. Additionally, the reduction in axial loads in MS12 take place much
more gradually than in MS10 such that at the end of the earthquake, the piles remained
significantly loaded. These observations suggest that rather than indicate the transfer of
axial load from pile to pile cap, the reduction in axial load may well be due to a gradual
redistribution of axial load amongst the different piles within the pile group, perhaps due
to softening which occurs in the overconsolidated soil. Since the settlement rates in the
middle section of the earthquakes are similar in MS10 and MS12, it is thought that if
the earthquake had been of longer duration, then the pile cap would have made definite
contact with the soil surface, after which point the axial loads would be expected to reduce
in a similar manner to MS10.
The pore pressures beneath the pile cap in the second earthquake of MS10 and MS12
again suggest that positive contact between the pile cap and the soil surface is not made.
This observation is backed up by the relative settlement between the pile cap and the soil
surface recorded after the end of the first earthquake, which showed that, assuming the
soil profile settles equally across the model, a gap forms beneath the pile cap of 118 mm
and 79 mm in MS10 and MS12 respectively (estimated as the difference between the soil
surface settlement after the earthquake and the pile group absolute settlement). These are
comparable with the absolute settlements of the pile groups during the second earthquake
of 113 mm and 104 mm. The soil surface will also settle during the second earthquake,
and therefore even in MS12, where the gap between the pile cap and soil surface is smaller
than the absolute settlements of the pile cap during the second earthquake, it remains
most likely that the pile cap never reached the soil surface during the second earthquake.
. The pile groups are therefore free-standing for the duration of the second earthquake,
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leading to the axial loads shown in Figure 6.9 remaining within a relatively small band.
However, while the cycle-averaged axial loads remained within the tight band, the axial
loads show a large cyclic variation, as is expected of a free-standing pile from the discussion
in Chapter 4.
6.9 Effect of enhanced surface roughness
It was shown in Figure 6.9 that the strain gauges indicated an axial load distribution
which was difficult to interpret. It is thought that this reflects some bending moments
which were set up during the installation effect, and as a result the discussion to this
point has focussed on the trends which were observed in the axial load data. If the data
has been significantly affected by the presence of bending moments in these tests, then it
is difficult to assess the contribution of the increased roughness of the piles in MS12 to
the load carrying behaviour of the piles. However, while “splaying” of the piles during
the jacking process may have led to significant bending moments, the fact that the axial
loads on the two instrumented piles are observed to oscillate nearly out of phase with each
other suggests that the variation in axial load is dominating the dynamic component of
the recorded load. It might then be possible that some qualitative conclusions be drawn
by considering the range of shaft friction rather than the absolute values. Additionally, it
was found after the tests of MS10 and MS12 that the very high stress levels near the tips
of the piles caused visible signs of distress to the protective epoxy, and an example from
the tip of Leg 2 of MS10 is shown in Figure 6.14. It is possible that these very high stress
levels near the tips of the piles could be responsible for some additional errors, especially
given the reduced wall thicknesses at these points.
Keeping in mind the difficulties which have been encountered in these tests with the
overall level of the axial loads, the shaft friction between the shallowest two gauges on
Figure 6.14: Distress evident on the protective epoxy layer as a result of jacking
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Figure 6.15: Shaft friction between gauges E and D in MS10 and MS12
Leg 1 have been shown in Figure 6.15. Even at these locations, the challenges with the
shaft friction are evident, with the maxima actually tending to correspond to minima in
the axial loading at the time. Assuming however that this is an offset issue and that the
range of shaft friction recorded is reasonable, then it can be seen that in both earthquakes,
the range in shaft friction over each cycle in MS12 is larger than that recorded in MS10.
In the first earthquake, the range in shaft friction on the “smooth” piles is approximately
10 kPa at this location, while it is approximately 30 kPa with the roughened piles. In
the second earthquake, when the piles were free standing throughout the earthquake, the
range in shaft friction was increased relative to the first earthquake, with the range in
MS10 being approximately 25 - 30 kPa, while in MS12 the range is approximately 40 kPa.
From these observations, it is possible to deduce that the roughened piles has increased
the shaft friction. In the “smooth” case, the interface angle of friction is approximately 17
o, while in the roughened case, the interface angle of friction is assumed to take the critical
state angle of friction, which for the position of gauges E and D will be 33 o. All else
being equal, the shaft friction capacities of the piles will vary according to tan(δ) under
static conditions. This would imply that the shaft friction capacity of the roughened pile
would be expected to be 2.1 times larger than that of the smooth piles. The differences
in range of shaft friction is observed to lie between 3 in the first earthquake and 1.3 in the
second earthquake, which seems reasonable as a comparison. The observed increase in
shaft friction in the second earthquake is interesting, and perhaps is a reflection of a slight
increase in relative density in the loose sand between the first and second earthquakes
implied by the soil’s settlement after each earthquake.
The discussion of shaft friction in these tests is obviously far from satisfactory to make
definite conclusions, however, it appears from these preliminary tests on the behaviour of
jacked tests that there may be an effect on the load carrying characteristics of the piles due
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to the interface angle of friction. Further tests, with more refined axial load measurement
would be required to investigate this more thoroughly. The axial load measurement in
these tests would have been significantly improved if the bending moments had been
measured concurrently, and if greater protection of the gauges had been available. The
latter could have been solved if the gauges had been mounted on the internal surface of
the pile, although this introduces several practical considerations (i.e. how to accurately
place, secure and attach wires to the strain gauges).
The test of MS12 was carried out with sand grains bonded to the pile surface to simulate
a fully rough pile interface. It was expected that as a result of increasing the roughness on
the sides of the piles, there would be increased axial capacity during the earthquake and
therefore a reduction in the pile group settlement. However, in the first earthquake with
the jacked pile groups, the absolute settlements of the pile group in MS12 were larger. It
was discussed in the previous section that the pile group in MS10 became cap-supported
mid-way through the first earthquake, while in MS12, the pile group did not appear to
come into contact with the soil surface during the first earthquake. As a result, from
the point where the pile cap starts to carry axial loads in MS10, it can be expected that
the settlements in MS10 would be reduced compared with a free-standing pile. This was
found to be consistent with the point where the settlements in MS10 became smaller than
those in MS12.
In the second earthquake of both MS10 and MS12, it was discussed in Section 6.8 that
the pile groups did not come into contact with the soil surface. Under these conditions,
it was observed in Figure 6.7(b) that the absolute settlements in both tests were very
similar.
The similarity of the settlements of the pile groups in Earthquake 1 before contact was
made in MS10, and throughout the second of the Earthquakes strongly suggests that the
interface friction angle is not a key variable to the settlement of a jacked pile group during
an earthquake. This seems contradictory to the point made that the shaft friction which
is developed on the pile under the seismic loading may be increased by a larger interface
friction angle. It was however shown in Figure 6.9 that at the start of the first earthquake,
and throughout the second earthquake, the pile tips were highly loaded, carrying approx-
imately 75 % of the total axial loads (again not withstanding the difficulties encountered
in measuring the axial loads in these tests). It therefore seems reasonable that for these
closed ended piles, that the settlement response is being largely controlled by the soil
around the pile tips. Since the changes in soil stresses which have affected the behaviour
of the jacked pile groups compared with the bored pile groups, came about through the
displacement of soil under high confining stress (i.e. installation during the test), it is
expected that similar conditions exist beneath the piles in both MS10 and MS12. It may
be expected that the increased roughness of the piles may affect the interface zone next
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to the pile. However, this does not affect the soil beneath the piles. Therefore it is rea-
sonable that the interface angle of friction has not affected the overall settlement of these
pile groups.
It must at this point be pointed out that if the piles carry a much greater proportion of the
axial loads in shaft friction, then the difference in the pile’s surface roughness may become
more important to the settlement response. This would be expected to be particularly
evident in piles with a very large shaft area compared to the base area, of which H-piles
would be a good example.
6.10 Choice of pile tip boundary condition
In the Introduction to this Chapter, it was highlighted that one of the techniques for
inserting model piles into the model was to rigidly attach them to the base of the container,
before sand pouring commenced. The settlement response of the pile groups in this
Chapter has shown that at the start of an earthquake, piles which have been jacked are
resistant to settlement until the pore pressures in the bulb of highly overconsolidated
soil rise high enough to soften this zone of soil. This immediately raises the question of
whether rigidly fixing the piles to the base of the model container provides an alternative
method for investigating the behaviour of jacked piles at the start of an earthquake, since
the container prevents settlement of the piles. However, as discussed by White & Bolton
(2004), when a pile is jacked, the soil beneath the pile tip is being highly strained, resulting
in zones of looser soil around the piles than is found in the free field. In addition, the
jacking process leads to the formation of an interface zone of soil which is both very dense,
and comprises highly crushed sand. In addition to these differences in the soil type and
density around the piles, the jacking process creates a very different stress distribution
around the piles, with very high lateral stresses near the pile tips. While it is possible
that these initial differences become less important as high pore pressures develop in
the bearing layer, these differences may affect the response in the initial stages of the
earthquake. Finally, as shown in Section 6.7, while the pile group might not be settling at
the start of the earthquake, the pile group may still be rocking from side to side, with the
piles themselves still moving up and down. In this situation, rigidly connecting the piles
to the base of the container will prevent this behaviour and therefore a different response
will ensue.
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6.11 Choice of earthquake motion
As discussed in Section 3.3.2, the earthquake loading applied with the SAM actuator
might be considered to be a more severe loading condition than a real earthquake where
only a couple of cycles of high amplitude shaking are typically encountered. It might then
be argued that in a real earthquake, the pore pressures in the heavily overconsolidated
soil beneath the tip of a jacked pile might not rise sufficiently high to soften the soil while
the large accelerations are taking place. As a result, it is possible that the settlement
response of a jacked pile during a more realistic earthquake will never enter the phase
where it begins to develop settlement in a manner similar to a bored pile. However, this is
beyond the scope of these tests, and further testing needs to be carried out to investigate
this aspect.
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6.12 Summary
In this Chapter, the axial response of a jacked pile foundation under earthquake has been
investigated. The results from the pair of dynamic centrifuge tests which were carried out
for this purpose have highlighted some interesting differences in the behaviour of both the
pile group and the sand in the bearing layer during these tests:
• The heavily instrumented pile group was successfully jacked into a saturated soil
model at the test acceleration, allowing the axial behaviour of a jacked pile founda-
tion under earthquake loading to be investigated.
• Very large axial loads were mobilised during the jacking process. The reduction in
axial load at the heads of the piles after the jacking process led to the axial loading
reducing along the length of the pile. This reduction in load created a zone of highly
overconsolidated sand beneath the piles.
• As a result of the large stresses during the jacking process, several gauges, especially
those near the tips of the piles were observed to fail during the experiments.
• The pore pressure generation in the loose layer, as well as the accelerations in the
loose and dense soil layers appear unaffected by the jacking of the piles.
• The pore pressures in the dense layer of the model appear to rise appreciably slower
in the tests with the jacked piles compared with any of the tests with the bored
piles.
• It was proposed that the bulbs of overconsolidated soil were responsible for the
much slower build up of excess pore pressure observed in the tests with jacked piles,
initially acting like a sink for the excess pore pressures in the dense layer.
• The pore pressures at the initial pile tip elevation were found to be larger between
the piles than away from the piles. It was proposed that this did not reflect a
hydraulic gradient from the piles to the free field, rather that it arose as a result of
the soil between the piles being in a slightly looser state than the soil further from
the piles. This zone of looser soil arises as a result of strong dilation during the
jacking process.
• As a result of the lower pore pressures and the overconsolidated soil beneath the
piles, the jacked piles did not begin to settle at the start of the first earthquake.
Instead, the pile group rotates slightly about the leading pile, resulting in a small
average heave of the pile group.
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• Once the pore pressures in the dense layer had fully developed, the jacked piles
began to accumulate very large absolute settlements. The rate of settlement of the
pile group was observed to be similar to that of a bored pile.
• In the earthquake which followed the first, the settlement profile of the jacked pile
group resembled that of a bored pile, and it was proposed that the settlement of
the jacked pile accompanied by the high excess pore pressures in the dense layer of
the first earthquake was responsible for the change in settlement behaviour of the
pile group.
• As a result of the jacked piles not settling at the start of the first earthquake,
a gap formed between the pile cap and the soil. This meant that the axial pile
loads remained high at the start of the earthquake, with the pile groups essentially
becoming “free-standing.” With continued shaking, the degradation of the very stiff
settlement response led to the axial loads on the piles transferring to the pile cap
in a similar manner to the cap-supported bored piles.
• Post-earthquake settlement of the soil surface generated a gap beneath the pile caps
of the jacked pile groups so that during the second earthquake, they remained free-
standing throughout and resulted in the axial loading remaining large on these piles
for the whole earthquake.
• The settlements of the pile groups with rough and smooth soil-pile interfaces were
found to have very similar settlement responses as a result of the settlement response
being controlled by the soil below the pile tips.
• A greater variation in shaft friction was observed with piles which had a roughened
interface, which may indicate that the magnitude of shaft friction which can be
mobilised by the piles during an earthquake is increased by a larger interface friction
angle.
• While the pile groups did not settle at the beginning of the earthquake, the soil
states around the jacked piles is complex meaning that installing the piles under 1g
with vertical pile restraint is unlikely to be a useful way to study the behaviour of
piled foundations during an earthquake.
• The earthquake motions during a real earthquake are not likely to be as sustained
as those applied to the models in this Chapter, which may have implications for the
settlement response of real jacked pile groups in the latter stages of an earthquake.
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Chapter 7
Behaviour of piled foundations after
an earthquake
7.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, the axial behaviour of piled foundations during an earthquake
has been investigated. As a consequence of the strong shaking, large inertial and kinematic
loads are applied to the structure, leading to extremes in both the lateral and axial loads
which are applied to the structure. After the strong shaking has ended, the axial loads
which must be resisted by the ground simplify to those of the structure’s dead weight.
However, the strength and stiffness of the soil layers will be changing significantly in the
moments after the earthquake, and as pointed out in Chapter 2, the axial behaviour of
piled foundations after strong shaking remains poorly understood, with existing literature
examining the case of free-standing pile groups.
The results of the preceding chapters have highlighted the differences in the behaviour
of piles which are free-standing or cap-supported and whether the installation method
represented bored or jacked piles. The differences in the axial load transfer which exist
at the end of strong shaking on these different types of piles might be expected to have
an effect on the behaviour of a piled foundation after an earthquake. Therefore, in this
chapter, the results from the previously described tests will be examined from the period
immediately following the end of strong shaking until the point where the excess pore
pressures have completely dissipated, and no further changes in the loading or settlement
of pile group would be expected.
Much of the work within this chapter can also be found in Stringer & Madabhushi
(2011c).
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7.2 Dissipation of excess pore pressures
In the preceding chapters, it was shown that the earthquake motions simulated on the
models led to large excess pore pressures being generated across the full depth of the
model soil profiles. However, once the earthquake ceases, additional pore pressures are
no longer being generated and therefore the excess pore pressures must dissipate. This
process is shown in Figure 7.1 for the first earthquake in each test. The dashed line in
each plot indicates the full liquefaction pressure throughout the soil profile. Unshaded
markers indicate the excess pore pressures recorded in the free field, while black-shaded
markers denote those recorded beneath the pile tips at PB2.
7.2.1 Free field
Initially, pore pressures recorded throughout the loose layer, as well as those in the dense
layer down to the initial depth of the pile tips, are very close to those estimated to
cause full liquefaction. At the base of the model, excess pore pressures are also high,
but generally do not indicate full liquefaction, especially in the tests with free-standing
bored pile groups (MS06) and the jacked pile groups (MS10 and MS12). While the pore
pressures from the bored pile group tests of MS01 and MS05 are not shown, similar results
to those in MS06 were obtained.
The results shown in Figure 7.1 indicate that the differences in thickness and hydraulic
conductivity of the dense layers used in the models affects the dissipation of excess pore
pressures. In the tests where the relatively coarse Fraction C sand was used in the
dense layer (all tests except MS08), excess pore pressures within the dense layer initially
reduce rapidly after the earthquake, so that only small excess pore pressure differences
across the bearing layer remained. Following this period of equalisation, remaining excess
pore pressures in the bearing layer dissipate much more slowly. By contrast, in MS08,
excess pore pressures dissipate much more gradually in the dense layer of the model.
The difference in excess pore pressure dissipation is due to the disparity in hydraulic
conductivity between the Fraction E and Fraction C silica sands. According to Hazen’s
equation, hydraulic conductivity scales with the square of the D10 particle size, as shown
in Equation 3.1. Table 3.2 indicates that Fraction C has a D10 size approximately four
times greater than Fraction E, meaning that its hydraulic conductivity estimated using
Equation 3.1 is 16 times greater.
Since the bottom and side boundaries of the laminar container are impermeable, fluid can
only drain through the top surface of the model. The rate of fluid flow in tests where
the dense layer is constructed from Fraction C is therefore restricted by the rate at which
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Figure 7.1: Dissipation of excess pore pressures after the first earthquake
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it can drain through the liquefiable layer (which has the lower hydraulic conductivity),
meaning that the hydraulic gradients in the Fraction C layer will be very low. Hence
excess pore pressures rapidly equalise throughout these dense layers, as shown by the
near-vertical sections in Figure 7.1.
7.2.2 Beneath the pile tips
It was noted in Section 3.7.2 that in the initial tests with the new pile group, no attempt
was made to saturate the cavity containing the pile tip pore pressure transducers. As a
result, very little dynamic response was recorded by the pile tip PPTs in MS06 or MS07.
However, while the pore pressure information in these two tests was disregarded when
discussing the behaviour of the pile group during the earthquakes, the measurements
are assumed to faithfully record the pressures after the earthquake, where pore pressure
changes occur slowly enough for the pressure in the cavity to remain in equilibrium. In
attempting to improve the saturation further in MS12, the porous filters in front of the
pile tip PPTs became blocked with a thick grease and as a result, no data is available for
the pile tip pore pressures in this experiment.
7.2.2.1 Bored piles
In Figure 7.1(a), some differences were observed between the excess pore pressures mea-
sured at the tips of bored piles compared with those which are expected at the same depth
in the free field (by interpolating between the PPT measurements above and below the
pile tips). In the case of the free standing bored pile group (MS06), excess pore pressures
beneath the pile tip were initially slightly below those in the free field, but then slightly
rise above them for much of the remainder of the dissipation period. Similar, but more
exaggerated patterns can be seen in MS07 and MS09, where the bored pile group was
cap-supported and had Fraction C sand in the dense layer. In MS08, the cap-supported
bored piles were embedded in a bearing layer of Fraction E and showed a different pattern;
in this test, the pore pressure below the pile tip is initially much lower than the expected
level in the free-field ( ≈ 23 kPa ), but rises in the moments after the earthquake so that
30 s later it is close to the value expected in the free field. As the dissipation of excess
pore pressures continues, the excess pore pressures below the pile tips again reduce and
become lower than those expected in the free field for the remainder of the dissipation
process.
The difference between the expected and observed excess pore pressures below the pile
tips indicates that in addition to the dissipation of excess pore pressures, a further effect,
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thought to be linked to the deviatoric stresses arising from the pile’s axial load, is influ-
encing the behaviour of this particular zone of soil. This effect will be discussed further
in Section 7.7.
7.2.2.2 Jacked piles
The pore pressure response below the jacked piles in MS10 were found to be reasonably
similar to that of MS06. As shown in Figure 7.1(b), the pore pressures below the pile
tips in MS10 were initially greater than those in the free field. However, these rapidly
reduced so that they remained close to the expected values for almost all of the dissipation
process.
7.3 Axial loads after the earthquake
Figure 7.2 shows the changing axial load distribution with depth as the excess pore pres-
sures dissipate, separated into the tests with the bored piles, and those with the jacked
piles. Due to the difficulties encountered with the strain gauges in the tests with jacked
piles highlighted in the previous chapter, only the axial loads from Leg 1 are shown in
Figure 7.2(b).
7.3.1 Bored piles
In the free-standing bored pile group of MS06, significant axial loads exist at both the
head and base of the pile at the end of the earthquake. As the pore pressures dissipate,
the axial load at the pile head remains similar, but the loads along the remainder of the
pile increase. It can be seen that the axial head load in MS06 has reduced slightly during
the course of the earthquake. Since the pile group is free-standing, this reduction indicates
some redistribution of axial load amongst the 4 piles within the group.
The behaviour of the free standing pile group of MS06 contrasts strongly with that of
the cap-supported bored pile groups, where it can be seen that axial loads along the pile
at the end of the earthquake are very close to zero, especially at the pile base. As the
pore pressures dissipate, the axial loads along the length of the pile increase greatly. It
can also be seen that when Fraction C was used in the dense layer (MS07 & MS09), the
pile base load begins increasing immediately after the end of the earthquake. However,
when Fraction E sand was used in the dense layer (MS08), the axial load remains zero
for a period, after which the increases in base load occur more slowly and to lesser extent
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Figure 7.2: Axial loads measured after the end of the earthquake
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compared with when Fraction C sand was used in the base layer of the model. Similar to
the free-standing bored piles, in all data sets excepting Leg 1 of MS07, the axial head load
at the end of the earthquake is generally lower than that at the start of the earthquake.
In this case however, as well as the possibility for axial load distribution amongst the
piles, it is possible that some of this difference in axial load is being carried by a small
bearing pressure on the base of the pile cap.
7.3.2 Jacked piles
In the case of the jacked pile groups, it can be seen that in MS10, the axial loads again
increased significantly after the earthquake had ended, with the final load distribution
becoming very close to that at the start of the earthquake. In MS12, the axial loads were
initially much higher on the pile shown than in the other tests, presumably due to an
unfair loading distribution at the start of the earthquake. However, once again, it can
be seen that after the earthquake has ended, significant increases in the axial load are
observed.
7.4 Settlement
Figure 7.3 shows the absolute settlements of the pile groups (top half of the figure) after
the first earthquake in each test. In each case, the settlements are shown relative to those
at the end of the earthquake and were obtained by applying a low-pass filter (Butterworth
filter with 0.1 Hz cut-off frequency) to the average of the settlements measured by the two
potentiometers. Similar to the previous Chapters, these absolute settlements are assumed
to be a good indicator of the movement of the piles relative to the dense layer. However, as
discussed in Chapter 5, there are situations where the settlement of the pile cap relative to
the ground’s surface is of interest, since this relative settlement indicates whether vertical
gaps develop between the foundation and the ground, or whether the building settles
downward into the soil. The relative settlements between the pile cap and the free-field
soil are therefore shown in the bottom half of Figure 7.3, using the LVDT shown in the
model layouts (Figures 5.2 & 6.1). The settlements of the soil surface have been subjected
to the same filtering as the pile cap settlement. In the figure, positive relative settlement
indicates that the pile is advancing into the soil (i.e. pile group settlement is greater than
soil settlement). As noted in Chapter 5, the LVDT in MS06 suffered very large settlements
during the test, and therefore the relative settlements from this test are not available.
The absolute settlements of the free-standing bored pile group in MS06 indicate that al-
most no further settlement of the pile group occurred following the earthquake. Similarly,
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Figure 7.3: Absolute and relative soil-pile settlements after each earthquake
while not shown in Figure 7.3(a) the absolute settlements of the pile group in MS05 as
well as those with the slightly longer pile group in MS01 were close to zero after the
earthquake. However, this contrasts with the results of Knappett (2006) where the same
pile group which was used in MS01 (JK-PG pile group) was embedded in a bearing layer
of Fraction E sand. In this test (JK12), absolute post-earthquake settlements of 290 mm
( quoted magnitude has been altered using the corrected g - level described in Section 4.2
) were reported after the first earthquake. In the case of the cap-supported bored pile
groups, the absolute settlement of MS07 is also relatively small, but in MS08 and MS09,
larger absolute settlements of approximately 64 and 47 mm were recorded. Note that in
the tests with Fraction C in the dense layer (MS06, MS07 and MS09), almost all of the
absolute settlements occurring after the earthquake take place within the first 2 minutes
of the dissipation phase. However, settlements in MS08 accumulate over 20 minutes.
The jacked pile groups in MS10 and MS12 show differing settlement responses after the
earthquake. In MS10, where the axial load almost completely transfers to the pile cap
at the end of the earthquake, post earthquake settlements of approximately 23 mm were
recorded, indicating a stiffer response to the bored pile group of MS09. In MS12, where
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the axial loading shown in Section 6.5.3 suggested that the pile cap did not make positive
contact with the soil surface, the settlements are very low, similar to the free-standing
pile group of MS06.
Although the soil surface settlement after the earthquake is not available in MS06, it
can be inferred that since the pile group suffers only modest settlements in MS01, MS05
and MS06, these pile groups will show relative settlement profiles which start developing
negative relative settlements immediately after the end of the earthquake.
The relative soil - pile cap settlements of the cap-supported bored pile groups indicate that
when Fraction C sand was used in the dense layer of the model, the relative settlements
approximately doubled in comparison with those where Fraction E sand was used. It
is interesting that in MS07, the negative relative settlements occur from the beginning
of the dissipation phase. In MS08 and MS09 however, there is an initial phase where
the pile group moves downward relative to the soil, before the soil begins to settle faster
than the pile. However, whereas in MS09 the change from positive to negative relative
settlement occurs at approximately 20 s, in MS08 it occurs later, between 100 and 200
s after the earthquake. Finally, the relative settlements of the jacked pile groups again
show some similarities with the bored pile groups. In MS10, it can be seen that similar
to MS09, positive relative settlements develop initially, but after reaching a peak of 20
mm approximately 10 s after the earthquake, the relative settlements reduce and become
progressively more negative with time. By contrast, the pile group of MS12 immediately
develops negative relative settlement due to the low absolute settlement of the pile group
after the earthquake.
The results in this section therefore highlight that the post-seismic settlements of the pile
group have been influenced by whether the pile is cap-supported or free-standing at the
end of the strong shaking as well as by the hydraulic conductivity of the bearing layer.
7.5 Shaft Friction
The evolution of shaft friction has been plotted for various time instants in Figure 7.4.
Similar to previous chapters, shaft friction has been calculated as the difference in axial
load between adjacent functioning strain gauges divided by the pile area between the
gauges. The black brackets indicate the depth range over which the shaft friction in
each graph has been calculated. As discussed in Chapter 6, the offsets in the axial load
are particularly uncertain in the cases of the jacked pile groups. Since the shaft friction
has been calculated as the difference in axial loads between two points, it is particularly
vulnerable to errors in the overall level of axial load at each gauge. Inspection of the axial
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Figure 7.4: Evolution of shaft friction after the earthquake on bored piles
load distribution of MS12 in Figure 7.2(b) for example indicates that the shaft friction
calculated would be positive at the top of the loose layer, while in the middle of the loose
layer it is negative, and finally positive again at the bottom of the loose layer. For this
reason, the evolution of shaft friction after the earthquake on jacked piles will not be
discussed since the uncertainty in the axial load offsets renders the shaft friction values
unreliable.
Large differences can be seen in the evolution of shaft friction on the bored piles after
the earthquake in Figure 7.4. For the free-standing bored pile of MS06, the shaft friction
becomes increasingly negative in the loose layer, while in the dense layer, the shaft friction
remains positive throughout the dissipation period, but reduces in magnitude. When the
pile group was cap-supported and embedded in a dense layer of Fraction C sand, the shaft
friction in the loose layer again becomes increasingly negative with time, but within the
dense layer, the shaft friction becomes increasingly positive. In MS08, with Fraction E in
the dense layer, the shaft friction along the length of the pile actually remains positive
throughout the dissipation period. The shaft friction on leg 1 between gauges E and B,
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and on leg 2 between gauges 5 and 4 (at the head of the pile), increased to a peak at
900 s before reducing slightly until 2000 s where after it remained constant. In the dense
layer, the shaft friction on both legs gradually increases with time. Finally, in MS09, the
cap-supported pile group whose embedment within the dense Fraction C sand is less than
that of MS07, the shaft friction near the head of the pile becomes increasingly negative
on Leg 2, while on Leg 1, it reduces to a small value, but remains positive. Further down
the pile, the shaft friction becomes negative on both pile legs, with increasing magnitude
as the dissipation of excess pore pressures continues.
7.6 Axial load transfer
7.6.1 Pile head loads
The pile head loads shown in Figure 7.2 indicate two gross classes of axial loading condition
while excess pore pressures are dissipating, which are sketched in Figure 7.5. In free-
standing pile groups, the piles remain fully loaded throughout the earthquake since the
pile cap is not in contact with the soil. This continues afterwards, and the axial pile head
loads therefore remain constant.
By contrast, cap-supported pile groups show very low axial load at the pile head towards
the end of the earthquake due to the pile cap settling into the soil. This results in the axial
loads transferring from the piles to the pile cap as discussed in Chapter 5. During the
dissipation phase, the piles begin to support axial loads again as the soil surface settles
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relative to the pile cap due to consolidation of the soil. The pile head axial loads therefore
increase after the earthquake.
For axial loads to increase at the head of the pile, increasing axial resistance must also
be mobilised on the piles to maintain equilibrium. The remobilisation of axial resistance
is affected by the geometry and sands used in the soil profile, leading to differences in
the re-loading of the piles in cap-supported pile groups shown in Figure 7.2 and the two
paths shown in Figure 7.5.
7.6.2 Pile base loads
7.6.2.1 Free standing pile groups
The high base load at the end of the earthquake in MS06 shown in Figure 7.2(a) implies
that at this time instant, large end bearing resistance is already mobilised. Knappett
(2006) found that the stiffness of the soil near to free-standing pile groups increased during
an earthquake, and suggested that the maintained base resistance during the earthquake
arose as a result of dilation in the dense sand. Some evidence of this can be seen in
Figure 7.1(a), where the pore pressures measured at the pile tips immediately after the
earthquake in MS08 were observed to be significantly lower than those in the free field for
a short period after the earthquake. However, since the large volume of soil surrounding
the piles migration of pore pressure within the dense layer means that beneath the pile
tips, the pore pressures increase close to those expected in the free field. It must however
be remembered that in MS08, the pile group was cap-supported and as shown in Figure
7.2(a), the base resistance was not developed on these piles until much later. A similar,
but smaller effect was observed at the tips of the free-standing piles of MS06. However, of
greater importance to the post-earthquake behaviour of MS06 is the excess pore pressure
at the deepest point in the model being significantly less than the liquefaction value. In
the free-standing pile groups of MS05 and MS06, it was observed that at this deepest
point, the pore pressures rose close to the level required for full liquefaction during the
first few cycles of the earthquake, but as the earthquake progressed, the pore pressures
at the base of the model already began to reduce, resulting in the excess pore pressure at
the base of the model being significantly lower at the end of the earthquake than in the
tests with the cap-supported pile groups. As a result, the soil directly beneath the pile
tips has already regained significant stiffness, leading to the very small settlements after
the earthquake observed in MS01, MS05 and MS06.
It was shown in Section 4.4.4 that when the pile group was embedded in a layer of sand
with low hydraulic conductivity, the resulting co-seismic settlements were significantly
higher. As noted in Section 7.4, the same appears to apply to the post earthquake
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settlements. In JK-12, the post-earthquake excess pore pressures shown by Knappett
(2006) indicated full liquefaction at the pile tip level for a significant period after the
end of the earthquake. As a result, the dense soil will globally be at low effective stress
and stiffness after the earthquake despite the high mobilised resistance at the pile tip.
This suggests, assuming the cavity expansion solution of Yasufuku et al. (2001), that the
bearing capacity of the piles in JK-12 would be very low for a period after the earthquake
since this mechanism is governed by the global soil properties. This indicates that the
piles would be suffering a bearing failure, resulting in the continued settlement reported
by Knappett (2006).
Despite the distinct differences in the development of absolute pile group settlement be-
tween jacked and bored piles which was discussed in Section 6.7, it can be seen that after
the earthquake, the absolute settlement of the pile group in MS12, which was thought to
be largely free-standing, evolves in a similar manner to MS06, with very low additional
settlements. This again can be attributed to the lower excess pore pressures deep in the
dense layer at the end of the earthquake.
7.6.2.2 Cap-Supported pile groups
Soil beneath the piles regains strength and stiffness as excess pore pressures dissipate
after the strong shaking has ended. As this happens, two extreme scenarios can be
considered for the axial base load on a cap-supported pile. Firstly, axial loads continue
to be supported by pile cap bearing pressure. The pile group therefore moves downwards
with the soil surface. Secondly, the dense layer becomes infinitely stiff. The piles cannot
settle further, meaning that axial loads rapidly transfer to the piles as the soil settles
away from the pile cap. While the piles within the free-standing pile group in MS06 tend
towards the latter scenario due to the large amount of base resistance mobilised at the
end of the earthquake, the cap-supported pile groups show a large range in response.
Where the response lies between the two extremes is affected by how much axial resistance
the piles can generate at a given moment. For the piles tested, the majority of the final
axial resistance comes from pile end bearing. Figure 7.6(a) therefore indicates how the
end bearing capacity of the piles, calculated according to Yasufuku et al. (2001), changes
with the logarithm of time (in base 10) after the earthquake in each test. The solution
assumes a cavity expansion mechanism for the piles in their ultimate limit state and is
based on global soil parameters. The required effective stresses are therefore estimated
based on the pore pressures observed in the free field. It was shown in Section 7.2.1 that
the excess pore pressures within Fraction C sand equalised rapidly following the end of
the earthquake and as a result, the difference in excess pore pressure across the depth of
the layer was minimal. In these cases, the free field pore pressure at the pile tip level was
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Figure 7.6: Available and mobilised pile tip resistance after the earthquake
estimated using linear interpolation of the pore pressures measured at the deepest two
pore pressure transducers in the model (i.e. P5 and P6 in test MS06). However, when
Fraction E sand was used in the bearing layer ( test MS08), the dissipation of excess pore
pressures takes place much more gradually and the excess pore pressures vary significantly
across the layer. It was found that for this scenario, the recorded pore pressures in the
free field were well approximated using parabolic isochrone theory, described by Bolton
(1979) with an initially triangular distribution of excess pore pressures.
Figure 7.6(b) shows measured pile base loads, and makes clear the role of pore pressure
dissipation on the response of the pile group after the earthquake (The pile base loads in
MS08 are very similar after the earthquake, hence only one line is shown in the figure).
The rapid equalisation of pore pressures within the dense layers where Fraction C was
used leads to the estimated base capacity increasing very quickly in the moments after
the earthquake. Although Figure 7.6(a) showed that the piles in MS09 suffered large
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settlements relative to the dense layer, approximately sixty percent of these settlements
occur in the first 5 seconds after the earthquake, when the bearing capacity remains low,
as shown in Figure 7.6(a). The base capacity in MS09 remains lower than in MS07 at any
given time as the pore pressures remain slightly higher, owing to the deeper extent of the
liquefiable layer (comprising of the finer Fraction E sand) in MS09. As a result, the end
settlement of the piles relative to the dense layer are larger than those in MS07. Despite
the high bearing capacity being available very soon after the end of the earthquakes in
MS07 and MS09, the pile base loads remain much smaller than the estimated capacity.
This is because mobilisation of base load requires an accompanying settlement. As in-
creasing load is supported by the pile, the soil surface in the free field is able to settle
relative to the pile cap, leading to ever increasing load transferring back to the piles,
until the pile cap eventually becomes fully unloaded in the case of MS07. This process
of remobilising end bearing resistance after the earthquake is thought to be responsible
for the larger absolute settlement of the pile group after the earthquake in MS07 when
compared with the free-standing pile group of MS06, as shown in Figure 7.7(a).
In MS08, the much lower rate of pore pressure dissipation within the dense layer leads
the base capacity to remain zero until approximately 40 s after the end of the earthquake,
after which base capacity increases, but more slowly than in MS07 and MS09. The lower
base capacity in MS08 leads to the higher absolute pile settlement in Figure 7.3(a). The
base loads remain very low until approximately 100 s, despite the base capacity rising
steadily in this period. This again reflects the requirement for the piles to settle in order
to mobilise a given amount of base capacity, which in this case means that the the pile
cap continues to support the majority of load for much longer. This is also apparent in
the bottom half of Figure 7.3(a), where the soil does not begin to settle relative to the
pile cap until approximately 100 - 200 s after the earthquake.
While the post-earthquake absolute settlement of the cap-supported pile group was larger
than that of a free-standing pile group in the case of a bearing layer with large hydraulic
conductivity, the converse is true for the case where the hydraulic conductivity is low.
This scenario is sketched in Figure 7.7(b). In this case, the excess pore pressures in the
bearing layer remain high for a significant time after the earthquake. While in JK-12,
this results in large settlements due to a bearing capacity failure at the base of the pile,
in the case of MS08, the axial loads were completely transferred to the pile group during
the earthquake and as a result the settlement of the pile group after the earthquake
is controlled by the consolidation settlements of the soil surface, leading to the lower
settlements of the cap-supported pile group.
The axial loads on the jacked pile group of MS10 were observed to increase in a similar
manner to the cap-supported bored pile groups, with the difference that the resistance
mobilised more quickly after the end of the earthquake, as shown in Figure 7.2(b). Similar
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Figure 7.7: Differences in the post-earthquake absolute settlement of free-standing and
cap-supported pile groups due to the hydraulic conductivity of the bearing layer
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to the free-standing pile groups, it can be seen in Figure 7.1(b) that at the end of the
earthquake, the pore pressure deeper in the dense layer is significantly lower than that
required for full liquefaction due to some dissipation during the earthquake. As a result,
an increased bearing capacity is available to the piles in the moments after the earthquake,
resulting in the lower absolute and relative settlements of the jacked pile group as the
pore pressures dissipate.
7.7 Volumetric strains below the piles during the earth-
quake
It was shown in Figure 7.1 that excess pore pressures additional to those in the free field
exist near the pile tips. The difference between the excess pore pressure in the free field
and that below the pile tips is plotted against excess pore pressure in the free field in
Figure 7.8, with arrows indicating the direction along the trace which corresponds to
increasing time. When coarse Fraction C sand was present in the dense layer, the pore
pressures below the pile tips were greater than expected, while when the finer Fraction E
sand was present, the pore pressures were lower than expected. While the pore pressures
are dissipating (leading to rising effective stresses in the free-field), Figure 7.2(a) showed
that the pile base load increases monotonically in all tests (though to a lesser degree
in MS06). This means that directly beneath the piles, the soil is subject to very large
deviatoric stresses, which are also monotonically increasing since changes in pile base load
result in large changes in vertical effective stress beneath the pile tips.
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Under very high deviatoric stresses, a soil element tends to shear until it reaches its
critical state. Since the soil is saturated, it would be expected that this process would
be accompanied by changes in pore pressures unless it took place very slowly. Using
the Cam-clay model as a basic framework, soils which are on the contractile side of the
critical state line would be expected to generate positive excess pore pressures during this
process, while those on the dilatant side would be expected to generate negative excess
pore pressures, as discussed in Section 2.2 and shown in Figure 7.9.
At present, earthquakes are often considered undrained events. However, any shearing
event which takes place on a finite time scale can not be truly undrained, and the extent
to which it represents an undrained event is defined by the hydraulic conductivity of the
soil. In the case of a medium with infinite hydraulic conductivity, an earthquake event
would be completely drained with all volume change taking place during the event.
Figure 7.10 displays hypothesised paths of specific volume and confining pressure below
the pile tips during the testing sequence for the cases of Fraction E and Fraction C. Before
the earthquake, the soil below the pile tips is at point A, under high confining pressure
and low voids ratio. It was shown in Figure 5.5 that full liquefaction was reached within
a few cycles at the pile tip level in every test where the MS-PG pile group was used.
Additionally, in the case of cap-supported pile groups, the axial loads reduce to zero as
the earthquake progressed. The soil element can therefore be considered to be in a state
of very low confining pressure, but remaining in a very dense configuration and so moves
to point B early in the earthquake.
Since the soil is very dense, it will be highly dilatant on shear. It was shown in Figure
5.9 that the pile caps suffered very large absolute settlements during the earthquake,
and it is therefore assumed that the soil immediately below the pile tips attempts to
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dilate during the earthquake. In the case where the dense layer comprises of Fraction
E sand (relatively low hydraulic conductivity), the flow of fluid is relatively slow, and
therefore volume change during the earthquake is correspondingly low and the soil moves
to point E. However, when the dense layer comprises of Fraction C sand (large hydraulic
conductivity), fluid can flow much faster, meaning that greater volume change can occur
below the pile tips, potentially resulting in a much looser soil directly after the earthquake
(point C).
After the earthquake, the mean confining pressure increases dramatically as excess pore
pressures dissipate and in the case of cap-supported pile groups, the axial load transfers
from the pile cap and onto the piles. This will move the soil state to points D and F in
MS07 and MS08 respectively.
The high deviatoric stresses which exist when the piles become loaded are proposed to
be high enough to cause the soil to attempt to deform, leading again to changes in excess
pore pressures in an area close to the base of the pile. When Fraction E (low hydraulic
conductivity) was used in the dense layer, the soil has remained below the critical state line
(dilatant behaviour under shear), and therefore the pore pressures are slightly reduced.
When Fraction C (large hydraulic conductivity) was used in the dense layer, the point
lies above the critical state line, and therefore higher pore pressures are recorded.
The soil beneath the free-standing pile group (MS06) experiences different changes in soil
state. Since the base of the pile continues to mobilise large resistance throughout the
earthquake, the confining pressure must remain high below the pile tips throughout the
experiment. In the free-standing configuration, the piles suffer large settlements relative
to the dense layer, as shown in Figure 4.9(a). Similar to the cases of MS07 and MS09,
fluid is able to flow rapidly in the dense layer and therefore the soil state moves to point
G on or close to the critical state line. When the earthquake ends, there is a much smaller
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increase in confining pressure below the pile base. This again potentially moves the soil
state slightly to the right of the critical state line and into the contractile regime.
The excess pore pressures recorded at the pile tips suggest that, in a localised region of
soil close to the pile tips, the difference in hydraulic conductivity of the two soils has led
to the different soil types ending up on different sides of the critical state line immediately
after the earthquake has ended.
7.8 Re-mobilisation of shaft friction
The development of pile shaft friction can be thought to depend on both the relative
movements between the soil and pile (which mobilise the shaft friction) and the ultimate
capacity at any given time. In the interpretation of the shaft friction which follows, it has
been assumed that consolidation settlements after the earthquake only occur in the loose
layer.
7.8.1 Influence of load application
In MS06, where the axial pile head load is constant, the absolute settlement of the pile
group (shown in Figure 7.3(a)) was noted to cease almost immediately after the earth-
quake. At the pile head, the soil therefore begins moving downward relative to the pile
immediately. This results in negative shaft friction being mobilised on the sections of the
pile situated within the loose layer.
The increase in negative shaft friction while excess pore pressures dissipate is due to two
effects. Firstly, the shaft friction capacity increases as the excess pore pressures dissipate.
Secondly, the soil settlements at the surface are the accumulation of strain throughout the
soil profile. Therefore, within the loose layer, the relative soil-pile settlements at depth
will be much lower than those recorded near the surface. This means that as consolidation
continues, greater shaft friction is being mobilised deep in the loose layer, while near the
surface, the shaft friction capacity has already been reached, as sketched in Figure 7.11.
The downdrag forces just described lead to the axial loads increasing on the section
of pile within the dense layer. However, as shown in Figure 7.4, the shaft friction in
the dense layer did not increase. The rapid equalisation of pore pressures in the dense
layer of the model (described in Section 7.2.1) leads to high shaft friction capacity being
available almost immediately after the earthquake. However, the settlements in Figure
7.3(a) indicate that the section of the pile in the dense layer does not settle relative to
the dense layer after the earthquake, meaning that shaft friction cannot be mobilised in
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Figure 7.11: Mobilisation of shaft friction at different depths within the liquefiable layer
this layer to resist the increased axial loading. Instead, the extra axial loads are resisted
by additional pile end bearing load.
The increasing pile head load on the cap-supported pile groups as the axial loads transfer
from the pile cap to the piles after the earthquake leads to differences in the mobilised
shaft friction. In MS07, the end bearing capacity during the dissipation of pore pressures
far exceeded the axial loads applied to the piles. Since the axial loads are initially carried
by the pile cap, the piles must settle (as shown in Figure 7.3(a) in order to mobilise base
resistance. The larger absolute settlements lead to the much larger positive shaft friction
observed in the dense layer of MS07 than MS06. In Figure 7.4, the shaft friction in the
loose layer near the pile head again becomes increasingly negative with time due to the
soil settling downward relative to the pile. While the magnitude of mobilised shaft friction
is greater than that observed in MS06, it is thought that this arises due to the region over
which the shaft friction was calculated. As shown in Figure 7.4, the shaft friction in MS07
is calculated at the head of the pile, where relative soil-pile displacements are greatest.
7.8.2 Influence of hydraulic conductivity
The influence of hydraulic conductivity on the base capacity of the piles in cap-supported
pile groups after an earthquake was described in Section 7.6.2. This delay in regaining
base capacity after the earthquake affects the subsequent development of shaft friction
in MS08. In the dense layer, shaft friction remains near zero initially as the excess pore
pressures remain high enough to keep the vertical effective stresses and therefore shaft
friction capacity close to zero.
The much slower dissipation of excess pore pressures (shown in Figure 7.1(a) ) means
that the shaft friction capacity correspondingly increases slowly, hence shaft friction in
the dense layer still remains very low 300 s after the earthquake despite the large downward
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movement of the pile relative to the dense layer shown in Figure 7.3(a). Even though the
shaft friction capacities of the piles in MS07 and MS08 would be expected to be very
similar once all excess pore pressures have been dissipated, the recorded shaft friction in
MS08 remains lower than in MS07. It is thought that this is due to the fact that the vast
majority of the pile’s settlement occurs while the effective stresses remain relatively low.
Hence, in the latter stages of pore pressure dissipation when the shaft friction capacity
is re-established, the pile does not settle enough to mobilise the available shaft friction
capacity.
Figure 7.4 indicates that the shaft friction in the loose layer remained positive in MS08,
in contrast to the downdrag forces observed in MS06 and MS07. It was shown in Figure
7.3(a) that the soil surface does not begin moving downward relative to the pile until
approximately 100 - 200 s after the end of the earthquake. It would be expected that,
as the soil accumulates increasing settlement relative to the pile, the shaft friction would
first reduce to zero, and then become negative, as was the case in the other tests. This
effect was partly observed on both instrumented piles, where the shaft friction began
reducing slightly from 900 s until the pore pressures had finished dissipating. It remains
surprising however that the shaft friction in the loose layer remains positive on both
piles in the loose layer throughout the process of excess pore pressure dissipation. The
axial loads in Figure 7.2(a) show that the pile cap continues to support axial load even
after all excess pore pressures have finished dissipating since the final pile head loads are
lower than those expected if the piles carried all of the superstructural load equally. This
suggests that despite negative relative settlement between the free-field soil and the pile
cap, some contact remains between the pile cap and soil surface, leading to a residual pile
cap bearing pressure. In this case, the effective stresses below the pile cap will be higher
than those in the free field and therefore downwards movement of the piles will generate
positive shaft friction. Although the relative settlement shown in Figure 7.3(a) indicate
that the soil surface begins settling relative to the pile at around t = 100 - 200 s after
the earthquake, deeper in the loose layer, the reverse in relative settlement will happen
at later times, resulting in positive shaft friction continuing to exist as the excess pore
pressures dissipate.
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7.9 Summary
In this chapter, the behaviour of piled groups after an earthquake has been discussed.
While high accelerations and resulting dynamic load demands during the strong shaking
might be thought to be the most vulnerable period for the structure, the post-earthquake
phase remains important in determining the final relative settlements and axial load
distributions.
This chapter has highlighted the differences in behaviour dependent on the manner in
which axial load at the pile head develops, as well as the influence of the bearing layer’s
hydraulic conductivity. These differences are now summarised by considering the effects
on the soil’s behaviour and the behaviour of the different types of pile group separately.
7.9.1 Soil behaviour
• The dissipation of excess pore pressures within deep soil layers is greatly affected
by its hydraulic conductivity. Where hydraulic conductivities are similar across the
whole soil profile, parabolic isochrones provided a good fit to the observed dissipation
of excess pore pressures. Where the deeper soil layer’s hydraulic conductivity was
larger than the overlying layer, then excess pore pressures throughout the layer
equalise rapidly to the value at the bottom of the overlying layer. Remaining excess
pore pressures dissipate in the same manner as the bottom of the overlying soil
layer.
• Excess pore pressures measured below the pile tips suggest that in regions of intense
shear, large volumetric strains can occur in soils of large hydraulic conductivity,
leading to the initially dense soil crossing the critical state line as the effective
stresses are regained following an earthquake and exhibiting a contractile response.
7.9.2 Free-standing piles
• Post earthquake settlements of the pile group are strongly influenced by the hy-
draulic conductivity of the bearing layer. Settlements were very limited when the
bearing layer had a large hydraulic conductivity owing to the rapid increase in pile
end bearing capacity. In bearing layers of low hydraulic conductivity, the piles ex-
perienced large settlements due to the bearing capacity remaining very low after the
earthquake.
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• Despite axial pile head loads remaining constant after the earthquake on free-
standing pile groups, the consolidation of the soil profile led to an increase in axial
loading on the piles due to negative shaft friction.
7.9.3 Cap-supported piles
• The axial head loads on cap-supported piles were observed to be low at the end of
the earthquake due to the transfer of axial load from the piles to the pile cap which
took place during the earthquakes. As the excess pore pressures dissipated, the
axial loads being carried as pile cap bearing pressure returned to the piles, leading
to large increases in axial pile head loads after the earthquake.
• In cases where the hydraulic conductivity of the base layer was large, it was found
that the absolute post-seismic settlements of the cap-supported pile groups was
larger than that of the free-standing pile groups due to the end bearing resistance
needing to be remobilised.
• In cases where the hydraulic conductivity of the base layer was low, the absolute
post-seismic settlements of the cap-supported pile groups are lower than those of a
free-standing pile group, arising from the pile cap continuing to support the axial
loads and prevent the plunging failure observed on the free-standing piles.
• Cap-supported pile groups in bearing layers of low hydraulic conductivity settled
with the soil surface for a significant period due to the piles being unable to mobilise
end bearing resistance. The settlement of these pile groups relative to the soil surface
was therefore the smallest. Due to the small relative settlements, the shaft friction in
the loose layer was also much smaller in this scenario. The more gradual dissipation
of excess pore pressure responsible for the larger absolute pile group settlements,
are also responsible for the apparent reduction in shaft friction mobilisation in the
bearing layer.
7.9.4 Effect of installation
• Despite the differences in the behaviour of jacked and bored piles in Chapter 6, the
behaviour of the jacked piles were found to be broadly in line with the bored piles
in this phase of the tests, with their behaviour being largely dependent on whether
the relative settlement during the earthquake had led to the pile groups becoming
free-standing, or whether the axial load transfer to the pile cap which was apparent
on cap-supported pile groups had occurred.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
8.1 Axial behaviour of piled foundations during earth-
quakes
In the opening chapter, the uncertainty surrounding the performance of piled foundations
in liquefiable soils was highlighted, leading to the stated aim of clarifying the load transfer
mechanisms which enable the axial loads on a piled foundation to be supported following
the onset of liquefaction during a strong seismic event. The subsequent chapters have
worked towards this singular aim, and have shown that the axial loads are carried in very
different ways during an earthquake, depending largely upon whether the pile group was
supported at its cap or whether the pile groups were “free-standing.”
The following sections draw together the results from the research programme in order
to make conclusions concerning the expected behaviour of pile groups during and after
a strong earthquake. The effects of installation significantly affected the co-seismic axial
behaviour of the pile groups and hence the conclusions will deal with nominally bored
and jacked pile groups separately.
8.1.1 Axial load transfer of “bored” piles
In the scenario of free-standing pile groups in liquefied soil, the majority of axial load is
transferred to the ground at the base of the piles, through the end bearing resistance.
However, in the early phases of an earthquake, when the excess pore pressures are being
generated, significant shaft friction was mobilised near the head of the piles. This effect
arises from the induced dilation around the piles due to their lateral movement relative
to the soil. However, this mobilised shaft friction near the pile head is a transient effect
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and once the soil became fully liquefied, the shaft friction recorded in the loose soil
became very small. In the dense soil, shaft friction capacity was sustained throughout
the earthquake, despite low vertical effective stresses in the bearing layer as a result of
the excess pore pressures. This observed shaft friction arises as a result of large lateral
stresses being applied to the pile within the bearing layer, which are responsible for the
horizontal acceleration of the pile caps.
The absolute settlement of the free-standing pile groups was strongly influenced by the
hydraulic conductivity of the bearing layer. With large hydraulic conductivity the in-
crements of excess pore pressure, caused by the increasing axial load on the piles each
cycle, dissipate rapidly and hence allow the resistance in the sand to be mobilised at lower
displacement, resulting in lower overall settlements.
The contribution of pile cap raft capacity is largely not considered in foundation design
for normal working scenarios. However, this aspect significantly affects the behaviour of
pile groups under seismic conditions in cases where liquefaction occurs and large pore
pressures are generated at depth. Within the range of tests carried out, the absolute
settlement of bored pile groups was always larger than that of the soil surface. While the
absolute settlements of the pile group were affected by the hydraulic conductivity and
thickness of the bearing layer, these parameters appear to have little influence on the
magnitude of the pile group’s vertical settlement relative to the soil surface. The zone of
dilation proposed by Knappett & Madabhushi (2008b) developed as the pile caps settled
vertically relative to the soil. The zone of stiffened soil resisted further settlement of the
pile caps and led to the rapid unloading of the piles, such that the pile tips ultimately
become unloaded, while the pile cap supports the majority of axial load. Despite the
continued accumulation of absolute settlement after the piles had become unloaded, no
mobilisation of pile end bearing resistance occurred. This effect arises from the softening
of the soil beneath the piles occurring as a consequence of the reduction in the axial load
on the piles.
However, contrary to the suggestion of Knappett (2006), shaft friction did not appear to
be mobilised in the dense sand, but rather in the loose layer as a result of the dilation
occurring beneath the pile cap.
In situations where short to medium length piles are to be used in areas where liquefaction
could be a problem, it should be considered necessary to ensure that the pile caps and
ground beams are suitably designed to support the axial loads from the building.
Where short to medium length piles have already been deployed in the foundation of a
building in potentially liquefiable soils, then the ability of the ground beams and pile caps
to support the axial loads from the structure must form a part of any assessment of the
need to carry out retrofit work.
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8.1.2 Axial response of jacked pile groups
While no consideration has previously been given to the influence of installation method
on the axial behaviour of piled foundations, it has been shown that this is a critical factor
in the dynamic behaviour of piled foundations. In contrast to the bored piles previously
considered, jacked piles do not begin to develop absolute settlement until significantly
after the beginning of the strong shaking.
The regions of overconsolidated and crushed soil beneath jacked piles leads to a more
gradual development of excess pore pressures, such that unlike bored piles, the end bearing
capacity of jacked piles is maintained for a significant period following the beginning of
the earthquake.
The eventual migration of pore water to the soil below the pile tips leads to the softening
of the response of the jacked piles, after which the piles behave in a similar manner to
the bored pile groups, developing large settlements and reducing the vertical gap between
the pile cap and the soil surface. Once this process occurs, the behaviour of a jacked
pile in any future earthquake tends to be similar to that of a bored pile, accumulating
settlements throughout the earthquake.
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8.2 Post earthquake response of piled foundations
The response of the piled foundations in liquefied soil after the strong shaking has ended
is largely dependent on the mobilisation of base capacity, which is strongly affected by
the hydraulic conductivity within the bearing layer. If the hydraulic conductivity of the
bearing layer is high, excess pore pressures rapidly equalise to the level at the top of the
layer, bringing rapid increases in the available pile end bearing capacity. Consequently,
axial loads can be fully supported by the pile tip very soon after the end of the strong
shaking. Absolute settlements are then restricted to those required to mobilise the axial
resistance. Post-earthquake absolute settlements of free-standing pile groups are there-
fore lower than a similar cap-supported pile group owing to the end bearing resistance
remaining mobilised throughout the strong shaking in the former (at the expense of larger
co-seismic settlement).
Furthermore, where the hydraulic conductivity of the bearing layer is large, negative shaft
friction develops across all of the loose layer, as a result of the soil in this layer settling
downwards relative to the pile. In the bearing layer, the larger absolute settlements of
the cap-supported pile groups leads to larger positive shaft friction being mobilised in the
bearing layer.
If the hydraulic conductivity of the bearing layer is relatively low, the increase in bearing
capacity takes place more slowly. Free-standing pile groups therefore suffer large absolute
settlements after the strong shaking as the pile group suffers a plunging type failure. By
contrast, the absolute settlements of cap-supported pile groups are strongly reduced in
comparison with free-standing pile groups since the axial loads do not need to be carried
by the piles. The pile group’s settlement is limited to that of the soil surface until such
times that the bearing capacity is regained in the bearing layer.
Where the hydraulic conductivity of the bearing layer is low, the continuing absolute set-
tlement of the pile group after strong shaking ends means that the downwards settlement
of the soil relative to the pile in the loose layer remain low, leading to the shaft friction
being positive on average across both the loose and dense soil layers.
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8.3 Implications for practice
The experiments conducted in this research programme have highlighted some important
aspects which need to be considered in the design of piled foundations for axial load during
an earthquake.
• The large relative settlements of all of the bored pile groups in the experiments
indicate that during an earthquake, regardless of the initial scenario, it can be
expected that if large excess pore pressures are generated across the whole length
of the pile, then the pile caps and base of the structure will begin to carry large
axial loads. In these scenarios, the structural performance of the building will be
improved by the use of large and robust pile caps, with well designed connections
between the cap and piles.
• In scenarios where the end bearing capacity of a pile can be sustained for a sig-
nificant period of the earthquake, such as jacked pile groups or piles which extend
significantly in to competent base soils, then it must be expected that the soil will
settle away from the pile caps, and the ensuing behaviour will resemble that of a
free-standing pile group. In these scenarios, the piles must be designed to carry the
additional axial loads which are required to resist the dynamic moments.
• The compressive stresses on the pile can be reduced significantly during an earth-
quake, either as the result of the piles countering the dynamic moments on the
structure through a increase/decrease of axial load on different piles within the
structure, or as a result of the axial loads transferring to the pile cap. In either
scenario, concrete piles will become more vulnerable to tensile stresses set up as a
result of bending moments in the piles. Therefore the design of piles in regions of
high seismicity should not rely on compressive stresses from the structure’s dead
load when designing against the dynamic bending moments on the pile.
• Following an earthquake, in situations where the pile base capacity is either sus-
tained throughout the strong shaking or regained rapidly afterwards, the settlements
of the pile group will be small and therefore horizontal gaps, such as those shown
in Chapter 1 will form and therefore, remedial work will likely be required.
• The hydraulic conductivity strongly influences the response of piles in the period
following strong shaking. Particular care must be taken where the design of the
building is such that the piles within the different groups supporting the build-
ing penetrate into different soil layers. In these scenarios, differential settlements
between different pile groups may become an important issue if the dissipation of
excess pore pressures does not occur equally in the different layers.
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8.4 Directions for future work
8.4.1 Hybrid footings
The results of Chapter 5 demonstrated that during strong earthquakes where liquefaction
becomes an issue, short to medium length piles can be expected to shed their axial loads
to the connecting pile caps or ground beams. An alternative foundation may therefore be
researched where the majority of axial load is carried by strong, stiff footings, but where
the moment or shear capacity required under typical working conditions can be enhanced
by a number of piles, or one large single pile, which need not have been designed to carry
significant axial loading.
8.4.2 Installation effects
The results presented in Chapter 6 have shown that the dynamic response of the pile
groups is significantly altered by the method of installation. However, the difficulties in
measuring the axial loads during these tests means that the investigation presented was
unable to fully clarify the load transfer which takes place on the jacked piles during the
earthquake. The mechanisms discussed in Chapter 6 suggest that the hydraulic conduc-
tivity of the bearing layer may be a key parameter in determining the point at which
the transition in axial behaviour of the jacked pile groups occurs. Further investigation
is however required to determine the effect of hydraulic conductivity on the response
of jacked pile groups, as well as determining other factors which play a key role in the
response of jacked piles.
Additionally, the piles tested in Chapter 6 were tested in a closed-ended condition. How-
ever, in the field, jacked or driven piles are often tubular. As these piles are installed,
a soil plug tends to form, with the shaft friction on the inside of the pile matching the
resistance applied to the soil at the base of the pile. It is implicitly assumed in the tests of
Chapter 6 that the soil plugs remain in place during an earthquake. However, the validity
of this assumption needs to be investigated since failure of the soil plug will result in an
extreme loss of axial capacity, regardless of the excess pore pressures in the base layer.
8.4.3 Response of structures to moderate earthquakes
In all of the tests carried out within this research programme and that of Knappett (2006),
the axial response of piled foundations to very strong earthquakes has been considered, and
in each case, full liquefaction was achieved within 2 - 3 cycles. However, in more moderate
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earthquakes, the build up of excess pore pressures may take place much more slowly, in
which case the axial behaviour of the piled foundations might be significantly changed, due
to the slower degradation of axial capacity. Further research could therefore be carried out
to investigate the axial behaviour of piled foundations in less severe earthquake earthquake
conditions and where full liquefaction might not be reached. Such research would also be
highly useful in clarifying the co-seismic settlement behaviour of piles at lower levels of
excess pore pressure generation.
Additionally, it was discussed in Section 3.3.2 that the input motions applied by the SAM
actuator might be subjecting the models to more severe loading than a real earthquake,
where only a few cycles of high amplitude ground motion might be experienced. The
results of Chapters 4 & 5 have focussed on the role of the lateral loads in the observed
axial behaviour of the pile group. It is therefore necessary to investigate the effect of more
“realistic” ground motions on the observed axial response of the foundations.
8.4.4 Effect of pile cap rotation
The experiments described within this thesis involved the behaviour of a single, isolated
pile group. The settlement behaviour of the pile groups discussed in Chapter 6 as well as
that described by Knappett & Madabhushi (2008a) involves a rocking of the pile group
from side to side. An integral part of the mechanism involves the rotation of the pile cap
as each leg experiences an increment of settlement when the axial loads are increasing
once per cycle. However, in Chapter 1, it was noted that often piles and pile groups are
not found in isolation, but form part of a larger foundation design. Figure 8.1 shows a
hypothetical large building which is supported by multiple pile groups which are connected
by ground beams. As shown in Figure 8.1, consideration must be given to whether the
observed mechanisms are physically possible in real life - will the structure and ground
beams act to prevent the rotation of the pile caps during an earthquake, and if so, to
what extent will this affect the axial behaviour of the pile group? Will this remove the
cyclic component of axial load during an earthquake, or will the cyclic component of axial
load be applied to the pile group as a whole, as the dynamic moments are resisted by
a number of pile groups within the structural system? The importance of considering
the appropriate boundary conditions acting on the pile cap has been shown by Haskell
et al. (2012), where consideration of the lateral restraint which acts on a pile cap in
laterally spreading ground led to a different pile group failure mechanism being observed.
Preventing the rotation of the pile cap, while allowing lateral and vertical translation will
however be a difficult objective for a centrifuge experiment (though theoretically could
be achieved with a series of guides which allow translation of the structure) and therefore
it may be that this aspect would require the use of a numerical model to achieve. In
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(a) Single pile
group
is pile cap rotation possible?
Pile group
(b) Integration of multiple pile
groups within a larger building
foundation system
Figure 8.1: Pile cap boundary conditions
this scenario, the results from the centrifuge experiments obtained during this research
programme could be used initially to validate the results from a numerical model where
the pile cap is not restrained. If the model is able to replicate the behaviour of the pile
group, then further analyses could be carried out where rotational fixity is applied to the
pile cap.
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Appendix A - Model Layouts
This appendix contains the model layouts with the nominal instrumentation positions
given in mm.
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Figure A-i: Nominal instrumentation layout for MS01
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Figure A-vii: Nominal instrumentation layout for MS10 and MS12
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